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Established in 1992, one of the earliest partnership law firms approved to
be established in China

One of the eight most prestigious “Red Circle” law firms in China

10 offices, located in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Tianjin, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Sanya and Hong Kong

185 partners

400+ practising lawyers and paralegals
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Milestones in 2019

¥ 330.4 billion capital markets deals

¥ 350 billion bond issuance, private
equity and fund formation deals

¥ 51.2 billion raised out of IPOs

60 IPOs

¥ 70 billion M&As

223 industry awards or recommendations

174 personal awards or recommendations

Sourced from cases that are able to disclose.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Address by Chairman of the Management Committee

Address by Chairman of the Management Committee

On behalf of the Management Committee, I would like to

approximately 70 clients in completing more than 100

extend my best greetings to all friends and colleagues,

investment deals with a total value of almost CNY 40 bil-

and thank all my colleagues for their untiring eﬀorts and

lion. On fund formation, our group established more than

hard work in the past year and friends everywhere for

70 domestic and international funds, raising over CNY 50

their great love and support for Jingtian & Gongcheng.

billion. With respect to Asset-backed securitization (ABS),

As we all know, in 2019, the international situation has
been complicated, taking a toll on domestic economy.
However, all our colleagues in Jingtian & Gongcheng have
united together and dedicated ourselves to making
steady progress. In 2019, the total revenue had reached a
new historical high, which had been increased remarkably compared with 2018.

Jingtian & Gongcheng drove a number of innovations and
aided the clients in completing over 30 ABS deals, with a
total issuance of more than CNY 70 billion. In the trust
practice, the ﬁrm set up more than 130 trust plans with an
estimated value of more than CNY 60 billion, and issued
more than 20 wealth management funds, with ﬁnancing
of CNY 20 billion. On the dispute resolution practice, the
ﬁrm has successfully concluded numerous lawsuits and

In terms of business, we have achieved gratifying results:

arbitration cases, with the total disputed amount beyond

we have achieved the best historic results in the Hong

CNY 10 billion. Jingtian & Gongcheng has also achieved

Kong listing, where we have always been faring well. In

greater results in relation to its various initiatives and

2019, domestic ofﬁces completed a total of 48 Hong Kong

practices, including foreign direct investment, belt and

listing deals (accounting for more than 35% of the Hong

road investments, intellectual property, real estate

Kong market), and the Hong Kong ofﬁce completed a total

ﬁnancing, mergers and acquisitions, as well as TMT,

of six deals, ranking the ﬁrm’s top among the Hong Kong

healthcare, education, sports and arts industries.

law ﬁrms with a mainland China background. Besides,
Jingtian & Gongcheng completed six US IPOs and six
A-share IPOs, with total IPO ﬁnancing about CNY 50 billion. In respect of bond issuances, more than 50 foreign
bonds were issued, with ﬁnancing exceeding CNY 160 billion. There were approximately 40 domestic bonds issued
with ﬁnancing exceeding CNY 100 billion. On mergers and
acquisitions and cross-border investment, Jingtian &
Gongcheng completed over 80 deals, involving more than
CNY 80 billion. On PE/VC investment, the ﬁrm supported

With regard to awards, we have made ample achievements this year, with 223 ﬁrm-level awards, 28 trading
awards and 174 personal awards, achieving 28% increase
over that in 2018. It is worth mentioning that in many new
business areas including investment funds, international
and cross-border transactions, compliance, cyber security
and data protection, the ﬁrm has been recommended by
professional legal rating agencies and has been awarded
or nominated as the “Law Firm of the Year”, and many
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businesses have been awarded the “Deals of the Year”. In

macro-economic situation, we still ﬁrmly believe that

addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng Hong Kong ofﬁce has

“Opportunities and challenges co-exist, and development

been crowned “Best New Ofﬁce of the Year 2019” from

and struggle co-exist”.

China Law & Practice.

In the New Year, we will spare no eﬀort to and maintain

In terms of personnel, Jingtian & Gongcheng has shown

advantageous business areas, continuously deepening

gratifying growth. The ﬁrm has promoted several part-

the construction of business sectors, actively explore and

ners, introducing many prominent partner teams in

constantly innovate, cultivate new areas for business

investment funds, cross-border investment, maritime and

growth. We will further strengthen the construction of

maritime businesses, international trade, enterprise com-

branch ofﬁces and provide the clients with more efﬁcient

pliance and other ﬁelds. 65 lawyers and 20 back-ofﬁce

and high-quality services through the synergies of the

support personnel have been newly introduced, bringing

branch ofﬁce layout. We will reinforce the introduction of

its overall headcount to over 700 people.

talents and attract more outstanding talents. We will fur-

In terms of its business footprint, Jingtian & Gongcheng
independently operates its Hong Kong ofﬁce followed by
Beijing ofﬁce, Shanghai ofﬁce, Shenzhen ofﬁce, Chengdu
ofﬁce, Tianjin ofﬁce and Nanjing ofﬁce, and has opened

ther improve our work efﬁciency through advanced management systems and other tools; optimizing the support
of back-ofﬁce support departments to various business
teams.

three ofﬁces in Sanya, Hangzhou, and Guangzhou. This

Let’s work hand in hand and strive for greater prosperity

provides strategic coverage of opportunities emerging

in 2020!

from the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region, Yangtze River
Delta, Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area,
Southwest Economic Zone and Hainan Free Trade Zone.
These achievements are the result of the contribution of

Zhao Yang

every colleague of Jingtian & Gongchengin diﬀerent posi-

Chairman of the Management Committee,

tions. Everyone’s diligence and dedication are the most

Jingtian & Gongcheng

perfect interpretation of Jingtian & Gongcheng’s spirit of
“Professionalism, Equality, Tolerance and Cooperation”.
In 2020, facing the complicated situation of rising risks
and challenges at home and abroad, and severe domestic

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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RANKINGS and AWARDS

Rankings and Awards in 2019

# 1 Globally

#3 Globally

Chinese Overseas Equity & Equity Related

Chinese Overseas Equity & Equity Related
(No. 1 Among Domestic Law Firms)

Legal Advisor – Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

Legal Advisor – Issuer
Ranked by Deal Count

#2 Globally

#3 Globally

Chinese Overseas IPOs

Chinese Overseas IPOs

Legal Advisor – Manager

Legal Advisor – Issuer

Ranked by Deal Count

Ranked by Deal Count

#2 in Asia

#4 Globally

Asia ex-Japan Equity IPO
Legal Advisor – Manager

Global Equity IPO
Legal Advisor – Manager

Ranked by Deal Count

Ranked by Deal Count

#2 in Asia Pacific

#3 in Asia Pacific

China Corporate USD HY Bond League Tables
(No. 1 Among Domestic Law Firms)

Asia Paciﬁc ex-Japan Corporate USD
HY Bond League Tables
(No. 1 Among Domestic Law Firms)

Manager’s Legal Counsel

Manager’s Legal Counsel

Ranked by Volume

Ranked by Volume

*Quoted from the 2019 Annual Ranking Report.
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Rankings and Awards in 2019

Recommended by Chambers Guide 2020
Banking & Finance

Dispute Resolution

Private Equity: Buyouts Capital

Debt & Equity in Capital Markets: Domestic Issuance

Corporate M&A

Investment

Debt & Equity in Capital Markets: Hong Kong & Overseas
Issuance

Investment Funds

Technology, Media, Telecoms (TMT)

International & Cross-Border

Healthcare

Corporate/Commercial: East Coast (Guangdong)

Transactions

Recommended by 2020 Annual Rating
Banking and Finance

Private Equity

Projects and Energy

Capital Markets

TMT

Real Estate and Construction

Corporate and M&A

Tax

Engineering

Dispute Resolution

Investment Funds

Insolvency and Restructuring

Recommended by 2020 Annual Rating
Banking and Finance

Investment Funds

Capital Markets (Bonds)

M&A

Capital Markets (Equities)

Private Equity

Project Development

Recommended by 2020 Annual Rating
Banking and Finance

Tax

Infrastructure

Capital Markets

Banking and Finance

Raw Materials

Corporate M&A

Services

Media and Entertainment

Dispute Resolution

Energy
Oil and Gas

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Rankings and Awards in 2019

Asian Firm of the Year 2020

Most Influential Law Firm of the Year 2019
Best Securities & Capital Markets: Overseas Issuance
Law Firm of the Year 2019

Best M&A PRC Law Firm of the Year 2019

Recommended Intellectual Property Law Firm 2019:
Copyright / Trademarks
Recommended M&A Law Firm 2019

China Business Law Awards 2020
GOLDEN LEAGUE (Nationwide Elite Law Firms)

Domestic Dispute Resolution (Domestic)

Asset Management

M&A (Inbound & Domestic)

Banking & Finance

Media, Entertainment and Sports

Capital Markets (Overseas)

Technology & Telecom

Deals of the Year 2019
Wanda Sports Group’s Listing on NASDAQ

Sensetime C++/C-Prime Round Financing

Bank of China’s Issuance of the Greater Bay Area
Theme Bond

Samsung and Huawei’s Patent Infringement and
Invalidation Disputes

Suning.com’s Acquisition of Carrefour China

Founder Group and its Subsidiaries’ Defense
Against False Statement Civil Compensation Raised
by A Number of Investors

Tus International’s Acquisition of Telit Automotive
Solutions
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Rankings and Awards in 2019

CLP Awards of the Year
Annual Best New Office: Jingtian & Gongcheng’s Hong Kong Office
Annual Investment Funds Law Firms
Outstanding Debt Securities Transaction-Bank of China $1.83B Greater Bay Area Bond

In-House Community
Deal of the Year 2019
Deals Awards:

Honor Deals:

Bank of China Macau Branch SOFR Bonds

Country Garden’s Issuance of High Yield Bond
CRCC’s Issuance of USD Offshore Perpetual Bond

Corporate INTL Global Awards

Cross Border Investments Law Firm of the Year in China

Art Law Firm of the Year in China

Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year in China

Global Law Experts Annual Awards

Cross Border Investments Law Firm of the Year in China
Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year in China

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Art Law Firm of the Year in China
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HONG KONG OFFICE

Hong Kong Ofﬁce

Commercial Management Holdings Ltd. (09909.HK) and Taizhou Water
Group Co., Ltd (01542.HK). The practice areas of Hong Kong ofﬁce not only
cover the traditional areas such as capital markets, mergers and acquisitions, supervision and compliance, dispute resolution, etc., but also include
providing data protection, cryptocurrency, opinions on compliance supervision of blockchain and other related services for many ﬁn-tech and internet
companies.

Jingtian & Gongcheng LLP is a law ﬁrm established under the laws of Hong

Hong Kong used to be China’s window to the outside world, but it is now a

Kong. It is a law ﬁrm with Hong Kong legal practice qualiﬁcations and the

springboard for Chinese companies to “Going Out”. We plan to expand and

ability to independently provide Hong Kong legal services. Jingtian & Gong-

strengthen the Shenzhen ofﬁce and Guangzhou ofﬁce while the Hong Kong

cheng’s Hong Kong ofﬁce is committed to providing high-quality legal ser-

ofﬁce is operated independently, develop more new clients while serving

vices and practical business advice to the clients, designing innovative legal

existing customers well. We will make full use of Hong Kong’s pivotal posi-

framework and creative solutions for deals to solve complex cases involving

tion in the strategy of “The Belt and Road Initiative” and Guangdong-Hong

the multiple ﬁelds.

Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area, so as to form a linkage eﬀect between the
three places and serve the construction of the Greater Bay Area of China.

From 2016 to 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s Hong Kong ofﬁce participated in
143 listing deals, accounting for more than one third of the market share of
Hong Kong listed businesses with domestic interests. Jingtian & Gongcheng’s market share of Hong Kong capital market listing business has always
been ranked No. 1 among Chinese law ﬁrms, and has won extensive praise
in the industry. Our Hong Kong ofﬁce provides Hong Kong legal services for
eight listed companies in Hong Kong, including: Pei Port Holdings
(02885.HK), Bonny International Holdings Ltd. (01906.HK), Fire Rock Holdings Ltd. (01909.HK), Tu Yi Holdings Co., Ltd. (01701.HK), 360 Ludashi Holdings Ltd. (03601.HK), Speed Apparel Holdings Ltd. (03860.HK), Powerlong

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

PEIPORT HOLDINGS

BONNY HOLDINGS

FIRE ROCK HOLDINGS

TU YI HOLDINGS

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Jan. 2019

Apr. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

H Shares Listing

LUDASHI

SPEED APPAREL HOLDINGS

POWERLONG COMMERCIAL

TAIZHOU WATER GROUP

Main Board,HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel
Oct. 2019

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel
Dec. 2019
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CAPITAL MARKETS
Overseas Equity Securities Markets
Overseas Bond Markets
Domestic Bond Markets
Domestic Equity Securities Markets

Capital Markets

OVERSEAS EQUITY SECURITIES MARKETS

Jingtian & Gongcheng enjoys a high reputation in providing
overseas capital markets listing services for PRC enterprises.
According to the 2019 Global Capital Markets Legal Advisor
Report released by Reﬁnitiv, Jingtian & Gongcheng won the
ﬁrst and third place among PRC law ﬁrms, respectively, in the
rankings of legal advisors of underwriters and issuers in “PRC
Overseas Equity & Equity Related” deals.

Hong Kong IPO
Market Overview
After more than 100 years of development, Hong Kong’s capital
market has been perfected, its rules have been matured, and its
size has been magniﬁcent, making it a leading ﬁnancing port in the
world. In the past two years, it has made radical innovations, including the introduction of the rules of diﬀerent rights for the

# 1 Globally
Chinese Overseas Equity & Equity Related
Legal Advisor – Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

same share, the new listing rules for non-income biomedical sectors, and the second listing system. At the same time, China has
also frequently introduced new policies such as full circulation of H
shares and direct listing of National Equities Exchange and Quotations in Hong Kong to help HKEx to continue to lead the international capital market and attract a number of outstanding global
enterprises including PRC companies to land on the market. Aﬀected by the external severe political and economic environment and
continuous demonstrations in Hong Kong since Q3, HKEx experienced a cold market period in July and August, with very few newly
listed companies, but the market was adjusted and warmed up in
Q4 quickly, the turnover of Shanghai-Shenzhen-Hong Kong and the
number of listed companies reached a record high, with the largest
listed transaction in nearly nine years, of Alibaba’s secondary listing. From a year-round perspective, HKEx is still ranked as the main

#3 Globally

market for PRC enterprises.

Chinese Overseas Equity & Equity Related
(No. 1 Among Domestic Firms)
Legal Advisor – Issuer
Ranked by Deal Count

In 2019
A total of 163 new shares were listed on HKEx (excluding conversion of board), 76% of which were Chinese stocks (including PRC
rights and interests). The total IPO value reached HK$ 314.24 billion, ranking once again No. 1 globally and reaching a record high
in nearly a decade, completing an honor of six No. 1 in ten years.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Capital Markets

In assisting PRC enterprises to be listed in Hong Kong, Jingtian &

(09911.HK) completed their IPOs at the end of the year, and New-

Gongcheng has been ranked No. 1 among domestic law ﬁrms for

born Town Inc. was oversubscribed by 1441.83 times and was the

many years in a row. In 2019 Jingtian & Gongcheng (excluding Hong

King of Hong Kong Stock Oversubscription in 2019.

Kong ofﬁce) participated in 44 initial public oﬀerings of new shares,
and 4 projects of switching from GEM to main board, accounting
for 35.2% of the initial public oﬀerings of PRC stocks in Hong Kong.

On April 30, 2019, with the approval of the Law Society of Hong
Kong, Jingtian & Gongcheng Hong Kong ofﬁce merged with L&C
Legal LLP, and the name after the merger was changed to Jingtian

These are some well-known stocks, such as Maoyan Entertainment

& Gongcheng LLP to independently practise out Hong Kong legal

(01896.HK) China’s largest online movie ticket service platform;

services. In its ﬁrst year of operation, Jingtian & Gongcheng Hong

China Feihe Ltd. (06186.HK), China’s largest and widely known Chi-

Kong ofﬁce has completed eight Hong Kong listings, ranking in the

nese brand infant formula company; Tai Hing Group Holdings Ltd.

leading place among Hong Kong law ﬁrms. Moreover, all ofﬁces of

(06186.HK), Hong Kong’s largest leisure catering group Venus Med-

Jingtian & Gongcheng work together, providing a “one-stop” legal

tech (Hangzhou) Inc. (06811.HK), HKEx’s ﬁrst medical device listed

services of PRC law and Hong Kong law for enterprises to be listed

enterprise; Weimob Inc. (02500.HK), WeChat platform’s largest

in Hong Kong.

third-party service provider, etc.
In terms of industry, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided lagal services
to 10 of the 13 TMT listed companies in Hong Kong in 2019, ranking
in an absolute leading position. The performance in the education

2019

2019

2019

sector is very eye-catching. In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng served

HKEx Red Chips

HKEx Red Chips

HKEx H Share

Listings

Listings on GEM

Listings

ﬁve educational companies to list on the HKEx including China
Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK), JH Educational Technology

99
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Inc. (01935.HK), China Oriented International Holdings Ltd
(01871.HK), Huali University Group Ltd. (01756.HK) and Chen Lin
Education Group Holdings Ltd. (01593.HK). Among the 24 education enterprises listed in Hong Kong, Jingtian & Gongcheng served
16 and continued to lead the industry with nearly 70% of the
market share. At the same time, the property service sector has

Participated in

38

Projects

38.4 %

Participated in

2

Projects

Participated in

4

33.3%

Projects

20.0%

sprung up, including Poly Property Development Co., Ltd.
(06049.HK), Hevol Services Group Co., Ltd (06093.HK), Xinyuan
Property Management Service (Cayman) Ltd. (01895.HK) and Powerlong Commercial Management Holdings Ltd. (09909.HK). Jingtian & Gongcheng has assisted eight property service companies
to complete Hong Kong IPO, accounting for nearly 50% of the in-

In 2019,

dustry share. In the ﬁeld of medicine, Jingtian & Gongcheng has as-

Jingtian & Gongcheng

sisted dozens of well-known enterprises such as CStone Pharma-

participated in 44 Hong Kong IPOs,

ceuticals-B (02616.HK), IVD Medical Holding Ltd. (01931.HK) and

all HKEx IPOs.

accounting for 35.2% of

35.2%

Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. (02500.HK) to complete the listing. In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng constantly leads the industry as before in Hong Kong’s listed service market in real estate,
manufacturing, catering, etc.
In terms of market performance, although Hong Kong’s economy
and public security environment were aﬀected by unstable factors
in the second half of the year, the capital market still showed
strong vitality. Most of the enterprises served by Jingtian & Gongcheng embraced a good beginning. Among them, 360 Ludashi Holdings Ltd. (03601.HK), the stock price rose 218% on its ﬁrst day.
Taizhou Water Group Co., Ltd (01542.HK) and Newborn Town Inc.

Note: According to the data released by HKEx and the prospectuses and announcements of
the corresponding companies, the statistical data is for all projects with rights and interests of
PRC companies.
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U.S. IPO

Market Overview
In 2019, international trade frictions were frequent and the world

Ruhnn Holding Ltd. (NASDAQ:RUHN), the ﬁrst stock of e-com-

economy was weak, but U.S. stocks bottomed out and rebounded.

merce incubators, and Wah Fu Education Group Ltd. (NAS-

After experiencing the downturn in 2018, the NASDAQ index rose

DAQ:WAFU), a leading distance learning content and support ser-

more than 35%, and the S&P 500 rose nearly 30% throughout the

vice organization in China were served by Jingtian & Gongcheng.

year, frequently setting new historical highs.
Led by technology stocks, Microsoft and Apple both joined the trillions USD club. The two exchanges of NASDAQ and NYSE raised
more than US$ 2.7 billion respectively, ranking among the top
three in the world. Among the Chinese stocks listed in the United
States, there are not only giants in the industry but also emerging
ones. A total of 33 Chinese stocks were successfully listed in the
United States throughout the year.
In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in six IPO of U.S. stocks,
ranking in the leading place in the industry. Among them, China
Index Holdings Ltd. (NASDAQ:CIH) became the ﬁrst Chinese company in NASDAQ’s history by means of “Direct Public Oﬀering”,
DPO); Wanda Sports (NASDAQ:WSG), a sports event and marketing
platform under Wanda Group, was successfully listed and became
the ﬁrst share of China’s sports industry listed in the United States.
In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng also assisted 36Kr Holdings Inc.
(NASDAQ:KRKR), the leading ﬁnancial media in the new economy,

Jingtian & Gongcheng was one of the ﬁrst PRC law ﬁrms to provide legal services for Chinese enterprises seeking listing in the United States. As
early as 1994, we acted as the legal counsel for China Yuchai International, which was listed on the NYSE. Jingtian & Gongcheng successively provided services to China Mobile Ltd., China Telecom Corporation Ltd., China Southern Airlines Co., Ltd., Petro China Co., Ltd., CNOOC, Net Ease Inc.,
Sohu.com Ltd., China.com, Trip.com Group Ltd, Country Style Cooking (Chongqing) Investment Co., Ltd., China National Pharmaceutical, 3SBio
Inc., Zhengbao Education CDEL, Guoshuang Holding GSUM, Pinduoduo, iQiyi, Qutoutiao Inc and other Chinese enterprises for listing in the United
States, covering industries including machinery manufacturing, communications, civil aviation, media, Internet, oil, catering, medicine, education,
big data analysis, etc. Up to now, Jingtian & Gongcheng has provided legal services for nearly 50 Chinese stock companies’ listing in the United
States, leading Chinese law ﬁrms and enjoying an excellent reputation.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Capital Markets

Assisted Wanda Sports in the NASDAQ IPO
Wanda Sports Group Co., Ltd. (NASDAQ:WSG) successfully completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on NASDAQ on July 26, 2019 (New
York time).
Wanda Sports has become one of the world’s largest global sports events, media and marketing platforms after integrating the business
advantages of Infront Sports, WEH and Wanda Sports China (WSC) in 2018.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s domestic legal team participated in the whole listing process and have been highly
recognized by the client.

The world’s ﬁrst all-round sports service marketing company

Assisted Maoyan Entertainment in the HKEx IPO
Maoyan Entertainment (01896.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on February 4, 2019.
Maoyan Entertainment was a business unit incubated from Meituan Company in 2012 and it was split into an independent company in
2016.
As the sponsor’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole listing process and have been highly recognized by the
client.

China’s largest internet entertainment service platform

Assisted Poly Property in the HKEx IPO
Poly Property Development Co., Ltd. (06049.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on December
19, 2019.
Poly Property is a leading comprehensive property management service operator. According to the comprehensive strength ranking of
property management companies in 2019 released by China Index Academy, Poly Property ranked ﬁrst among China’s top 100 property
service companies with a central enterprise background.
As the sponsor’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole listing process and have been highly recognized by the
client.

The largest IPO of a property management company in the history of HKEx
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Assisted Venus Medtech in the HKEx IPO
Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. (02500.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on December 10,
2019.
Venus Medtech is China’s leading transcatheter heart valve medical device enterprise. VenusA-Valve, the product it developed independently, is the ﬁrst TAVR (Transcatheter Aortic Replacement) product approved by National Medical Products Administration and commercialized in China.
As the sponsor’s PRC egal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole listing process and have been highly recognized by the
client.

This is the ﬁrst H-share listed medical device company under Hong Kong Main Board Listing Rule 18A

Assisted China Feihe in the HKEx IPO
China Feihe Limited (06186.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering on November 13, 2019 and listed on the main board of the HKEx. After
the completion of the oﬀering, China Feihe Limited has a market value of over HK$ 67 billion.
China Feihe Limited is the largest and widely known infant formula company in China. According to the retail value in 2018, China Feihe
Limited ranks No. 1 among domestic and international peers with a market share of up to 7.3%.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s domestic legal team participated in the whole listing process and have been highly
recognized by the client.

No. 1 dairy enterprise with the largest market value in the history of HKEx

Assisted Zhongliang Holdings in the HKEx IPO
Zhongliang Holdings Group Limited (02772.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on July 16, 2019.
As a large comprehensive real estate developer, Zhongliang Holdings Group has developed rapidly in the Yangtze River Delta Economic
Zone, and the business has now spread all over China. By virtue of its high-quality products and excellent customer service, Zhongliang has
ranked as one of China’s Top 20 real estate developers for many years.
As the sponsor’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole listing process and have been highly recognized by the
client.

Top 20 Real Estate Development Enterprises in China

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted 36Kr in the NASDAQ IPO
36Kr Holdings Inc. (NASDAQ:KRKR) successfully completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on NASDAQ on November 8, 2019.
36Kr Holdings Inc. is committed to building a comprehensive commercial service system with media as its ﬂagship. It is a content service
provider deeply involved in the science and technology innovation industry chain, an integrator of industry chain resources, and a creator
of innovative lifestyles. It focuses on global quality companies to provide diversiﬁed content-based services for the development of new
economic enterprises.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s domestic legal team participated in the whole listing process and have been highly
recognized by the client.

No. 1 stock of WeChat Ofﬁcial Account, the leading ﬁnancial media enterprise in the new economy

Assisted Ludashi in the HKEx IPO
360 Ludashi Holdings Limited (03601.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on October 10, 2019.
360 Ludashi is the intelligent hardware system evaluation software provider under Qihu 360, and Ludashi, the tool software developed by
them, is a well-known brand at home and abroad.
As PRC and Hong Kong legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s domestic and Hong Kong ofﬁce legal team participated in the whole listing
process and have been highly recognized by the client.

China’s largest provider of hardware and system evaluation and monitoring solutions for personal
computers and smart phones
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WG ENV TECH

WEIMOB INC.

PEIPORT HOLDING

CHINA KEPEI

GEM, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2019

Jan. 2019

/ Hongkong Legal Counsel

Jan. 2019

Jan. 2019

MAOYAN ENT

NARNIA GROUP

CSTONE PHARMA-B

DEXIN CHINA

Main Board, HKEx

GEM, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Feb. 2019

Feb. 2019

Feb. 2019

Feb. 2019

MILLIONHOPE IND

KNT HOLDINGS

CHINA RISUN GP

IA FIN LEASING

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx,

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

By Way of Introduction

Feb. 2019

Mar. 2019

Mar. 2019

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel
Mar. 2019

DOUMOB

DONGZHENG AFC

BONNY HLDG

DUIBA

Main Board, HKEx

H-Share Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Mar. 2019

Apr. 2019

Apr. 2019

May. 2019

UNIVERSAL STAR

MULSANNE GROUP

TAI HING GROUP

JH EDUCATIONAL

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

May. 2019

May. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019
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FIRE ROCK

TU YI HLDG

MANPOWER GRC

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

ZHONGLIANG HLDG
Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Jun. 2019

Jul. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

HEVOL SERVICES

ANALOGUE HLDGS

IVD MEDICAL

TAIHE M-FIN

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

FRIENDTIMES

LUDASHI

XINYUAN PM

GF HYDROCOLLOID

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Service (Cayman) Ltd.

Marine Science Co., Ltd.

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Oct. 2019

/ Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

CHINA ORIENTED

BEIDA JADE BIRD

XINJI SHAXI

DALIPAL HLDG

Main Board, HKEx

H Shares Additional Issuance, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2019

Nov. 2019

Nov. 2019

Nov. 2019

CENT UNIT HLDG

RUICHENG CHINA

CHINA FEIHE

ORANGE TOUR

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

GEM, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2019

Nov. 2019

Nov. 2019

Nov. 2019
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HUALI UNIV GP

SSPEED APPAREL

POWERLONG CM

JY GRANDMARK

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Nov. 2019

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

NEWBORNTOWN

VENUS MEDTECH-B

CHEN LIN EDU

XD INC

H Share Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

POLY PPT DEV

TAIZHOU WATER

GOAL RISE

C WAN TONG YUAN

H Share Main Board, HKEx

H Share Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

/ Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

CHINA INDEX HOLDINGS

Dec. 2019

PINDUODUO

RUHNN

WAH FU EDUCATION

Additional Issuance on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Feb. 2019

Apr. 2019

Apr. 2019

Jun. 2019

WANDA SPORTS

CTRIP

36 Kr

Listed on NASDAQ

Issuance of Depository Receipts by NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2019

Oct. 2019

Nov. 2019
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OVERSEAS BOND MARKETS

Market Overview
In 2019, the overseas bond issuance market for Chinese enterprises has generally followed the regulatory policy of strictly controlling ﬁnancial
risks and continuously deleveraging since 2018. According to statistics, the total amount of overseas USD bonds issued by Chinese enterprises in
2019 was US$ 238.6 billion. The net amount of ﬁnancing (excluding the amount due) was US$ 111.3 billion, which was basically the same as that in
2018.
In an industry perspective, in the ﬁrst half of 2019, the issuance of USD debt in real estate and urban investment and other ﬁelds increased
signiﬁcantly compared with 2018, while the issuance of USD debt in ﬁnancial and other industries decreased signiﬁcantly year-on-year. However,
with the Document No. 778-Application for Filing and registration of real estate enterprises’ application for issuing foreign debtsreleased by the
National Development and Reform Commission’s on July 2019, which clearly stipulated that foreign debt issued by real estate enterprises can only
be used to replace long-term foreign debt due within the next year, the pace of overseas bonds issued by real estate enterprises has been obviously tightened.

Jingtian & Gongcheng has always been in a leading position in overseas bond issuance by Chinese enterprises. In 2019, we completed more than
50 overseas bond issuance deals with a total ﬁnancing amount of more than CNY 160 billion. Among them, large state-owned enterprises include:
CRCC, BOC, China National Chemical Co., Ltd., Sichuan Railway Investment Group Co., Ltd., Guangxi Communications Investment Group Corporation Ltd., Shanghai International Port (Group) Co., Ltd. (SIPG), Mudanjiang City Investment Group Co., Ltd., Lianyungang Port Group Co., Ltd.,
Zhongyuan Yuzi Investment Holding Group Co., Ltd., Zunyi Road and Bridge Engineering Co., Ltd., China Tourism Group, etc. Well-known TMT enterprises include: iQiyi, Pinduoduo, etc. Well-known real estate companies include: Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd., Agile Group Holdings Ltd.,
Zhongliang Holdings Group Co., Ltd., China Fortune Land Development Co., Ltd. CFLD, China Overseas Land & Investment Ltd., DaFa Properties
Group Ltd., Dexin China Holdings Co., Ltd., Zhenro Properties Group Ltd., Longfor Group Holdings Ltd., etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the issuance of the Great Bay Area Bond Project by the Bank of China, was rated as “Deals of the Year 2019”
by the media such as China Business Law Journal and China Law & Practice. China Overseas Land & Investment Limited issued HK$ 2 billion
(5.5-year) and US$ 450 million (10-year) overseas dual-currency ﬁxed interest senior bond projects, with 10-year USD bonds reaching the lowest
interest rate and lowest interest margin for Chinese Real Estates’ Bonds of the same year. SIPG issued 5-year and 10-year terms USD bonds, which
has been the lowest rate of proﬁtability of USD debt issued by a state-owned enterprise since 2018, and also one of the highest overscription rate
of USD debt issued by a PRC enterprise. For example, China National Chemical Co., Ltd. issued US dollar-denominated senior bonds overseas in
2019. Since 2015, Jingtian & Gongcheng has assisted China National Chemical Co., Ltd. in completing overseas bond issuance for many times with
a total amount of more than US$ 10 billion.

1: Source: Shenwan Honggyuan, “Review of China Corporate USD Hy Bonds Markets in 2019 and Outlook for 2020”
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Assisted China Overseas Land & Investment Limited Successfully
in the Issuance of Overseas Double Currency Fixed Interest Senior Bonds
China Overseas Land & Investment Limited (00688.HK) successfully established the Overseas Medium Term Note (MTN) program for the
ﬁrst time in Hong Kong. Under this MTN program, it successfully issued HK$ 2 billion (5.5-year) and US$ 450 million (10-year) overseas dual-currency ﬁxed interest senior bonds.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for the establishment of overseas medium-term
note and the issuance of bonds.

10-year USD bonds reaching the lowest interest rate and lowest interest margin for Chinese Real Estates’
Bonds of the same year

Assisted Bank of China in the Issuance of Greater Bay Area Bonds
The Bank of China-Hong Kong Branch and Macau Branch issued “Greater Bay Area” bonds, which are listed on the HKEx. The Bank of China
issued bonds in CNY, HKD, MOP and USD under the MTN program. This is the ﬁrst time that the Bank of China has issued bonds with the
theme of “Greater Bay Area”.
As the underwriter’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for the overseas issuance of bonds.

Deals of the Year 2019 by China Business Law Journal and China Law & Practice

Assisted China National Chemical Co., Ltd. in the Issuance of USD bonds
China National Chemical Co., Ltd. completed the issuance of US$ 2.3 billion of overseas senior bonds in 2019.
China National Chemical Co., Ltd., wholly owned by the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council (SASAC), is the largest chemical enterprise in China with total assets of CNY 376.642 billion and sales revenue of CNY 300.127 billion
in 2016.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for the issuance of bonds.

Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted China National Chemical Co., Ltd. to complete the issuance of overseas bonds for
many consecutive years, totaling over US$ 10 billion

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted SIPG in the Issuance of USD Debt
Shanghai International Port (Group) Co., Ltd. (600018.SH) overseas senior USD bonds were successfully priced and issued on June 11, 2019,
raising a total of US$ 700 million.
The USD bonds are 5-year and 10-year terms, and has been the lowest rate of proﬁtability of USD debt issued by a state-owned enterprise
since 2018. Meanwhile, 15 times overscription is also one of the highest overscription rate of USD debt issued by a PRC enterprise.
As the underwriter’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for this issuance of bonds.

This has been the lowest rate of proﬁtability of USD debt issued by a state-owned enterprise, and one of the highest
overscription rate of USD debt issued by a PRC enterprise

CFLD

CSFG

COUNTRY GARDEN

ZHENRO PPT

USD Bond 4 Times

USD Bond 2 Times

USD Senior Notes 5 Times

USD Senior Notes Several Times

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jan.-Apr. 2019

Jan. & Aug. 2019

Jan.-Sep. 2019

Jan.-Nov. 2019

FINELANDSERVICE

ZUNYI ROAD AND BRIDGE ENGINEERING

KWG GROUP

CHINA SCE GROUP

USD Bond

USD Bond

USD Senior Notes 5 Times

USD Bonds 3 Times

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2019

Feb. 2019

Mar.-Dec. 2019

Mar.-Dec. 2019

AGILE GROUP

iQIYI Inc.

GTJA

GTJA

USD Senior Notes

Convertible Bonds (USD)

Euro Bond

USD Bond

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Mar. 2019

Mar. 2019

Mar. 2019

Mar. 2019
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JIUQUAN IRON & STEEL (GROUP)

JIAYUAN INTL

CENTRAL CHINA

AGILE GROUP

USD Bond

USD Private Placement Bond 2 Times

USD Senior Notes 4 Times

USD Perpetual Bond 4 Times

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Apr. 2019

Apr. & Aug. 2019

Apr.-Oct. 2019

Jun.-Nov. 2019

SICHUAN RAILWAY

ZHONGNAN GROUP

SIPG

CHINA NATIONAL CHEMICAL

USD Seinor Bond 2 Times

USD Senior Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2019

Sep. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

MUDANJIANG CITY INVESTMENT

CRCC

ZHONGYUAN YUZI

VCREDIT

USD Senior Bonds

USD Perpetual Bond

USD Bond

USD Bond

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

DAFA PPT

CNLP

JIAYUAN INTL

SKYFAME REALTY

Convertible Bonds (HKD)

USD Bond 2 times

USD Senior Note 3 times

USD Bond

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jun. 2019

Jun. & Oct. 2019

Jul.-Nov. 2019

Jul. 2019

HONGHUA GROUP

CHINA OVERSEAS

GDD FINANCIAL HOLDINGS GROUP

MENGNIU DAIRY

Double Currency Senior Bonds

USD Bond

USD Bond

USD Senior Notes

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

Aug. 2019
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QINGDAO JIMO DISTRICT URBAN

LONGFOR GROUP

PORT OF LIANYUNGANG

DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT

USD Bond

USD Bond

CHANGDE URBAN CONSTRUCTION
USD Bond

USD Bond

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Sep. 2019

Sep. 2019

Sep. 2019

CNLP

GUANGXI COMMUNICATIONS

PINDUODUO

SINAR MAS PAPER

USD Senior Notes

INVESTMENT GROUP

USD Bond

(CHINA) INVESTMENT

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

USD Senior Bonds

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

USD Bond

Sep. 2019

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Sep. 2019

Issuer’s PRC Legal Counsel

Aug. 2019

Sep. 2019

Sep. 2019

SHANGHAI HUAYI GROUP

BANK OF CHINA

ZHONGLIANG HLDG

BOSIDENG

USD Bond

“SOFR” Bond

USD Senior Notes

Convertible Bonds (USD)

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Dec. 2019

ZHEJIANG ENERGY INTERNATIONAL

ANTON OILFIELD

ZENSUN ENT.

Medium Term Notes

USD Bond

USD Bond

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter’s PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019
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DOMESTIC BOND MARKETS

Market Overview
In recent years, China’s bond markets have been developing rapid-

Among them, the overall default scale in 2019 was larger than that

ly, and the overall stability and standardization. According to the

in 2018 for the default situation on the bond market. However, the

operation of ﬁnancial market in November 2019 released by the

increase in default rate was slowed down. As of December 20,

Central Bank, as of the end of November 2019, the bond market

2019, the default balance of credit bonds was CNY 144.9 billion.

custody balance was CNY 97.6 trillion, including CNY 15.7 trillion for

Judging from the types of bonds, the scale of default bonds for cor-

treasury bonds, CNY 21.1 trillion for local government bonds, CNY

porate bonds and medium-term notes had been increased.

23.2 trillion for ﬁnancial bonds, CNY 21.4 trillion for corporate
credit bonds, CNY 3.6 trillion for Asset-backed securities and 10.5
trillion for interbank certiﬁcates of deposit. China’s bond stock is
second only to the United States and is the world’s second largest
bond market. China’s bond market is expected to enter a hundred
trillion level in 2020.
In 2019, China’s bond market generally showed an interval pattern
of shocks. Monetary policy was relaxed and moderate, and the
yield trend was tranquil. The bond market in 2019 showed three
characteristics:
(1) Under the interweaving of long position and short position, the
annual interest rate ﬂuctuated within a narrow range.
(2) Credit spreads have been narrowed, but defaults continued to
grow.
(3) Term spreads have been basically balanced.

Jingtian & Gongcheng has performed well in the domestic bond market in 2019, assisting many large state-owned enterprises and well-known private enterprises in participating in about 40 bond issuance projects with a total amount of more than CNY 100 billion raised. Jingtian & Gongcheng’s elite legal team has rich experience and outstanding ability. Facing the changing regulatory environment and the diﬀerences in market segments, we continued to provide high-quality and efﬁcient legal services.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted Huawei in the Registration and Issuance of Domestic Medium-Term Notes
Assisted Huawei Investment Holding Co., Ltd. successfully in the registeration and issuance of medium-term notes with the amount of
CNY 20 billion and CNY 1 billion respectively in the National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors (NAFMII). The ﬁrst and
second medium-term notes of 2019 were ofﬁcially issued in October and November respectively.
The registration and issuance of Huawei’s medium-term notes is Huawei’s ﬁrst bond issuance in China. As the company’s special PRC legal
advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s legal team cooperated with the progress of the project and participated in the registration and issuance
of medium-term notes in all aspects, provided full-process legal services for the registration and issuance.

Assisted Guangdong XiangLu Tungsten Co., Ltd. in the Successful Public Issuance
of Convertible Corporate Bonds
GuangDong XiangLu Tungsten Co., Ltd. (002842.SZ) completed the public issuance and listing of convertible corporate bonds on the
Shenzhen Stock Exchange on September 16, 2019.
GuangDong XiangLu Tungsten Co., Ltd. has been focusing on the development, production and sales of tungsten products since its establishment in 1997. It is one of the few private enterprises that have obtained the qualiﬁcation of direct export of tungsten products. It is
the largest private enterprise covering the entire industrial chain of tungsten mining, tungsten smelting, hard alloy manufacturing and
precision tool manufacturing in Guangdong province.
As the issuer’s legal advisor for Guangdong XiangLu Tungsten Co., Ltd.’s public issuance of convertible corporate bonds, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s legal team has provided all-round legal services to the client, including legal due diligence, issuance of legal opinions and assisting
in answering feedback questions from China Securities Regulatory Commission.

Assisted Chery HuiYin Motor Finance Service Co., Ltd in the
Successful Issuance of CNY 2 Billion of Ordinary Financial Bonds
Chery HuiYin Motor Finance Service Co., Ltd. successfully issued the ﬁrst and second ordinary ﬁnancial bonds in the national inter-bank
bond market in 2019. Chery FS is a state-owned joint venture jointly established by Chery Automobile Co., Ltd. and Huishang Bank Co.,
Ltd. As the ﬁrst auto ﬁnance company under a domestic independent brand, Chery FS is at a high level among all auto ﬁnance companies
in China.
As the issuer’s legal advisor for Chery Finance’s common ﬁnancial bonds, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services for Chery FS
throughout the process, including conducting legal due diligence, issuing legal opinions and providing legal advice. At the same time, Jingtian & Gongcheng also served as Chery FS’s perennial legal advisor.
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Assisted BOE A in the Successful Issuance of CNY 8 Billion of Renewable Corporate Bonds
BOE Technology Group Co., Ltd. (000725.SZ) obtained the approval document from the China Securities Regulatory Commission in October 2019,
approving the issuance of renewable corporate bonds with a scale of no more than CNY 30 billion. On October 29, 2019, BOE successfully issued
the renewable corporate bonds Phrase I with a scale of CNY 8 billion at a ﬁnal coupon rate of 4.0%, which was the largest single issuance of renewable corporate bonds by a non-ﬁnancial enterprise in 2019.
As the issuer’s legal advisor for BOE’s public issuance of renewable corporate bonds, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided BOE with legal services
throughout the process, including legal due diligence, legal opinions, bookkeeping witness, legal consultation, etc.

ORIENT GROUP

HUAINAN URBAN CONSTRUCION

HUAINAN URBAN CONSTRUCION

LIANFA GROUP

Incorporation

Corporate Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Non-directional Financing Instruments

Corporate Bonds for Phrase I

for Phrase I and II

for Phase I,II and III

for Phase I to III

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Jan. 2019

Jan. & Mar. 2019

Jan.-Jun. 2019

Jan.-Nov. 2019

NANJING PHARMACEUTICAL

GOME

LIANFA GROUP

CNBM

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Corporate Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

for Phase I to XI

for Phrase I

for Phase I and Phase II

for Phase I to VII

Issuer’s Counsel

Feb. 2019

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Mar. 2019

Mar.-Nov. 2019

Jan.-Dec. 2019

SOUTHWEST CEMENT

CNBM

DBS GROUP

SINOCHEM ENERGY

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Short-term Financing Bonds

Corporate Bonds

for Phase I to III

for Phase I to VI

for Phase I

for Phrase I

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Underwriter’s Counsel

Mar.-Nov. 2019

Apr.-Oct. 2019

Apr. 2019

Apr. 2019
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GREAT WALL SECURITIES

XINGRONG ENVIRONMENT

SOUTHWEST CEMENT

SOUTHWEST CEMENT

Corporate Bonds

Green Bond

Medium Term Notes

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Phrase I

for Phase I,II and III

for Phase I to III

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Apr. 2019

Mar. 2019

Jun.-Aug. 2019

Jul. & Aug. 2019

CHINA SCE GROUP

PEARL RIVER INVESTMENT

XINGLU INVESTMENT

5I5J REALTY INC.

Corporate Bonds

Private Issuance of Corporate Bonds

Private Debt

Corporate Bonds

for Phrase I

for Phase I

for Phase I

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Jul. 2019

Jul. 2019

Aug. 2019

Aug. 2019

GUANGDONG HUAFENG

GUANGDONG XIANGLU TUNGSTEN

LIANFA GROUP

CHERY FS

NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

Convertible Corporate Bonds

Short-term Financing Bonds

Financial Bonds

for Phase I

for Phase I and Phase II

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Aug. 2019

Aug. 2019

Aug. 2019

Sep. & Dec. 2019

CHINA NATIONAL ARTS & CRAFTS GROUP

JUXIIN INTERNATIONAL LEASING

HUAWEI INVESTMENT & HOLDING

YUNNAN INVESTMENT RAILWAY

Ultra-short-term Financing Bond

Corporate Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Corporate Bonds

Convertible Corporate Bonds

for Phase I

for Phase I and Phase II

for Phrase I

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Underwriter’s Counsel

Sep. 2019

Sep. 2019

Oct. & Nov. 2019

Oct. 2019

BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP

BEZ HIGH-TECH

XINGZHAN INVESTMENT

Daxing District SDIC

Renewable Corporate Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Medium Term Notes

for Phrase I

for Phase I

for Phase I

for Phase I

Issuer’s Counsel

Corporate Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019

Oct. 2019
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TONGKUN GROUP

HUAINAN URBAN CONSTRUCION

PING AN

CHINA SDIC

Convertible Corporate Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Corporate Bonds

INTERNATIONAL TRADE NANJING

for Phase I and Phase II

for Phrase I

Medium Term Notes for Phase I

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Issuer’s Counsel

Oct. 2019

Oct. & Dec. 2019

Nov. 2019

Nov. 2019

KWG GROUP
Private Issue of Corporate Bonds

Issuer’s Counsel
Dec. 2019
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DOMESTIC EQUITY SECURITIES MARKETS

Looking back on the domestic equity capital markets in 2019,

tee of the 13th National People’s Congress deliberated and adopt-

“Reform” has been carried out throughout the year.

ed the revised Securities Law of the People’s Republic of China

Since the trial implementation of the science and technology innovation board system in the beginning of 2019, the system reforms
of mergers and acquisitions, spin-oﬀ listing, reﬁnancing, new OTC
market have been launched successively, and the amendment of
“Securities Laws” was deliberated and approved.
The domestic equity securities markets in 2019 not only reﬂect the
changes of the policies, but also interrelate with the national economic and ﬁnancial environment. Each practice area is displayed as
follows:
1. A-Share IPO
The establishment and opening of the Sci-Tech innovation board
(STAR Market) policy in 2019 was a milestone in the development
of China’s capital market. It took only 83 days from the beginning
of the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) to accept the listing
application of enterprises until the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR
Market) was ofﬁcially opened, which can be called the creation of
“the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market)”. Sci-Tech innovation
board (STAR Market), as a pilot of the registration system, has provided practical experience for the full implementation of the registration system. On July 22, 2019, the ﬁrst batch of 25 companies
was listed on the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market). As of
December 31, 2019, there are 70 companies were listed on the
Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) in Shanghai Stock Exchange, raising a total of CNY 82.427 billion.
In 2019, there were 201 enterprises listed on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange, including 53 listed on the
main board, 26 listed on the Small And Medium-sized Enterprises
Board (SME Board), 52 listed on the Growth Enterprises Market
Board (GEM Board) and 70 listed on the Sci-Tech innovation board
(STAR Market), with a total capital amount of CNY 253.248 billion

(hereinafter referred to as the New Securities Law), which comes
into force on March 1, 2020. The New Securities Law has made a
series of new system improvements, including the full implementation of the securities issuance and registration system, a signiﬁcant increase in the cost of securities violations, the improvement
of the investor protection system and the expansion of the scope
of application of the securities law.
2. Major Asset Restructuring of Listed Companies
In 2019, the Merger and Restructuring Committee of the China Securities Regulatory Commission held a total of 75 meetings, examining 124 major assets restructuring of A-share listing companies,
among the approval for 103 companies and rejection for 21 companies. Under the circumstances of IPO speed-up, goodwill plummet
continuously and the negative response of secondary market to
“favorable merger and acquisition”, the enthusiasm and activity of
listed companies in carrying out major asset restructuring have declined. In 2019, only 124 major asset restructuring were reviewed
by the Restructuring Committee, making the lowest in the past ﬁve
years. At the same time, the approval rate of the Restructuring
Committee in 2019 was fell to a new record low of 83.06% in nearly
5 years.
On October 18, 2019, Decision on Amending the Measures for the
Administration of Major Asset Restructuring of Listed Companies
was issued by the China Securities Regulatory Commission. This
amendment aims to relax the supervision of back-door transactions. The core content includes canceling the “Net proﬁt” index of
recognition criterion of restructure and listing, shortening the calculation period of the “accumulative ﬁrst principle”, promoting the
reform of GEM restructuring and listing, resuming the matching
ﬁnancing for restructuring and listing, and strengthening the supervision of restructuring performance commitments.

raised. Compared with 105 newly listed companies in 2018, the
number of newly listed enterprises has been increased by 91.43%.
On December 28, 2019, the 15th meeting of the Standing Commit-
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3. Acquisition of Listed Companies
In 2019, the transactions of control rights of listed companies continued to be active. A total of 165 A-share listed companies
changed their control rights throughout the year, increased nearly
60% from 2018. Among the methods of acquisition of listed companies, the most conventional method of controlling rights transactions are to accept the shares of listed companies held by the
original major shareholders through agreement, or entrust voting
rights while accepting the agreement. In addition, in some cases,
the transactions methods also include judicial auction, subscription of non-public shares, increase of holdings in the secondary
market, tender oﬀer, etc.
4. Reﬁnancing of Listed Companies
Since the new regulations on the revision and reduction of
reﬁnancing regulations were issued in 2017, the proportion of private placement has been reduced year by year, and the proportion
of convertible bonds has been greatly increased: In 2017, 2018 and
2019, the ﬁnancing scale of private placement by listed companies
was CNY 1.02 trillion, CNY 785.5 billion and CNY 671.8 billion respectively, accounting for 90%, 89% and 71% respectively, showing
a gradual decline trend.
On November 8, 2019, China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC) publicly solicited opinions on amending reﬁnancing rules,
and made amendments to the issuance price, lock-in period and
application of the new rules for reducing holding of private placement, etc.
5. New OTC (Over the Counter)
As of December 31, 2019, the total number of newly listed companies in the New OTC (Over the Counter) reached 8,953, decreased
1,738 from 10,691 at the end of 2018. In 2019, the number of newly
listed enterprises has reached 249, the number of delisted enterprises has reached 1987, and the number of enterprises that have
successfully transferred onto the listed sector has reached 38.
On October 25, 2019, the reform of the New OTC (Over the Counter) was announced by China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC) to be fully started and deepened. At the end of December
2019, China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and National
Equities Exchange and Quotations Co., Ltd. successively issued relevant rules and detailed implementation rules for the comprehensive and deepening reform of the New OTC (Over the Counter).
These rules have reformed and standardized the stratiﬁcation of
the New OTC (Over the Counter), market transactions, investor
thresholds and other aspects, and have made adjustments to the

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

directional seasoned oﬀering, information disclosure and listing
review of the new listed enterprises on the New OTC (Over the
Counter).
6. Delisting of Listed Companies
Opening up diversiﬁed delisting channels and promoting the survival of the ﬁttest of listed companies is one of the 12 key tasks in
comprehensively deepening the capital market reform. In 2019,
the total number of delisting cases in the A-share market reached
a record high. The total number of delisted shares of listed companies was 12, far exceeding 2 in 2016, 5 in 2017 and 6 in 2018.

Capital Markets

Assisted Montage Technology Co., Ltd. in the Listing
on Sci-Tech Innovation Board
Montage Technology Co., Ltd. (688008.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and listing on the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market),
Shanghai Stock Exchange in July, 2019.
Montage Technology is the world’s ﬁrst company that can mass-produce DDR4 registered clock driver chips. It is committed to providing
high-performance chip solutions for cloud computing and artiﬁcial intelligence and it is also the only service provider in Asia that can provide memory interface chip solutions.
As the investor’s legal advisors, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in several rounds of private placement and red chip ﬁnancing of Montage and participated in its listing as the underwriter’s lawyer on Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market)

The only company around the world that has obtained Intel Certiﬁcation in DDR3 and DDR4, and as of December
31, 2019, it has become No. 1 largest market value on the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market)

Assisted BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. in the Listing
on Sci-Tech Innovation Board
BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. (688166.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and listing on the Sci-Tech innovation board
(STAR Market), Shanghai Stock Exchange on November 8, 2019.
BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. is committed to the research, development and production of high-end generic drugs and
original new drugs. Its technology platform is at the leading level around the world. It has successfully developed high-end generic drugs,
such as Eribrin and Fondaparinux, and has established product lines with global competitive advantages in the ﬁelds of anti-tumor, super
antibiotics and intravenous iron supplement.
As the issuer’s legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole listing process and won high recognition from the client.

An International Leading Enterprise with High Technical Barriers for Generic Drugs and Original New Drugs

Assisted Zhongmin Energy Co., Ltd. in the Public Issuance and Convertible
Corporate Bonds to Purchase Assets and Raise Supporting Funds
Zhongmin Energy Co., Ltd. (600163.SH) issued 689 million shares and 2 million directional convertible bonds to Fujian Investment and Development Group Co., Ltd. for purchasing 100% of the shares of Fujian Investment Group, while Zhongmin Energy issued directional convertible bonds to no more than 10 investors to raise supporting funds, with the total amount of supporting funds raised not exceeding CNY
560 million.
As the manager’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for Zhongmin Energy Co., Ltd., such as legal due
diligence of the underlying assets, drafting of transaction documents, issuing legal opinions, assisting in obtaining approval documents
from relevant government departments, and responding to issues raised by the Exchange and the China Securities Regulatory Commission, which have been highly recognized by clients and other agencies.

“Oﬀshore Wind Power” Leading Enterprise in China
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Assisted Shanghai Potevio Co., Ltd. in the Withdrawal of A-Shares
Shanghai Potevio Co., Ltd. (Shanghai Potevio) is a listed company on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Due to three consecutive years of
losses, Shanghai Potevio voluntarily withdrew its A-share and B-share trading on the Shanghai Stock Exchange with the resolution of the
shareholders’ meeting and obtained the consent of the Shanghai Stock Exchange on May 17, 2019. After Shanghai Potevio was delisted, the
shares were transferred to the national small and medium-sized enterprise share transfer system for listing and transfer.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided all-round legal services for the project, including scheme design and discussion, drafting of legal documents, and providing legal opinions.

This is the second case of active withdrawal from the stock market and the ﬁrst case of simultaneous withdrawal of
A shares and B shares from exchange trading in China.

Assisted New Hope Dairy Co., Ltd. (002946.SZ) in its listeing

Assisted

on A-share small and medium-sized enterprises board (SME

(839760.OC) in its directional issuance of shares

Board) of Shenzhen Stock Exchange

Shenzhen

Dajunhong

Technology

Co.,

Ltd.

Assisted Chery Holding Group Co., Ltd. in its completion of

Assisted Montage Technology Co., Ltd. (688008.SH) in its

the capital increase and stock expansion. This capital in-

listing on A-share Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) of

crease and stock expansion of Chery was the ﬁrst large auto-

Shanghai Stock Exchange

mobile group in the automobile industry to open the road of

Assisted

Beijing

Worldia

Diamond

Tools

Co.,

Ltd.

(688028.SH) in its listing on A-share Sci-Tech innovation
board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted Beijing Tianyishangjia New Material Corp., Ltd.
(688033.SH) in its listing on A-share Sci-Tech innovation
board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted China National Electric Apparatus Research Institute
Co., Ltd. (688128.SH) in its listing on A-share Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange

“overall Mixed Reform”, which turned out an exemplary
signiﬁcance for accelerating the reform of mixed ownership
in the automobile industry
Assisted Zhongmin Energy Co., Ltd. (600163.SH) in its issuance of 689 million shares and 2 million directional convertible bonds to Fujian Investment and Development Group
Co., Ltd. to purchase 100% of the shares of Fujian Investment
Group
Assisted Beijing Woaiwojia (5i5j) Real Estate Brokerage Co.,
Ltd., subsidiary of 5i5j Holding Group Co., Ltd. (000560.SZ) in

Assisted Bright Gene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd.

its acquisition of a total of 100% equity of Hunan Lanhaigou

(688166.SH) in its listing on A-share Sci-Tech innovation

Business Planning Co., Ltd. held by the counterparty through

board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange

cash payment

Assisted Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology Co., Ltd.

Assisted Beijing Huatu Hongyang Education & Culture Corp.,

(002202.SZ) (02208.HK) in its A+H shares rights-oﬀering is-

Ltd. (300492.SZ) in its acquisition of 30% equity interest of

suance

Huatu Cendes Co., Ltd.in at a consideration of about CNY 750
million

Assisted Tianshui Huatian Technology Co., Ltd. (002185.SZ) in
its A shares rights-oﬀering issuance

Assisted Shanghai Potevio Co., Ltd. in its withdrawal A-share
and B-share shares from the Shanghai Stock Exchange on its

Assisted Shenergy Co., Ltd. (600642.SH) in its non-public of-

own initiative

fering of A shares
Assisted Guangdong Jinshan Environmental Material Co.,
Assisted Bazhong Bashan Livestock Husbandry Technology

Ltd. in its application for shares to terminate its listing in the

Co., Ltd. (872245.OC) in its directional issuance of shares

National Equities Exchange and Quotations (NEEQ)
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M&A
Domestic M&A
Outbound Investment

M&A

The past 2019 was deﬁnitely unusual. During the past year, our
M&A team honed its way forward, lived up to its promise and continued to fulﬁll its mission as a lawyer and even a trusted friend of
clients in a creative perspective.
In this year, we have gained a lot in the ﬁeld of mergers and acquisitions. We have not only participated in many major asset restructuring projects involving A-share listed companies, but also participated in a series of major mergers and acquisitions, including
overseas investment projects, such as Suning mergered Carrefour
China, Privatization of TCL Group’s intelligent terminal business,
Chery Holding Co., Ltd increased its capital and expanded the
shares, NWS Holdings Ltd. acquired FTLife Insurance Company
Limited, Smartsteps introduced the strategic investment from JD
Digits , etc. In addition, We have also represented our new and old
clients on mergers and acquisitions, including Xiaomi Technology,
5i5j Realty Inc., Zhongmin Energy Co., Ltd., Sonepar Group, Shenzhen Gas, Ping An Healthcare and Technology Co., Ltd., Meitu Inc.,
HELLA Holding International GmbH,China Reform Holdings Corporation Ltd. KKR, Hony Capital, etc.
In order to complete the tasks entrusted to us by our clients perfectly with great energy and eﬀorts, we have traveled all over the
country: northeast, southwest hinterland, northwest desert, central plains and pearl of the east. We were involved in a wide range
of industries. Some are more traditional such as textile, automobile manufacturing, wind power generation, city gas, real estate,
insurance, retail, etc. Some are relatively new and fashionable,
such as smart terminals, big data, new media, etc. However, in fact,
traditional industries are also full of new vitality under the empowerment of new technologies, such as new retail. Therefore, although traditional industries are traditional in nature, they are not
“old-fashioned” or “outdated”. In a certain sense, the so-called
“new” is sometimes just “old wine in new bottles”. There is nothing
new under the sun. Keep on moving, carry on the past and open up
for the future. Of course, we have made great eﬀorts to make the
projects we participated become the worthy scene. We, a bridge
between the “new” and “old”, and a bridge between our clients
and the goals they want to achieve. clients are actually our bridge,
because they couldlead us into new ﬁelds (Really, sometimes we
know nothing about these ﬁelds) and let us keep our eyes open
and learn a lot. We are deeply grateful for this.
This is mutual trust. Trust is the foundation of all value creation. We
look forward to working with our clients and friends to continue to
achieve mutual achievements, open an innovative chapter together and witness 2020 .
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Assisted Chery Holding Group Co., Ltd. in the Completion
of Capital Increase and Stock Expansion
Chery Holding Group’s overall capital increase and stock expansion project was ofﬁcially signed in December 2019, with a total transaction
of about CNY 20 billion.
As the general legal advisor and ﬁnancial consultant for Chery’s overall capital increase and stock expansion project, Jingtian & Gongcheng
provided overall service solutions for the legal compliance and commercial feasibility of the capital increase and stock expansion plan.
Over the past three years, it has completed the complete legal adjustment, risk sorting and compliance standards for hundreds of enterprises under Chery. Jingtian & Gongcheng also assisted in formulating the overall capital increase and stock expansion plan, drafting a complete set of transaction documents and various declaration documents, assisting in implementing various approval procedures and assisting enterprises in eﬀectively carrying out various core tasks such as investor selection.

Assisted Hong Kong-funded Client Successfully Acquired Controlling Shares
of A-share Listed Companies through Judicial Auction
Shenzhen Jinghongyicheng Industry Development Co., Ltd. acquired the controlling stake of Shandong Jiangquan Industry Co., Ltd.
(600212.SH) through judicial auction, and completed the share transfer registration and delivery in December 2019.
This acquisition is the ﬁrst Hong Kong-funded client (s) to acquire a controlling interest in A-share listed companies through judicial auction. The exemption of this project is applicable to the examination and approval of the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of
China for foreign strategic investment under the Measures for the Administration of Strategic Investment by Foreign Investors in Listed
Companies. It has achieved innovative and exemplary eﬀects in the use of large foreign exchange settlement under capital for domestic
equity investment (shares of A-share listed companies) and further enriched the ways for foreign investment to participate in A-share capital market investment.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the actual controller of Hong Kong capital to set up an equity structure for the purpose of this acquisition,
set up a foreign-invested enterprise in Huzhou City, and reinvest Shenzhen Jinghongyicheng Industrial Development Co., Ltd. to complete
this acquisition.

Assisted NWS Holdings Ltd. in the Successful Acquisition
of FTLife Insurance Company Limited
NWS Holdings Ltd. (00659.HK) acquired FTLife Insurance Company Limited through its subsidiary Earning Star Limited from Bright Victory
International Limited, an overseas subsidiary of Tongchuangjiuding Investment Management Group Co., Ltd. (430719.OC), at a consideration of HK$ 21.5 billion, the largest insurance acquisition in Hong Kong in recent years. After the acquisition, NWS Holdings Ltd. will hold
100% of FTLife Insurance Company Limited.
As the PRC legal advisor to NWS Holdings Ltd., Jingtian & Gongcheng’s legal team assisted it in systematically sorting out the legal supervision situation in China that may be encountered in the transaction process, and provided all-round legal services on domestic ﬁnancial
(insurance) supervision regulations, domestic listing rules and New OTC (Over the Counter) Market rules related to this acquisition.
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Assisted HELLA HOLDING INTERNATIONAL GMBH in its Sale of Relay Business in China
On November 11, 2019, HELLA HOLDING INTERNATIONAL GMBH, a multinational company, and its Chinese subsidiary, and Xiamen Hongfa
Automotive Electronics Co., Ltd. formally signed an agreement in Xiamen. HELLA HOLDING INTERNATIONAL GMBH sold its relay business
(including all the shares of one wholly-owned subsidiary in China and some of the assets of another wholly-owned subsidiary in China) to
Xiamen Hongfa Automotive Electronics Co., Ltd., and the delivery was ofﬁcially completed on December 31, 2019.
As the legal advisor of the seller, HELLA HOLDING INTERNATIONAL GMBH, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided the entire legal service for the
transaction, including the design of the transaction framework, the drafting and negotiation of the complete set of transaction documents.

Assisted KKR in An Acquisition of “Bund Neo” Commercial Real Estate
Recently, Jingtian & Gongcheng represented a investment platform set by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.L.P and Hitone Capital in its acquisition of a commercial real estate project (Bund Neo) located in Shanghai’s Bund Core Business District in September 2019, with a transaction consideration of about CNY 800 million.
As the acquirer’s legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in due diligence throughout the territory, drafted, negotiated and ﬁnalized a full set of transaction documents, and assisted in comprehensive legal services such as project delivery.

Assisted Chinese Enterprises in Globalization: Africa’s First Dry Port-Highway PPP Project
Assisted Jiayou International Logistics Co., Ltd. (603871.SH) in completing the PPP project with the French-speaking African country Democratic Republic of Congo on the modernization of the Kasong Blaisa-Sakaniya road and land port. This project is the ﬁrst government-social capital cooperation project for a Chinese enterprise in Africa.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s French legal team provided full legal services to Jiayou International Logistics Co., Ltd., assisting Jiayou International Logistics Co., Ltd. in conducting in-depth discussions on the ﬁnancial, legal, tax and risk allocation issues for the land port renovation
project and to hold protracted negotiations with the Congolese (DRC) government.
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Assisted Telefónica in the Completion of Strategic Investment in Smartsteps Data Technology
In May 2019, Smartsteps Data Technology introduced the project of JD Digits strategic investment and ﬁnished the transaction, which is
the embodiment of further deepening the mixed reform business of China Unicom.
As the legal advisor of Telefónica, one of the strategic partners, and on the basis of assisting Telefónica and China Unicom to jointly set up
the Smartsteps Data Technology, Jingtian & Gongcheng team continued to participate in the project on behalf of Telefónica, providing the
client with all-round legal services such as transaction framework design, transaction document drafting, review and revision, transaction
negotiation, legal translation, etc. , which were highly recognized by the client.

Assisted Suning.com’s Acquisition of Carrefour China
Suning.com’s (002024.SZ) acquired 80% of Carrefour China via Suning International ( Suning’s overseas subsidiary). Upon completion of
the acquisition, Suning will become Carrefour China’s controlling shareholder. With the acquisition of Carrefour China, Suning will not only
lock in the resources of high-quality large-scale integrated supermarkets in China, but also accelerate the expansion and specialized and
reﬁned operation of fast-food products, bringing new exploration to the integration and innovation of various formats under its brand.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services for Suning Holdings Group all the year round, and assisted Suning Holdings Group in the
completion of the purchase of Italian Inter Milan Football Club and other projects. As the joint legal advisor of Suning Holdings Group in
this transaction, Jingtian had once again provided professional, accurate and detailed legal services.

Assisted TUS International Ltd. in the Acquisition of Telit Automotive Solutions N.V
TUS International Ltd. (00872.HK) announced the acquisition of Telit Automotive Solutions N.V with US$ 105 million (about HK$ 824 million), which was ofﬁcially completed in February 2019.
Telit is a world-well-known vehicle communication module supplier and the main maker of European vehicle communication standards.
After the completion of this project, the comprehensive strength and inﬂuence of TUS International Ltd. in the intelligent network automobile industry will be improved as a whole.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated throughout project, provided all-round legal services in TUS International Ltd., and won the honor of
“Deals of the Year 2019” by China Business Law Journal.
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Assisted Chengdu Yunda Technology Co., Ltd. (300440.SZ) in

Assisted Chery Holding Group Co., Ltd in in its completion of

its acquisition of equities

the capital increase and stock expansion. This capital in-

Assisted China Reform Holdings Corporation Ltd. in its acquisition of shares of UCloud (688158.SH)

crease and stock expansion of Chery was the ﬁrst large automobile group in the automobile industry to open the road of
“overall mixed reform”, which turned out an exemplary

Assisted Bullscapital in its acquisition some of equity of Five

signiﬁcance for accelerating the reform of mixed ownership

Bulls Holding Group Co., Ltd. then, Bullscapital indirectly

in the automobile industry

holds 32.31% of Shanghai Yanshi Enterprise Development Co.,
Ltd. (600696.SH) through Wuniu Fund and the persons
acting in concert
Assisted

Jiangsu

Assisted Beijing Huatu Hongyang Education & Culture Corp.,
Ltd. (300492.SZ) in its acquisition of 30% equity interest of
Huatu Cendes Co., Ltd. at a consideration of about CNY 750

Lianhuan

Pharmaceutical

Co.,

Ltd.

(600513.SH) and Yangzhou Princechem Co., Ltd. in their acquisition of Inner Mongolia Saintchem Chemicals Co., Ltd
(872539.NEEQ)’s private placement of 21,739,130 shares
Assisted Bethel Automotive Safety Systems Co., Ltd.
(603596.SH) in its investment of 33.96% equity of Changzhou
Wan-An Automotive Component Technology Ltd.
Assisted Sichuan Datong Gas Development Co., Ltd.
(000593.SZ) in its acuquistion of 80% equity ofSuzhou Tianhong Gas Co., Ltd. held by Jinhong Holding Group Co., Ltd.
(000669.SZ)

million
Assisted SONEPAR in its completion of reorganization of subsidiaries in China and establishment of purchasing center in
China
Assisted Ningbo Hongxu Investment Management Partnership in indirect controlling of 75% of Zhejiang Huayi Machinery Holding Co., Ltd. (833125.OC) by acquiring 44.4917% of
Zhejiang DunAn Controls&Technology Holding Co., Ltd
Assisted a real estate fund in its purchase of a real estate
project in a science and technology park in Shanghai through
domestic acquisition of equity and creditor’s rights in its in-

Assisted Shanghai Guijiu Enterprise Development Co., Ltd in

vestment carrier, with a deal consideration of more than CNY

its acuquistion of 5,7900,000 of Shanghai Yanshi Enterprise

1.05 billion through the Shanghai Stock Exchange

Development Co., Ltd. (600696.SH) by partial oﬀer
Assisted Ningbo Akin Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. in its
participation in Yunnan Unicom’s comprehensive reform
project that was included in “Two Hundred Operation” by
Reform of State-owned Enterprises under the State Council
and assisted Yunan Unicom and 2 Well-known Private Enter-

Assisted a real estate private equity fund in Singapore
in its acquisition of two commercial real estate projects in
Yangpu District and Lujiazui District, Shanghai through overseas equity, with a transaction consideration exceeding CNY
5 billion

prises to jointly set up Yunnan Unicom New Communications

Assisted Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.L.P. and together with

Co., Ltd.

Hitone Capital in the completion of the purchase of the

Assisted Shenzhen Gas Investment Co., Ltd. in its acuqisuition
of a foreign-owned gas company in Jiangxi province, Changyang Huarui Natural Gas Co., Ltd., Yidu Hongrui Natural Gas
Co., Ltd. and Cixi Haichuan Gas
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“Bund Neo”, a commercial real estate project located in
Shanghai’s bund core business district at a consideration of
about CNY 800 million

M&A

Assisted Value Partners Group in its acquistion of the prop-

Assisted Nanchang High-Tech Investment Group Co., Ltd. in

erty right of the half-ﬂoor of Citigroup building by the way of

its acquistion of 10% equity of an A-share GEM listed company

overseas equity transfer

Assisted Beijing Jinsong Dental Hospital in its sale of 100%

Assist Asia Paciﬁc Land in its sale of Shenyang Chaohui Shop-

equity of the founder’s shares to Nexus Point at consider-

ping Center at the consideration of about US$ 60 million

ation of CNY 645 million

Assisted a leading Asian real estate investment management

Assisted Beijing Taiguang Jinbao Health Technology Co.,

group in its acquisition of part of the property rights and

Ltd.in its sale of 100% equity of Beijing Taiguang Shichuang

hundreds of underground parking spaces of China Mer-

Investment Co., Ltd. to Beijing Kaxing Risk Management

chants Building in Beijing through overseas equity transfer

Technology Co., Ltd.

Assisted the “Evernote”-the Chinese management of Ever-

Assisted a joint venture company in operating ESPRIT brand

note (Beijing) Technologies Co., Ltd. in its completion of the

established by Mulsanne Group Holding Ltd. and MILLION

separation and domestic reorganization and obtained ﬁnanc-

SUCCESS RESOURCES LIMITED, the subsidiary of Esprit

ing from Sequoia Broadband

Europe Gmbh (ESPRIT)

Assisted Chengdu City Construction Investment & Manage-

Assisted HELLA Holding International GmbH and its Chinese

ment Group Co., Ltd. in setting up a wholly-owned educa-

subsidiaries in their sale of HELLA’s relay business in China to

tional management limited company in China

Xiamen Hongfa Automotive Electronics Co., Ltd.

Assisted Suning Group in its strategic investment for Toutiao.

Assisted Laiye Network Technology Co., Ltd. in its complstion

At the same time, Suning Group and Toutiao also conducted

of UiBot and the Round B + plus ﬁnancing transactions Laiye

in-depth discussions on cooperation in relevant business

Network Technology Co., Ltd. is committed to being an intel-

areas and reached corresponding business strategic cooper-

ligent robot company with global inﬂuence in the era of hu-

ation arrangements

man-computer symbiosis. UiBot is the leader of the domes-

Assisted Meitu Inc. (01357.HK) in its strategic acquisition of
57.09% equity of Dajie.com by issuing shares and paying cash
Shenzhen Gas Investment Co., Ltd. (601139.SH) in its acquisition of a subsidiary company in the gas industry of a central
enterprise and a power company in Dongguan
Assisted an investment fund for steady equity development
in a listed company in Zhejiang in its investment of CNY 500
million in a listed company in the household industry
Assisted an investment fund for steady equity development
in a listed company in Zhejiang in its investment of CNY 80
million in a listed company in the metal parts industry
Assisted China Ever Grand Financial Leasing Group Co., Ltd.
(00379.HK) in its acquisition of relevant properties of Liaoning Hongshan Jade Technology through its subsidiary Start
Health (Liaoning) Bio-chem Technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted Cloudminds (Shenzhen) Holdings Co., Ltd. in its
acquistino of 70% equity of Cloudminds (Shenzhen) Holdings
Co., Ltd. with US$ 15 million

tic RPA platform business. After the merger, the two companies will enter RPA+AI market in an all-round way
Assisted Beijing Hosen Investment Management, LLP in its
acquisition of Tous Les Jours
Assisted Shenzhen Jinghongyicheng Industrial Development
Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of the controlling stake of Shandong Jiangquan Industry Co., Ltd. (600212.SH) through judicial auction
Assisted special fund set up by Chinese Academy of Sciences
Innovation Incubation Investment Co., Ltd. under Chinese
Academy of Sciences and zhongtou Zhongcai Fund Management Company in its acquisition of New Journey Hospital
Group Ltd.
Assisted Greater China Financial Holdings Ltd. (00431.HK) in
its acquision of Xinyunlian
Assisted Kunshan Realead Automation Technology Co., Ltd.
in its sale of 100% equity of controlling shareholder to BBS
Automation GmbH
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Assisted Ferriere di Stabio in its acquisition of 100% equity of

Assisted the investors in the participation in real estate in-

Kunshan Yeahok Hardware Products Co., Ltd.

vestment in Huaiyin District, Jinan City, a real estate in

Assisted Moda Operandi, an American luxury e-commerce
platform in its completion of the establishment and operation of subsidiaries in China
Assisted Jiayuan International Group Ltd. (02768.HK) in its
acquistino of a property and real estate in Anhui
Assisted China Reform Holdings Corporation Ltd in its investment in CGN Hubei Lichuan Wind Power Generation Co., Ltd.
Assisted a medical device enterprise invested by a Canadian

Chengdu, a real estate in Shanwei City and several real estate
investments in Dalian, Tianjin and Shijiazhuang City
Assisted the investors in the participation in debt restructuring of two real estate projects in Beijing and Tianjin
Assisted Hony Capital in its acquisition of Beijing Fengtai
Headquarters Square
Assisted Hony Capital in its acquisition of Haidian Rongtong
Building

consortium in its withdrawl from the joint venture with do-

Assisted Canvest Environmental Protection Group Company

mestic funds

Limited in its investment in garbage Power Generation Proj-

Qianhai American Education (Shenzhen) Consulting Manage-

ects in Zaozhuang and Shanghai

ment Co., Ltd. in its completion of the construction of red

Assisted Renmai Technology Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of

chip structure and domestic restructuring

Harbin Yuanfeng Small Loan Co., Ltd.

Assist Sichuan Ziling Education Management Co., Ltd. in its

Assisted Century Wendu Education & Technology Group

completion of domestic restructuring for Sichuan Ziling Edu-

Inc.in its purchase and subscription of Serie A of preferred

cation Management Co., Ltd.

shares

Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation in

Assisted Xiaomi Corporation in its acquisition of part of the

its red chip restructuring transaction as an old shareholder in

equity of Shenzhen TETE Laser Technology Co., Ltd.

a new energy automobile company

Assisted Shenzhen Ping An Good Medical Examination Hold-

Assisted Prime Golden Capital in its investment for several

ing Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of linkage debt stock of GXMU

real estate projects in Beijing and Suzhou

Rexplo Medical Lab Co., Ltd.

Assisted Beijing IN-Power Renewable Energy Co., Ltd. in set-

Assisted Ping An Good Medical Investment Management

ting up a joint venture with Canada’s Loop Inc

Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of debt and equity jointly of Xiamen

Assisted Denios, Germany’s well-known environmental pro-

Zhouxin Medical Imaging Diagnostic Center Co., Ltd.

tection equipment manufacturer in settling down in Chang-

Assisted a domestic textile manufacturing enterprise in com-

zhou

pletion of the mixed reform

Assisted a well-known domestic enterprise in debt restruc-

Assisted Lanzhou Lunhua Central Business District in its com-

turing and disposal with a book value of CNY 1.5 billion

pletion of restructuring

Assisted one of China’s leading food and fragrance enter-

Assisted Riverhead Capital Investment Management Co., Ltd.

prises in selling shares to world-renowned fragrance manu-

in its acquisition of a hotel

facturers
Assisted a real estate company in its acquisition of an ofﬁce
space operating company in Guangzhou
Assisted the investors in the participation in capital replacement of a real estate project in Zhengzhou and a real estate
project in Wuhan
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Assisted Beijing Chuangweiying Technology Co., Ltd.in its acquisition of a technical service company

M&A

OUTBOUND INVESTMENT
Assisted Tianshui Huatian Technology Co., Ltd. in its acquisi-

Assisted a leading Internet of Things Company in the United

tion of Unisem, a listed Malaysian company

States in its implementation of a global spin-oﬀ and reorgani-

Assisted Agic Capital in its sale of the target companies con-

zation project

trolled by Agic Capital in China, the United States and Bel-

Assisted CloudMinds Inc. in its introduction of investors,

gium to Ningbo Gongchuang Lianying Equity Investment

Vision Fund and BOJIANG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP,

Fund (LLP) at a consideration of about US$ 230 million

and completion of Round B ﬁnancing of US$ 200 million

Assised Telefónica in its introduction of JD Digits strategic in-

Provided legal services for the modernization PPP project of

vestment into Smartsteps Data Technology

the Kasong Blaisa-Sakaniya road and land port in Jiayou Inter-

Assisted Suning.com in its acquisition of 80% of Carrefour
China via its overseas subsidiary SUNING INTERNATIONAL

national Logistics Co., Ltd. with the French-speaking African
country Democratic Republic of Congo

GROUP CO., LIMITED. Upon completion of the acquisition,

Assisted China Nonferrous Metal Mining (Group) Co., Ltd. in

Suning will become Carrefour China’s controlling share-

jointly exploring and developing KAMBOVE project in demo-

holder

cratic Republic of Congo with La Générale Des Carrières Et

Assisted Shanghai Manglai Commercial Trading Co., Ltd. in its

Des Mines S.A.

investment of preferred shares in MGO, an American com-

Assisted CHEC in its invenstment for Deepwater Port Project

pany

in Nigeria

Assisted Pachira Enterprises Limited in its completion of

Assisted Volkswagen group in its paricipation in D-2 US$ 15

overseas Series D preferred stock ﬁnancing

million ﬁnancing for Mobvoi Inc

Assisted Yao Capital in its sale of preferred shares in Formula

Assisted NWS Holdings Limited (00659.HK) in its acquisition

E, an overseas company

of 100% equity of FTLife Insurance Company Limited

Assisted Anhui China-Israel Digital Education Industry Invest-

Assisted Granda Galaxy Limited, the wholly-owned subsidi-

ment Fund (LLP) in its sale of all its shares of CodeMonkey

ary of Suning, established in the Cayman Islands in subscript-

(overseas company)

ing 26,657,000 new shares of LAOX, Japanese listed compa-

Assisted Lloyd Morgan in its stripping of business from Ignite
in China, its parent company listed in Australia
Assisted CDIB in participating in an overall sale of Datebao
Limited and its domestic and overseas subsidiaries
Assisted Lupin Capital in its participation of the Round B-2
ﬁnancing of Youhua Innovations (HK) Limited with US$ 15
million
Assisted Rotating Boulder Fund in its participation of the
Round C US$ 47 million ﬁnancing of Sirnaomics
Assisted the investors in completing the merger and reorganization of RiMO and CPI, U.S. Company, a leading enterprise
in pharmaceutical industry
Assisted CAFIC in its investment in Copper Mines in Congo

nies at JPY 8,343,641,000
Assisted METEN EDTECHX EDUCATION GROUP in its conclusion of merger agreement with EdtechX Holdings, NASDAQ
listed company
Assisted Norinco International Cooperation Ltd. (000065.SZ)
in providing Chinese legal services for Pakistan Operation
and Maintenance Project, Croatia Wind Power Project
Assisted Norinco International Cooperation Ltd. (000065.SZ)
in providing legal services for the establishment of subsidiaries in Singapore
Assisted KGF Asia Holding in its completion of multiple
rounds of ﬁnancing and restructuring
Assisted Haidilao hot pot in opening stores in Thailand

(DRC)
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BANKING & FINANCE
Commercial Loans and Structured Financing
Asset Management
Other Financial Legal Services

Banking & Finance

In 2019, combining with the actual market situation, the government’s ﬁnancial supervision department launched a number of policies and measures, including:
1. Promoting Economy
In the aspect of promoting economy, in view of the downward
pressure of the economy, policies were put forward to enhance the
ﬁnancial support for the real economy, including the creation of
central bank instrument swap tools, support for banks to issue Perpetual Capital Securities to replenish capital and improve the ability for banks to lend; Flexible use of a variety of monetary policy
tools, including providing medium-term lending facility, standing
lending facility and opening market operations to maintain a reasonable and sufﬁcient liquidity in the banking system; Dredged the
transmission of monetary policy, reformed and improved the formation mechanism of Loan Prime Rate (LPR), broke the implicit
lower limit of loan interest rate, reduced the ﬁnancing cost of enterprises, further enhanced the ﬂexibility of RMB exchange rate

markable results in shadow banking governance. This has improved the mechanism for handling bond defaults and comprehensively managed Internet ﬁnancial risks.
3. Institutional Management
With regard to the institutional management, the reforms of key
ﬁnancial institutions and key areas have been continuously deepened, the corporate governance mechanism of ﬁnancial institutions has been further improved. Supervision of ﬁnancial holding
companies has been prepared, and overall supervision and construction planning of ﬁnancial infrastructure have been strengthened.
4. Deepening Reform

and maintained the basic stability of RMB exchange rate at a rea-

In terms of ﬁnancial reform and opening to the outside world, the

sonable and balanced level; The ﬁnancing difﬁculties and high

reform has been continuously deepened. 12 measures had been

ﬁnancing costs of small and micro private enterprises were further

introduced to further facilitate cross-border trade and investment.

alleviated; A variety of monetary policy tools were used novatively

The interconnection of the bond market infrastructure got pro-

to give full play to the role of private enterprise as bond ﬁnancing

moted.

tools and increase ﬁnancing support for accounts receivable of
small and micro enterprises and improve credit reporting services
for small and micro enterprises.
2. Risk Management

In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng focused on the direction of supervision, followed up the hot point of market services, kept pace with
the times, actively strived for market opportunities and achieved a
lot.

In terms of risk management, the central bank took the lead in implementing an action plan to prevent and resolve major ﬁnancial
risks, which has stabilized the social leverage ratio and achieved re-

Jingtian & Gongcheng was one of the ﬁrst PRC law ﬁrms to set foot in the banking and ﬁnancial legal services.

Jingtian & Gongcheng’s banking and ﬁnancial legal team has accumulated rich experience in the banking and ﬁnancial business in the process of
cooperation with the clients of all types of ﬁnancial institutions. We have an in-depth understanding of various banking and ﬁnancial businesses
under Chinese laws and the common international project ﬁnancing operation practices. We represent the clients from diﬀerent countries and
regions to deal with the transactions in multicurrency and multi jurisdiction. The contract documents we drafted not only meet the requirements
of Chinese laws and regulatory authorities, but also meet the international standards for similar transactions. At the same time, we have close
working relationships with relevant government agencies and industry organizations such as the People’s Bank of China, the China Banking and
Insurance Regulatory Commission, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE), the China Banking Association (CBA) and the National
Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors (NAFMII). This kind of close relationship helps us to draw the clients’ attention to the latest
regulatory developments and analyze their impact on clients’ business during the transactions and daily work.
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Assisted China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd. in the Successful Issuance
of China’s First Asset-backed Securities with Agent Model for Central Enterprises
On January 25, 2019, China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Haitong Application Certiﬁcate-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd. Supply Chain Financial Asset-back Securities (ABS) for Phase I was successfully issued on the Shanghai Stock Exchange,
marking the successful landing of the country’s ﬁrst Asset-backed securities with agent model for central enterprises. At the same time, it
hit a new low of 3.99% coupon rate for central enterprises for the construction industry.
As the special legal advisor to China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd. and China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd. ,
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the design and adjustment of the transaction structure of the project, as well as the drafting of legal
opinions and transaction documents, providing professional and efﬁcient legal services to the clients.

Assisted Olympus Hedge Fund Investment in Obtaining the Qualification
of the First Group of Private Equity Allocation Managers in China
On February 1, 2019, Olympus Hedge Fund Investment (OHFI) was successfully registered as a private equity allocation fund manager and
was one of the ﬁrst three private equity allocation managers approved throughout China.
The acquisition of the qualiﬁcations of three private equity asset allocation managers, including OHFI, marks that the managers of private
equity allocation funds have ofﬁcially on the stage of private equity industry and private equity product types is further diversiﬁed, which
is of great signiﬁcance to the development of private equity industry.
As the special legal advisor to OHFI, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the due diligence of the project and issued legal opinions, providing professional and efﬁcient legal services for the clients.

Assisted Suning Investment in the Completion of T3 Go Fund Project
with A Total Investment of CNY 9.76 Billion
In March 2019, T3 Go, targeted at new energy sharing travel, successfully completed the signing of relevant agreements.
The project is led by China FAW Group Corporation, Dongfeng Motor Group Co., Ltd. and CHONGQING CHANGAN AUTOMOBILE Co., Ltd,
the three major central enterprises in the automobile industry, and jointly established by Suning Investment Group (Suning Investment),
Shenzhen Tencent Convenient Travel (LLP), Hangzhou Alibaba Venture Capital Management Co., Ltd. and other leading companies in the
Internet, ﬁnance and retail industries.
As the legal advisor to Suning Investment, which is the investor and main sponsor of T3 Go Fund, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services, including transaction framework design, fund establishment, transaction document drafting and revision, transaction negotiation,
etc. , which have been highly recognized by the client.
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Assisted An Internet Company in Its Completion
of More than 1 Billion Dollars Overseas International Syndicated Loan Project
In April 2019, a syndicate led by Morgan Stanley, Bank of China, CMB Wing Lung Bank Ltd. and Goldman Sachs provided a syndicated loan
of more than US$ 1 billion to an Internet enterprise for the operation, development, investment and other debt reﬁnancing of the entire
group, with the domestic subsidiaries and other domestic afﬁliated companies of the borrower providing guarantee for the loan.
As the borrower’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the borrower in reviewing and revising the ﬁnancing documents, participaed in negotiations and provided legal services on registration and ﬁling matters in China, and participated in the whole process of the
project and have been highly recognized by the client.

Assisted AGILE EDUCATION INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. in the Issuance
of the Asset Securitization of the First Tuition Fee Right in China in Inter-bank Market
On June 5, 2019, “2019 AGILE EDUCATION INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. Asset-backed Notes for phrase I” was successfully issued
in the inter-bank market.
The product takes AGILE EDUCATION INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.as the initiator and adopts double SPV structure design, with
the education fee income of several educational institutions under the initiator as the underlying basic asset. It is the Asset Securitization
of the First Tuition Fee Right in China in Inter-bank Market, providing a new reference for the ﬁnancing channels of enterprises in the education industry.
As the special legal advisor for AGILE EDUCATION GROUP, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of the project, including
transaction structure design, due diligence and drafting of legal opinions and transaction documents. From the initial feasibility study and
product structure design, to the successful implementation of the product, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s legal team provided professional and
efﬁcient legal services for the client.

Assisted Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. in the Issuance
of Haitong Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square CMBS Project
On October 25, 2019, Haitong Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities (“CMBS” or “Asset-backed
Securities”) were successfully issued on the Shanghai Stock Exchange, with an issuance scale of CNY 13.8 billion, accounting for 11.5% of
the total issuance in the past 3.5 years and 37.20% of the single-year issuance in 2018. It is the largest CMBS product issued in China so far.
The original interest in the Asset-backed securities of the project is Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. and the underlying asset
is “Shanghai Magnolia Square”, which owns the tallest building in Puxi, Shanghai.
As the special legal advisor for Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd., Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the legal due diligence,
transaction structure design and adjustment of the project as well as drafting of legal opinions and transaction documents, providing professional and efﬁcient legal services for the clients.
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Assisted CITIC Trust-Tangshan Expo PPP Project Special Asset-backed Securities Plan
CITIC Trust-Tangshan Expo PPP Project Special Asset-backed Securities Plan has received Letter of No Objection to Listing Transfer issued
by Shanghai Stock Exchange and to be issued at an optional date. This project is the ﬁrst batch of asset securitization project approved by
the CSRC to be piloted by trust companies as managers of special plans for enterprise asset securitization business. It is also the ﬁrst single
asset securitization project of the PPP fund of the Ministry of Finance of People’s Republic of China.
As the legal advisor for this project, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process, including designing and discussing of the
transaction structure, legal due diligence, drafting and revising transaction documents, and issuing legal opinions, etc. We obtained high
evaluation from the client and other agencies throughout our professional and efﬁcient legal services.
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COMMERCIAL LOANS AND STRUCTURED FINANCING

Assisted the Export-Import Bank of China Hubei Branch in

Assisted DBS in extending loans to SCPG and a shopping mall

providing legal services on investment and loan projects in

property in Xi’an

Uzbekistan

Assisted DBS in providing CNY 510 million ﬁnancing for Mac-

Assisted China Construction Bank Beijing Branch in providing

quarie Group’s acquisition of property assets in four cities in

legal services for the transfer for accounts receivable of four

China

road and bridge infrastructure projects in Ghana transferred
by Sinohydro Group Ltd.
Assisted Cathay United Bank in providing CNY 1.5 billion as
ﬁnancing for the property assets of Goldman Sachs Group in
4 cities of China acquired by the Blackstone Group

Assisted PAG in ﬁnancing the acquisition of some property
rights of Beijing Hanghua Science and Trade Center ofﬁce
buildings
Assisted Haitong International Securities Group Limited’s
overseas lending institutions in completion of the project of

Assisted Cathay United Bank in providing USD and standby

USD loans to overseas SPV issued by Sinomine Resource Ex-

letter of credit ﬁnancing for the Blackstone Group to acquire

ploration Co., Ltd. and completed the procedures of internal

Real Estate Property in Jiaxing

guarantee and external loan

Assisted KKR and a leading international commercial bank in

Provided legal services for overseas ﬁnancing of CHINA

reﬁnancing commercial real estate projects in Shanghai’s

HUANENG, the oﬀeror of the privatization of Huaneng Re-

core business district

newables Corporation Limited (00958.HK)

Assisted United Overseas Bank in providing CNY 1 billion loan

Assisted O-Bank in providing loans not exceeding US$ 3 mil-

to South Asia Group and Hunan Ruixing Real Estate Co., Ltd.

lion to Navigator Emerging Market Development Corpora-

Assisted United Overseas Bank in providing CNY 600 million

tion and Fengguang Investment Limited

loan for CITIC Capital to invest and purchase a shopping mall

Provided legal services for Beike Group for its overseas syndi-

property in Chengdu

cated loan projects

Assisted a syndicate led by Fubonchina in providing a loan of
CNY 250 million to Xi’an Bainaohui Industry as the lead bank
syndicate
Assisted E.SUN BANK in providing reﬁnancing and trade
ﬁnancing to Zhongshan Geelong Manufacturing Company
Limited controlled by Orchid Asia
Assisted a syndicate led by CTBC Bank in providing USD
cross-border syndicated loan ﬁnancing to Haitong Unitrust
International Leasing Co., Ltd.
Assisted the Bank of East Asia Taipei Branch in providing
cross-border guarantee ﬁnancing services for China Huarong
Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Hai-

Shanghai Licheng Leasing Asset-backed Securitization (ABS)

tong-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd.

for Phase I. This project took Licheng Financial Leasing

Supply Chain Financial Asset-back Securities for Phase I was

(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. (Licheng Leasing) as the original owner,

successfully issued. The project is the ﬁrst asset-backed secu-

CCGD as the diﬀerence payment guarantor. It used the ﬁnan-

rities with agent model for central enterprise in China, set-

cial lease creditor’s rights to each lessee from Licheng Leas-

ting a new low interest rate for supply chain ﬁnance ABS of

ing formed in the sale and leaseback business as basic assets

central enterprises in the construction industry

to issue Asset-backed securities

CITIC Construction Investment-Dingcheng Factoring Supply

“China Life Investment-CRCC’s Rights Investment Plan” proj-

Chain Financial Asset-backed Securities for Phase I was suc-

ect was successfully issued. The ﬁnancing party of the proj-

cessfully released. This project is China’s ﬁrst Internet infor-

ect is China Railway Construction Investment Group Co., Ltd.

mation platform supply chain ﬁnance ABS. At the same time,

The investment mode of the investment plan is Perpetual

CNY 10 billion was issued in shelf oﬀering and the initial issu-

Capital Securities with a size of CNY 3.5 billion

ance of CNY 694 million yuan was the largest issuance of ABS
in the economic supply chain

“China Life Investment-Nanjing Highway Development Creditor’s Rights Investment Plan” project was successfully

Ping An Securities-Yifanghengrong Factoring-KWG Group

issued. The ﬁnancing party of the project is Nanjing Highway

Holdings Supply Chain Finance No. 2, 3, 4 and 5 Asset-backed

Development (Group) Co., Ltd., with a size of CNY 3.5 billion

special plan successfully issued

Huaxi Securities-KWG Group Holdings Commercial Property

Suning Group’s Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities

Asset-backed Special Plan for Phrase I was successfully

(CMBS) Support Special Program was successfully issued.

issued. This project is the ﬁrst CNY 10 billion-scale commer-

The Asset-backed security issued by Suning with its trust

cial product CMBS in shelf oﬀering in China

beneﬁciary rights as its basic assets, with a size of CNY 7.37
million
PING AN HUITONG-Cuican Supply Chain Finance No. 5-20
Asset Support Special Plan was successfully issued. The project uses the receivables creditor’s rights of various suppliers
to debtors formed in real estate engineering transactions as
basic assets to issue Asset-backed securities with CNY 5 billion in shelf oﬀering
PING AN HUITONG-Cuican Supply Chain Finance No. 21-40
Asset Support Special Plan was successfully issued. The proj-

Yuanshi Commercial Factoring (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd Purchase
Installment Asset-backed Notes (ABN) was successfully registered
2019 Agile Education Asset-backed Notes for Phrase I was
successfully issued. This project is China’s ﬁrst Asset-backed
Securitization (ABS) with tuition fees
Guoyuan Securities Co., Ltd. Established Guoyuan Securities-Underground Grand Canyon in Shandong Admission
Voucher Asset-backed Special Plan

ect is a trade account receivable newly added to basic assets

Haitong-Huatai Asset Management-Agile Hotel Property As-

on the basis of engineering accounts receivable, with CNY 10

set-backed Special Plan was successfully approved

billion in shelf oﬀering
China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Shenwan
“China Life Investment-Yunnan Investment Creditor’s Rights

Hongyuan-China Construction Sixth Engineering Division

Investment Plan” project was successfully issued. The ﬁnanc-

Corp. Ltd. 2019 Supply Chain Mortgage-backed Securities for

ing party of the project is Yunnan Investment HoldingGroup

Phrase II was successfully issued, with a iissuance scale of

Co., Ltd., with a size of CNY 2 billion

CNY 5.44 million
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China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Shenwan

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Hai-

Hongyuan-China Construction Sixth Engineering Division

tong-China Construction Eighth Engineering Division Corp.

Corp. Ltd. 2019 Supply Chain Mortgage-backed Securities for

Ltd. 2019 Supply Chain Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase

Phrase I was successfully issued. The project has CNY 3 billion

II was successfully issued. This project has created a new low

in shelf oﬀering and the issuance scale of priority As-

in the historical issue interest rate of central enterprises’ sec-

set-backed Securities for Phrase I was CNY 190 million

ondary companies’ credit enhancement supply chain ﬁnance

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Hai-

ABS

tong-China Construction Eighth Engineering Division Corp.

Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. successfully issued the As-

Ltd. 2019 Supply Chain Mortgage-backed Securities for

set-backed Notes (ABN) for Phrase I in 2019. This project is

Phrase I was successfully issued. The project has CNY 5 billion

the ﬁrst storage rack in Jiangsu Province to purchase the

in shelf oﬀering and the issuance scale of priority Commercial

form ABN in Shelf Circularing, with a registered limit of CNY 5

Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase I was CNY 229 million

billion and an initial issue size of CNY 2 billion

Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. issued Shanghai

Chengdu Suning Asset-backed Special Plan is currently the

JinHongqiao International Center 9.01 Billion CMBS Continu-

ﬁrst order of REITs issued by the shopping center, with an is-

ation

suance scale of CNY 1.9 billion

Haitong Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square Commercial

Beijing Capital Development Holding (Group) Co., Ltd. As-

Mortgage-backed Securities was successfully issued. The dis-

set-backed Notes was successfully registered

tribution scale of the project was CNY 13.8 billion, accounting
for 11.5% of the total circulation in the past 3.5 years and
37.20% of the single-year issuance in 2018. It is by far the
largest CMBS product in China
Gold Stone-Chengdu Suning Asset-backed Securities was
successfully issued, with a total issue size of CNY 1.9 billion. It
is the ﬁrst reissue REITs of single shopping center in China
China Communications Construction Company Limited
Supply Chain Asset-backed Special Plan for Phrase I has been
successfully issued. The project has CNY 10 billion in shelf offering, which is China’s ﬁrst agent model+multi-core enterprise supply chain special plan, and it has created a Haitong
Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities was successfully issued. The distribution scale of the project was CNY 13.8 billion, accounting for
11.5% of the total circulation in the past 3.5 years and 37.20%

Yuanshi Commercial Factoring (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd purchase
installment private placement IV, V, VI and VII was issued
Jiangtong International Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Beijing Capital Land Ltd. Supply Chain Asset-backed Notes
(ABN), with a registered limit of CNY 6 billion
CITIC Trust-Tangshan Expo PPP Project Special Asset-backed
Securities Plan. The project is the ﬁrst batch of trust companies approved by the CSRC as managers of enterprise asset-backed securities special plans. It is also the ﬁrst batch of
asset-backed securities projects of the Ministry of Finance
PPP Fund, the ﬁrst batch of PPP trust projects in the trust industry, the ﬁrst batch of PPP executions in Hebei Province
and the second batch of PPP demonstration projects of the
Ministry of Finance, with a scale of no more than CNY 608
million

of the single-year issuance in 2018. It is by far the largest

Citic Securities-Deyuan Factoring-China Construction Eighth

CMBS product in China

Engineering Division Corp. Supply Chain Asset Support Spe-

Gold Stone-Chengdu Suning Asset-backed Securities was

cial Plan for Phrase I

successfully issued, with a total issue size of CNY 1.9 billion. It

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Hai-

is the ﬁrst reissue REITs of single shopping center in China

tong-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd.

China Communications Construction Company Limited
Supply Chain Asset-backed Special Plan for Phrase I has been
successfully issued. The project has CNY 10 billion in shelf of-

successfully issued the Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase II
CCB Capital-Yunzhi 2018 Asset Support Special Plan

fering, which is China’s ﬁrst agent model+multi-core enterprise supply chain special plan, and it has created a new low

Zhejiang • Huiye Industry No. 371 SUNAC Tangshan Project

in the supply chain ABS issue interest rate

and No. 342 Yangguang Chengnan Island Binjiang City for
Phase II Project Collective Funds Trust Plan
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China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Hai-

Zhejin Jinhui City No. 66 Longchi Scenic Spot Collective Funds

tong-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd.

Project Trust Plan

successfully issued the Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase III
Huafalianyichu Accounts Receivable Debt Financing Plan for
Phrase I in 2019
Shenzhen Dingcheng Factoring Co., Ltd. Accounts Receivable
Debt Financing Plan
Bohai International Trust Co., Ltd. • Boantongxing No. 1 Collective Fund Trust Plan
China Everbright-Hongkun No. 3 Collective Funds Trust Plan
China Everbright Trust Fund – Huiying No. 12 Collective Funds
Trust Plan
China Everbright Trust • Pengcheng No. 2 Collective Funds
Trust Plan

Zhejin • Huishi No. 46 and No. 4 Collective Funds Trust Plan
Zhejin • Huishi No. 352 and Evergrande Yixing and No. 72
Jinan Collective Funds Trust Plan
China Credit Trust Jiatai No. 6 Collective Funds Trust Plan
Minsheng Trust – Value Selection Securities investment Collective Funds Trust Plan for Phase 24, Phase25, Phase 31,
Phase 37 and Phase 39
China Minsheng Trust-Xinju No. 2 Collective Funds Trust Plan
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 437 Leyard Directional Seasoned Oﬀering, No. 45 Private Placement of Letter 437 and
No. 45 GON’s Fixed Increase Investment Collective Funds
Trust Plan
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 450 the Pandabuyer.net IPO

SDIC Feitian Caifubao Securities Investment Collective Funds

Investment of China Stock on HKEx and the No. 681 CIMC IPO

Trust Plan

Investment Collective Funds Trust Plan

A total of 18 Collective Funds Trust Plans under the Sdic

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 491 KAISA Urban Renewal,

Taikang Trust-Xintianweng

No. 754 Greater Bay Area Urban Renewal Funds and No.

Sdic Taikang Trust • Youdao No. 3 Asset Allocation Collective
Funds Trust Plan
Sdic Taikang Trust • Hongyan No. 2886 Collective Funds Trust
Plan, Hongyan No. 2877 Stand-alone Trust Plan
Sdic Taikang Trust • Jindiao No. 1081, 1226, 1368 and 1405
Collective Funds Trust Plan
Sdic Taikang Trust • Sunshine City PPN

788 , and Renewal Project of Guanlan Old City in Longhua
District, Shenzhen Collective Funds Trust Plan
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 651 Baoneng Investment
Trust Loan, No. 652 Shum Yip Logistics Trust Loan, No. 672
Trust Loan, No. 739 Dalian Taihai Trust Loan, No. 799 Jiutong
Foundation Trust Loan Collective Fund Trust Plan
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 526 Xinhongyuanchuang liquidity loans, No. 534 liquidity loans, No. 684 Yunnan investment loans, No. 769 loan collective funds, No. 824 Tri-Ring

Sdic Taikang Trust • Yonglibao B1, B2, D1, D2 Collective Funds

Auto Investment loans, No. 807 and No. 825 Tri-Ring Heavy

Trust Plan

Industry loans, and No. 637, 640-648 loan collective funds

Sdic Taikang Trust HeYing No. 1 Collective Funds Trust Plan
Sdic Taikang Trust-Jiakang Credit Insurance Series Insurance
Trust
Sdic Taikang Trust-Yetai Jiakang Series Family Trust
HWBAO Trust-Taiwan Strait Nuclear Power Pledged Repurchase Collective Funds Trust Plan

trust plans
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 538 preferred equity investment, No. 612 Sunshine City kunming preferred equity investment, No. 616 Sinic suzhou preferred equity investment,
No. 618 Sunshine City beijing preferred equity investment,
No. 656 zhuhai doumen preferred equity investment, No.
678 KAISA hangzhou preferred equity investment, No. 716
KAISA chongqing preferred equity investment, No. 719 wenyi

Foreign Trade Trust-Wuxing Huize No. 38 Wealth Inheritance

hefei yaohai preferred equity investment, and No. 823 trust

Property Trust

plan for investment in collective funds with the right to

Zhejin • China Bohai Bank Qianhai Branch Stand-alone Trust
Plan
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China Minsheng Trust -Zhixin No. 613 High-yield Chi-

Zhongrong International Trust-Rowint No. 100 Collective

nese-funded USD bond investment and No. 617 China-fund-

Funds Trust Plan

ed USD bond investment collective funds trust plan

BOC Financing-BYD, Fujian No. 1 Construction Group Co., Ltd.

China Minsheng Trust-Zhijiang New Industry No. 2 Collective

and China Construction Fourth Engineering Division Corp.

Funds Trust Plan

Ltd. accounts receivable

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 628 Rsun Hefei, No. 654

CITIC Trust-Lingfeng No. 12, and No. 16 Yunnan Urban Con-

yuzhou Beijing tongzhou, No. KAISA Nanjing project, No. 666

struction Investment & Health Creditor’s rights investment of

Kangqiao Kangcheng, No. 699 dangdai Wuhan East West

healthy accounts receivable, No. 18 Chengdu Talent Apart-

Lake and No. 701 Seedland Tianjin collective fundstrust plan

ment for Phase II Loan and No. 6 of Chengdu Talent Apart-

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 325 Strategic Emerging Industry Investment No. 1, No. 358 Zhongtian Future Ark, No.

ment Accounts Receivable Investment Collective Funds Trust
Plan

489 yichang telecommunication cable, No. 504 Zhenyan

CITIC Trust-Xinlv No. 2 Jiangsu Changzhou High-tech Dragon

Commercial Real Estate Fund, No. 541 Bohai Surrounding

City Ecological Construction Loan Collective Fund Trust Plan

Area Central, No. 560 Pandabuyer.net for Chinese-funded
Concept Stocks for Phrase III, No. 614 Evergrande Yufeng, No.
649 Redco foshan, No. 668 Land Lanxi Terrace, No. 797 Chuangying No. 1, No. 800 Evergrande Preferred and No. 858
Evergrande new energy and othe Collective fund trust plans
China Minsheng Trust-Zhicheng No. 291 Collective Funds
Trust Plan

BOC Financing-Non-standard Financing for Jianhu Urban
Construction Investment, Sheyang County Urban Contruction Development Co., Ltd., Gaochun old street, Lianyungang
Transportation, Lianyungang Financial Holding, Kanion Pharmaceutical, Zhongtian Holding Group, Life & Health , and
Yihang Asset Management
BOC Financing-Wuhan Industrial Development Investment,

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 548 SUNAC Group Accounts

Hebi City Economic Construction Investment, and ENN

receivable for house purchases Collective Funds Trust Plan

Group Debt ﬁnancing plan

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 772 Risesun Contractual pri-

BOC Financing-Longhu Financial Island’s Right to Income

vate equity fund

from Speciﬁc Assets, Sanmenxia Group Fund Share Return

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 777 CFLD Share pledge Collective Funds Trust Plan
China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 783 Kechuang No. 1 Securities Investment Collective Funds Trust Plan
Zhongrong International Trust-Chengan No. 26 and No. 41
Collective Funds Trust Plan

Right, China First Metallurgical PPP Project Revenue Right
and Huawei’s Income on Salary
BOC Financing-China Railway 11 Bureau Group Co., Ltd. and
Sichuan Railway Investment Group Co., Ltd. renewable
bonds
BOC Financing-Wanrong Factoring’s ﬁnancing project

Zhongrong International Trust-Rongkun No. 61 Collective
Funds Trust Plan
Zhongrong International Trust-Rongzhi No. 1 Collective Funds
Trust Plan
Zhongrong International Trust-Rongzhu No. 310 Collective
Funds Trust Plan
Zhongrong International Trust-Ruirongtong No. 6 Collective
Funds Trust Plan Fuzhou Binhai Project
Zhongrong International Trust-Shengshi Zunjue No. 15
Collective Funds Trust Plan
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OTHER FINANCIAL LEGAL SERVICES

Assisted Future Land Resources Investment Limited and
other investors in obtaining relief for security rights in China
in the payment of bonds of China Saite Group Company Limited (China Saite)
Act as permanent legal advisor, foreign investment legal advisor and fund establishment legal advisor to CICC-Qianhai Development Fund Management Co., Ltd.
Act as permanent legal advisor to China Merchants Securities Co., Ltd.
Act as permanent legal advisor to Cxmone
Provided special training for Siemens China headquarters on
the main legal issues involved in NAFMII
Provided legal translation service for business texts for Bank
of Communications Shanghai Branch
Provided PRC legal services for the legal documents related
to MUFG’s supply chain ﬁnance platform
Provided legal services for the reorganization of cross-border
stock ﬁnancing within China Huarong International Holdings
Limited
Provided PRC legal services for SOCIETE GENERALE to participate in foreign exchange asset transactions of the Chinese
government
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ONSHORE and OFFSHORE
INVESTMENT FUNDS
Fund Formation and Operation
Investment Manager/
Investment Fund Registration & Compliance
Private Equity and Venture Capital
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FUND FORMATION AND OPERATION

Under the inﬂuence of the general background of preventing and

placement asset. According to public information, there are still

controlling ﬁnancial risks in 2018, the whole private equity invest-

many top-level investment institutions in the market that have suc-

ment fund industryhas gradually entered a period of adjustment.

cessfully completed the large-scale raising of the new fund. Invest-

Throughout the whole of 2019, while strict supervision of the in-

ment institutions in the cold winter of capital are experiencing dif-

dustry was continued, relevant departments also issued relevant

ferentiated development, and funds are increasingly gathering to

preferential policies for venture capital funds, encouraged the de-

top-level investment institutions.

velopment of venture capital to support the substantial economy
through tax incentives and appropriate regulatory exemptions.At
the level of self-regulation and supervision, Asset Management Association of China (AMAC) issued the Notes on Filing Private Investment Funds at the end of 2019. Based on the convergence of the
“New Regulation On Capital Management”, it summarized the
problems encountered by AMAC in its previous practice and made
more detailed regulations on the ﬁling of private equity funds in all
aspects.

In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng completed more than 100 domestic
and overseas fund establishment projects, raising a cumulative
amount of more than CNY 50 billion equivalent, which was well received by the clients and recognized by many authoritative legal
rating agencies. In September 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng was
awarded as the “Investment Funds-PRC Firm of the Year” by China
Law & Practice, a well-known international law publishing group
under ALM.

According to the data released by Zero2IPO Group, in 2019, 2,710
new funds were raised in China’s equity investment market, raising
a total of CNY 1,244.404 billion, decreased 6.6% year on year. The
number of newly registered private equity fund managers decreased signiﬁcantly in 2019, with the cancellation accounting for
70% of the newly registered number. The gap between the manager number of registration and cancellation in AMAC has narrowed,
including private equity investment, venture capital and private

Thanks to the rich knowledge and experience accumulated over the years in providing professional legal services for many domestic and overseas
private investment institutions, securities companies, insurance asset management companies, trust companies, public oﬀering of funds and their
subsidiaries as well as various other asset management institutions, Jingtian & Gongcheng can provide all-round and one-stop legal services for
the establishment, collection, operation and investment of domestic, overseas and cross-border investment funds (QFLP,QDLP,QDIE,QFII/RQFII,QDII) in various currencies, including PE funds, VC funds, industrial funds, merger and acquisition funds, parent funds, government guidance funds,
private placement of secondary shares of the fund, real estate funds, logistics funds, non-performing asset funds, positive bond investment funds,
etc. Jingtian & Gongcheng has a comprehensive and profound understanding and grasp of the interest demands of all parties involved in fund
transactions (including fund sponsors, managers, investors, etc.), and occupies a leading position in many sub-sectors related to investment funds.
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Sequoia China-FOF Investment
Invested in USD funds raised by several venture capital institutions, with a total scale of about US$ 15-20 million in Sequoia China.
As an “entrepreneur behind starter”, Sequoia China focuses on investment opportunities in four directions: technology/media, health
care, consumer goods/services, and industrial technology. Over the past 14 years, sequoia china has invested more than 500 enterprises
with distinctive technical features, innovative business models, high growth and high development potential.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as fund document review, negotiation and assistance in subscription and delivery for
the client.

ZhenFund-Establishment of the 6th Fund
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted ZhenFund in its ﬁrst delivery of CNY fund for Phrase VI, with an estimated fund size of CNY 1 billion, which
was jointly invested and established by several institutions such as Starquest Capital and Southern Capital in ZhenFund in 2019.
ZhenFund is an early investment institution founded by Mr.Xu Xiaoping and Mr.Wang Qiang in 2011 with Sequoia China, with a cumulative
management capital of over US$ 1 billion. Since its establishment, it has been actively looking for the best entrepreneurial team and leading investment opportunities in the ﬁelds of Internet, mobile Internet, future science and technology, artiﬁcial intelligence, enterprise services, medical and health care, large consumption, education, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of designing and demonstrating the structure of ZhenFund CNY 6th Fund, drafting
fund documents, negotiating with LP, assisting in settlement and fund ﬁling in ZhenFund.

Capital of a Semiconductor Industry-Establishment of USD Fund
Assisted a Semiconductor industry capital in setting up a USD blind pool fund for Phrase I and a special fund to invest in Pre-IPO projects,
with a total scale of about US$ 250 million.
The industrial capital is the world’s leading enterprise in the semiconductor ﬁeld. This is also the ﬁrst time that the USD fund has involved
the USD fund market and indirectly invested in many Pre-IPO projects in China by raising funds from overseas investors.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as establishment and construction of fund structure, drafting of fund documents and
assistance in subscription and settlement for the client.
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Cainiao-Fund Establishment and Investment
A BVI special fund has been set up for the client with a scale of over CNY 200 million to indirectly participate in the latest round ﬁnancing
for Cainiao Network.
Cainiao Network was jointly established by Alibaba Group, Yintai Group, Fosun Group, Fuchun Group, Shentong Express, Yuantong Express, Zhongtong Express, Yunda Express and other relevant ﬁnancial institutions in May 2013, aiming at building an open and socialized
logistics platform through 5 to 8 years of eﬀorts to realize 24-hour delivery in any area of the Country. It has been more than 2 years since
Cainiao’s last round of equity ﬁnancing. For the purpose of obtaining operating funds and accelerating strategic development, a new round
ﬁnancing was launched in the second half of 2019.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as establishment and construction of fund structure, drafting of fund documents and
assistance in subscription and settlement for the client.

NIO Capital-GP Top Internal Performance Arrangement
Assisted NIO Capital in the establishment of GP Top Internal Performance Arrangement.
NIO Capital is a leading market-oriented private equity investment institution with a broad industrial perspective, profound industry
awareness and rich resource accumulation. The main contributors are ﬁrst-class institutions and industrial capital, including world-class
sovereign funds, world-renowned enterprise groups, large Chinese and foreign insurance companies, parent funds, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as framework construction and drafting of internal performance income system documents for the client.

ABC INTERNATIONAL-Investment in JD Health Fund
ABC INTERNATIONAL subsidiary completed the special investment in JD Health Fund in 2019.
ABC INTERNATIONAL and its subsidiaries (hereinafter collectively referred to as “ABC INTERNATIONAL”) are the professional platforms for
Agricultural Bank of China to carry out investment banking business. They hold the licenses including Hong Kong Securities Regulatory
Commission’s No. 1 (securities trading), No. 4 (securities consulting), No. 6 (institutional ﬁnancing consulting) and No. 9 (asset management). JD Health Fund is the ﬁrst USD fund in health care raised and established by JD.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as reviewing fund documents, assisting in negotiations, subscription and delivery for
the client.
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Oceanpine Capital-Establishment of USD Fund
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted Oceanpine Capital in completing the establishment of a USD fund for Phrase I, with a total size of about US$
200 million, including a private equity investment fund and a securities investment fund.
Oceanpine Capital is an investment management company dedicated to long-term investment and value investment. Headquartered in
Hong Kong, it has ofﬁces in Beijing and San Francisco. At present, Oceanpine Capital mainly manages long-term investment capital for
family ofﬁces and other institutions. The investment ﬁelds mainly include the upgrading of consumption, Internet and technological innovation, advanced manufacturing, medical and health care and other ﬁelds. The invested enterprises include listed companies and many
non listed enterprises.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as establishment and construction of fund structure, drafting of fund documents and
assistance in subscription and settlement for the client.

Skyview Fund-Establishment of USD Special Fund
In 2019, Skyview Fund completed the establishment of a USD special fund to invest in a US project company, with a fund size of about US$
20 million.
Skyview Fund is a dual-currency fund focusing on early investments in the Internet and science and technology ﬁelds, focusing on early investments in the TMT ﬁeld. Partners of Skyview Fund have nearly 20 years of practical experience in the ﬁelds of strategy, products, technology, sales, marketing, public relations, investment and ﬁnancing. Skyview Fund is also funded by senior entrepreneurs and managers
of Internet and high-tech enterprises, including founders or executives from BAT, Xiaomi and Ctrip, as well as a group of successful entrepreneurs in traditional industries.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services such as establishment and construction of fund structure, drafting of fund documents and
assistance in subscription and settlement for the client.

BC-Capital-Fund Formation
Established a multi-strategy secondary market fund in the form of a Segregated Portfolio in BC-Capital in July 2019.
BC-Capital is a comprehensive asset management group focusing on asset management, wealth management and investment banking,
which was jointly initiated and established by Mr. Sun Xinrong, former president of Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Hong Kong
Branch, some founding shareholders of Alibaba Group and some senior bankers from China and Hong Kong. The Group has ofﬁces in
Hangzhou, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Ningbo and Hong Kong. Domestic and overseas companies have respectively obtained private equity fund
manager certiﬁcates issued by Asset Management Association of China (AMAC) and regulatory licenses of the Securities and Futures Commission No. 1, No. 4 and No. 9.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services in the establishment and construction of fund structure, drafting of fund documents and assistance in subscription and settlement to the client.
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Assisted Suning Investment in the Completion
of T3 Go Fund Project with A Total Investment of CNY 9.76 billion
In March 2019, T3 Go, targeted at new energy sharing travel, successfully completed the signing of relevant agreements.
The project is led by China FAW Group Corporation, Dongfeng Motor Group Co., Ltd. and CHONGQING CHANGAN AUTOMOBILE Co., Ltd.,
the three major central enterprises in the automobile industry. T3 Go Fund is jointly established by Suning Investment Group (Suning Investment), Shenzhen Tencent Convenient Travel LLP, Hangzhou Alibaba Venture Capital Management Co., Ltd. and other leading companies in the Internet, ﬁnance and retail industries.
As the legal advisor of Suning Investment, the investor and main sponsor of T3 Go Fund, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services in
the design of transaction framework, fund establishment, transaction document drafting and revision, transaction negotiation, etc., and
were highly recognized by the client.

Assisted Suning Investment in its investment in setting up a T3 GO

Assisted Oceanpine Capital in its completion of the establishment

fund of CNY 9.76 billion jointly with many leading enterprises in In-

of a USD fund for Phrase I, including a private equity investment

ternet and other industries

fund and a securities investment fund

Assisted Sequoia China in completing its investment in USD funds

Assisted BC-Capital in its establishment of a multi-strategy second-

set up by many domestic and foreign ﬁrst-line venture capital en-

ary fund in the form of an Segregated Portfolio

terprises

Assisted the client in its setting up a closed-end USD fund with a

Assisted ZhenFund in completing its establishment of ZhenFund

scale of US$ 200 million with the largest private equity secondary

CNY fund for Phrase VI

share fund in Asia

Assisted a well-known semiconductor industry capital in its com-

Assisted the client in its setting up Zhuhai Rongqian Equity Invest-

pletion of the establishment of the ﬁrst USD fund and the ﬁrst USD

ment Fund Partnership (LLP)

special fund
Assisted the client in its completion of its establishment of overseas funds and participated in the latest round of ﬁnancing for
Cainiao
Assisted Beijing Electronics Zone Investment and Development
Co., Ltd. in its setting up Funds with China Life
Assisted Ningbo Meishan Bonded Port Archaeus & Breakthrough
Investment Management Co., Ltd. in raising and seting up Nanjing
Archaeus & Breakthrough Healthcare Industry Fund with a scale of
CNY 1 billion
Assisted the client in its setting up Citic Jinshi-Chengdu Suning
Square Private Investment Fund
Assisted NIO Capital in its completion of internal performance arrangement of GP/ company’s executives
Assisted ABC INTERNATIONAL in completion of its investment in JD
Health USD Fund
Assisted Skyview Fund in its completion of the establishment of its
USD special fund
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Assisted the client in its setting up Zhuhai Huajinchuangying No. 7
Equity Investment Fund Partnership
Assisted the client in its setting Zhuhai Hanyi Equity Investment
Fund Partnership
Assisted the client in its setting up Zhuhai Qinhongjinghui Equity Investment Partnership
Assisted the client in its setting up Nantong Lanyu Investment Fund
Center
Assisted China state-owned Capital Venture Capital Fund Co., Ltd.
in its setting up a market-oriented operating fund structure
Assisted the client in its setting up Minsheng Capital-Bofeng Quantitative Hard Asset Strategy Private Equity Investment Fund for
Phase II
Assisted the client in its setting up Minsheng Capital-Boyu Private
Equity Fund for Phase II
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INVESTMENT MANAGER/
INVESTMENT FUND REGISTRATION & COMPLIANCE

As of the end of 2019, there were 24,471 surviving registration institutions of the AMAC, an increase of only 23 institutions compared with the end of 2018, while the number of
newly registered private fund managers of the AMAC in 2019
was 1,100. Judging from the stock and the increment, the
heat of manager registration has obviously decreased. The
reason for this trend has emerged, on the one hand, the private equity industry is experiencing the cold winter of capital; on the other hand, the AMAC is continuously tightening
its supervision over the registration of managers. Notice on
Registration of Private Placement Fund Managers issued in

By the end of 2018,
24,448 private equity fund managers had been registered, an
increase of 2002 compare to the end of 2017 and an increase
of 8.92% year-on-year.
By the end of 2019,
24,471 private equity fund managers had been registered, an
increase of only 23 compare to the end of 2018 and an
increase of 0.09% year-on-year.

December 2018 was fully implemented in 2019. It put forward more speciﬁc and strict requirements on the registration application agencies of managers and the handling lawyers and law ﬁrms that issue legal opinions. Judging from the
number of funds ﬁled, AMAC has newly ﬁled 63,013 private
funds (including liquidated funds as of January 8, 2020), of
which 18,617 were newly ﬁled in 2019.
In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng continued to serve the

By the end of 2018, 24448
By the end of 2019, 24471

ﬁrst-line private equity fund management agencies and related entities in the ﬁeld of manager registration/fund ﬁling
and compliance, providing all-round and one-stop legal services in the ﬁelds of manager registration, fund ﬁling and related entities’ daily compliance matters, which involved in-

Increased by 8.92% year-on-year in 2018
Increased by 0.09% year-on-year in 2019

vestment agencies (managers) established by many leading
ﬁgures in the private equity market, as well as one of the ﬁrst
three private equity asset allocation fund managers registered successfully (in mid-2019, the AMAC only approved the
registration of ﬁve managers of private equity allocation
funds).
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Assisted Olympus Hedge Fund Investment in Obtaining the Qualification
of the First Group of Private Equity Allocation Managers in China
On February 1, 2019, Olympus Hedge Fund Investment was successfully registered as a private equity allocation fund manager and was one
of the ﬁrst three private equity allocation managers approved throughout China.
The acquisition of the qualiﬁcations of three private equity asset allocation managers, including Olympus Hedge Fund Investment, marks
that the managers of private equity allocation funds have ofﬁcially on the stage of private equity industry and private equity product types
is further diversiﬁed, which is of great signiﬁcance to the development of private equity industry.
As the special legal advisor for Olympus Hedge Fund Investment, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the due diligence of the project and
issued legal opinions, providing professional and efﬁcient legal services to the client.

Assisted Chenyi Capital in its Completion of Manager Registration
Chenyi Capital is an investment carrier founded by Ms. Liu Xiaodan, former chairman of Huatai Securities and top M&A investment banker,
after leaving Huatai Securities.
As the legal advisor for Chenyi Fund Management (Beijing) Co., Ltd. (Chenyi Capital), Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the establishment of the main body of Chenyi Capital manager and the registration of the manager in AMAC. After only one feedback, Jingtian &
Gongcheng has assisted the client successfully in getting the manager registration.

Assisted Miracleplus in its Completion of Manager Registration
MiraclePlus was founded by Lu Qi, former CEO of Baidu and CEO of YC China.
As the legal advisor for Mengxi Chuangtan (Beijing) Investment Management Co., Ltd. (MiraclePlus), Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in
the establishment of the main body of MiraclePlus manager and the registration of the manager in AMAC. After only one feedback, the
client was assisted to pass the manager registration.

Provided Perennial Legal Service for ZhenFund, Yuanhemu Fund and Huataizijin etc.
As the perennial legal advisor to the well-known investment institutions in the industry including ZhenFund, Oriza fofs and Huatai Zijin investment, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided comprehensive and efﬁcient perennial legal advisory services to the clients and has eﬀectively
solved many difﬁcult and cutting-edge problems for the clients.
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Assisted Olympus Hedge Fund Investment in its completion
of the registration of the ﬁrst batch of asset allocation managers in Completed the registration of managers of Chenyi
Fund Management (Beijing) Co., Ltd founded by Liu Xiaodan,
former chairman of Huatai Securities and top M&A investment banker
Assisted MiraclePlus founded by Lu Qi, former CEO of Baidu
and CEO of YC China in its completion of the registration of
managers of Mengxi Chuangtan (Beijing) Investment Management Co., Ltd.
Assisted Shenzhen Anchuang Technology Investment Management Co., Ltd. in its completion of the registration of
major change managers
Provided perennial legal services for ZhenFund, Top VC in
China
Provided the perennial legal services such as compliance
consultation for Citic Securities Trust Department
Provided legal services of sub-fund evaluation to be invested
and perennial legal services for Jiangsu Grand Canal Cultural
and Tourism Fund
Provided the perennial legal services for Oriza Fofs
Provided perennial legal services such as fund compliance
consultation for special investment funds under Huatai Zijin
Investment Co., Ltd.
Provided perennial legal services such as manager company
and product compliance consultation for Huatai Zijin Investment Co., Ltd.
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PRIVATE EQUITY AND VENTURE CAPITAL

In 2019, China’s private equity and venture capital markets were

ers’ rights and interests, the Supreme People’s Court has promul-

aﬀected by the Sino-US trade war, new regulations on capital man-

gated Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues

agement and the situation in Hong Kong,private equity fund raising

Concerning the Application of the Company Law of the People’s

and investment continued to shrink, showing a downward trend

Republic of China (V). In the ﬁeld of civil and commercial trials, the

overall. According to the data released by Zero2IPO Group, 2,710

Supreme People’s Court also issued the Minutes of the National

new funds were raised in China’s equity investment market in 2019,

Court Civil and Commercial Trial Work Meeting (Minutes of the 9th

raising a total amount of CNY 1,244.404 billion, decreasing 6.6%

National Civil and Commercial Meeting). Minutes of the 9th Na-

year-on-year. The investment market continued to go down and

tional Civil and Commercial Meeting deﬁned the relevant matters

institutions were generally cautious. The investment amount was

in the court’s trial and handling of 12 major types of cases, includ-

CNY 763.094 billion, a year-on-year decrease of 29.3%, involving

ing company disputes, contractual disputes, guarantee disputes

8,234 investment cases, a year-on-year decrease of 17.8%. In 2019,

and disputes over the protection of ﬁnancial consumers’ rights and

China’s equity investment market focused on the ﬁelds of IT, Inter-

interests, which are of great signiﬁcance to unify the thinking of

net and healthcare.

judges and standardize judges’ discretion, enhance the openness,
transparency and predictability of civil and commercial trials and

From the perspective of promoting the development of private
equity and venture capital market, China has adopted a series of
incentive and promotion measures in the ﬁelds of capital markets
and regulatory policies in 2019:

First of all, the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) was set up
in Shanghai Stock Exchange to provide a new channel for the listing
of scientiﬁc and technological innovation enterprises and signiﬁcant beneﬁts for the IPO of high-tech projects in the middle and
late stages.

Secondly, regulations and policies had been promulgated, and the
business and investment environment had been optimized.

improve the credibility of the judiciary. In the ﬁeld of foreign exchange, the Notice on Further Promoting Facilitation of Cross-border Trade and Investment issued by the State Administration of
Foreign Exchange, has lifted restrictions on domestic equity investment in foreign exchange capital of non-investment foreign-invested enterprises.

In addition, it is worth noting that in 2018, the British Virgin Islands
and the Cayman Islands promulgated the Economic Substance
(Companies and Limited Partnerships) Act 2018 and the International Tax Cooperation (Economic Substance) Act 2018 respectively. Both of these two Acts have entered into force on January 1,
2019, stipulating that relevant entities must meet the economic
substance requirements for engaging in relevant businesses in
their respective jurisdictions.

In the ﬁeld of foreign investment, China promulgated the Foreign
Investment Law and the Regulations on the Implementation of the
Foreign Investment Law, which made themajor changes to the foreign investment system and further encouraged and promoted the
foreign investment. In the ﬁeld of venture capital, the Ministry of
Finance of People’s Republic of China and the State Administration
of Taxation have promulgated the Notice on Income Tax Policy for
Individual Partners of Venture Capital Enterprises to further support the development of venture capital enterprises (including
venture capital funds). In the perspective of protecting sharehold-

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng has provided legal services for over
100 investment projects of nearly 70 clients in the ﬁeld of private
equity and venture capital, with a total investment of nearly CNY
40 billion, involving manufacturing, telecommunications, science
and technology and media, energy and mining, international trade,
public facilities, real estate, tourism, insurance, transportation, education, medical treatment and agriculture, etc.
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RELEASE
TIME

RELEVANT POLICIES

POLICY ANALYSIS

Foreign Investment
03 / 2019

Foreign Investment Law

China has made major changes in the foreign investment system, further
encouraging and promoting foreign investment, protecting the legitimate rights
and interests of foreign investment, and standardizing the management of foreign
investment.

12 / 2019

the Regulations on the Implementation of the
Foreign Investment Law

It is a supporting administrative regulation of the Foreign Investment Law, aiming
at clarifying and reﬁning the relevant provisions of the law, enhancing the
operability of the system and ensuring the eﬀective implementation of the Foreign
Investment Law.

12 / 2019

Measures for Reporting Foreign Investment
Information and Announcement on Matters
Related to Foreign Investment Information
Report

Foreign investors who directly or indirectly conduct investment activities in China
shall submit investment information to the Ministry of Commerce, PRC, and the
Ministry of Commerce, PRC shall be responsible for coordinating and guiding the
reporting of foreign investment information nationwide.

12 / 2019

Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court on
several Issues concerning the Application of the
Foreign Investment Law of the People’s Republic
of China

It aims at equally protecting the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese and
foreign investors in accordance with the law and creating a stable, fair and
transparent business environment governed by the rule of law. Combining with
judicial practice, the Supreme People’s Court has explained the legal issues
applicable to the people’s courts in handling investment contractual disputes
between equal subjects.

12 / 2019

Notice of the State Administration for Market
Regulation on implementing the Foreign
Investment Law and implementing the registration of enterprises with foreign investment

The State Administration for Market Regulation has stipulated six regulations:
standardizing the registration procedures for foreign-invested enterprises,
implementing the foreign investment information reporting system, clarifying the
material standards for foreign-invested enterprises, improving the registration
items for foreign-invested enterprises, implementing the registration of
foreign-invested enterprises during the transitional period and the foreign-invested authorization registration management.

Protecting Shareholders’ Rights and Interests
04 / 2019

Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on
Several Issues Concerning the Application of the
Company Law of the People’s Republic of China (V)

The Supreme People’s Court regulated the application of laws to disputes such as
the protection of shareholders’ rights and interests.

Foreign Exchange

10 / 2019

Notice on Further Promoting Facilitation of
Cross-border Trade and Investment

The State Administration of Foreign Exchange has lifted the restriction on foreign
exchange capital of non-investment foreign-invested enterprises to make equity
investment in China, allowing non-investment foreign-invested enterprises to
make equity investment in China with capital in accordance with the law on the
premise of not violating the current special management measures (negative list)
for foreign investment access and on the premise of truthfulness and compliance
of projects invested in China.

Economic Substance (Companies and Limited Partnerships) Act, 2018 (the British Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands)
12 / 2018

Economic Substance (Companies and Limited
Partnerships) Act, 2018 (the British Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands)

12 / 2018

International Tax Cooperation (Economic Substance) Act 2018

The British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands have put forward the requirement of
Economic Substance for entities engaged in relevant businesses within their
respective jurisdictions.
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Assisted Hubble in the Completion of a Series
of Strategic Investment Projects in High-Tech Industries
In 2019, Hubble, an investment institution owned by Huawei completed a series of investments in AI companies, including Emotibot Technologies Limited, SICC and STARCONN.
Emotibot is committed to developing dialogue robots with emotion recognition capability and industry solutions by using in-depth learning, Chinese natural language understanding, emotion calculation, computer vision and other technologies. SICC is the Chairman unit of
the “Cwbpsi” of Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. It is a world-class enterprise of advanced silicon carbide semiconductor
materials in the industry. STARCONN is a research and development and manufacturing enterprise of backplane connectors in China. The
investment has enabled starconn to obtain complete design, production, manufacturing capacity and all required intellectual property
rights of backplane connectors.
Jingtian & Gongcheng conducted legal due diligence on the target company, participated in the design of the transaction plan, drafted the
transaction documents and participated in the transaction negotiation and project delivery. Based on the broad perspectives of strategic
investment, industrial investment and business collaboration, Hubble has been provided with all-round quality legal services.
Hubble’s series of investments is an important case of representing China’s high-tech industry’s autonomous and controllable strategy.

Assisted Investors in the Lifespace Group Limited’s Round C\C+\C++ Financing
In April 2019, “Lifespace Group Limited “, the country’s largest non-public medical service platform, announced the completion of Round
C ﬁnancing of US$ 250 million, jointly led by Country Garden Venture Capital, Tencent and GAW Capital Partners, and jointly invested by
CMB International, Harvest Wealth Management Co,.Ltd., Russia-China Investment Fund (RCIF), Sequoia China, Sensegain Capital LLC and
AVIC Trust. After the completion of this round ﬁnancing, Lifespace Group Limited has been valued at over US$ 1 billion. Later, Jingtian &
Gongcheng also participated in its Round C++ ﬁnancing in Lightspeed China Partners Ltd.
Lifespace Group Limited has been favored by capital, consolidating the market’s recognition of its innovative O2O medical service mode.
Lifespace Group Limited said that in the next 2-3 years, Lifespace Group Limited will realize the rapid expansion of ofﬂine medical
institutions. It is predicted that by 2021, there will be more than 500 ofﬂine medical institutions.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of transaction structure demonstration, drafting of transaction documents and all
delivery work in Sequoia China and Lightspeed China Partners Ltd.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted KEDU Inc. in Obtaining US$ 60 Million Round C Financing
The nearly US$ 60 million Round C ﬁnancing acquired by KEDU Inc. was successfully delivered in December 2019. This round ﬁnancing is
led by China Merchants Capital, with 4 investment partners followed, including Singapore UOB Venture Capital Management Co., Ltd., Inﬁnity, Wonderland International Financial Holdings Company and Morale. This project is by far the largest ﬁnancing in the ﬁeld of medical
equipment services in China.
As the legal advisor for KEDU Inc., Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the enterprise in drafting documents, business negotiations, restructuring, tax planning, signing and delivery with many investors. Its efﬁcient and high-quality legal services have been well recognized and
praised by the client.

Assisted the Investors in the Participation in Huohua’s $85 Million Round D Financing
In 2019, Huohua, an online children’s thinking training and education platform (Beijing Xingengyuan Technology Development Co., Ltd.)
completed a US$ 85 million ﬁnancing, with GGV Capital and KKR leading the investment, with China Renaissance as ﬁnancial advisor, and
old shareholders such as Sequoia China, IDG Capital, Northern Lights Venture Capital, HikeCapital, Lightspeed China Partners Ltd., Longfor
Capital and GSR Ventures continuing to follow the investment.
According to media reports, this project was the largest ﬁnancing in online education in 2019. Since Huohua was founded, the total
amount of ﬁnancing has reached US$ 160 million.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of transaction structure demonstration, drafting of transaction documents and all
delivery work in Sequoia China and Lightspeed China Partners Ltd.
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Assisted BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. in its

Assisted Sequoia Capital and Eastern bell Capital in its partic-

completion of CNY 550 million Round Pre-IPO ﬁnancing. The

ipation in the Round C ﬁnancing of CNY 300 million for

investors are Sequoia Capital, HighLight Capital and Guangfa

Shanghai Miaoyi Biological Technology Co., Ltd. (Yaoyanshe)

Securities Direct Investment Fund

Assisted the investors in the Round C\C+\C++ ﬁnancing for

Assisted EFORT, a domestic robot leading enterprise in its

Lifespace Group Limited (the largest non-public medical ser-

completion of Pre-IPO equity ﬁnancing

vice platform in China)

Assisted FARASIS in its completion of Round D and D+ ﬁnanc-

Assisted KM in its completion of CNY 300 million ﬁnancing of

ing

Ningxia Industrial Guidance Fund Management Center (a

Assisted Beijing Jin Tuo Capital Investment Co., Ltd., AVIC
Trust and Starquest Capital in the completion of Round D1-D2

limited company 100% owned by the People’s Government
of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region)

ﬁnancing with a total of CNY 2.55 billion for Mininglamp

Assisted Yunxi in its completion of Round B ﬁnancing of CNY

Technology

295 million of Zhongjin Jiatai (Tianjin) Equity Funds Partner-

Assisted CloudMinds Inc. in the introduction of investors,
Vision Fund and BOJIANG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP,

ship LLP, and introduction of ORIZA HOLDINGS and Xianghe
Capital, etc.

and in the completion of Round B ﬁnancing of US$ 200 mil-

Assisted Xiaomi Corporation in its completion of Round B

lion

ﬁnancing of CNY 115 million for Qinlinkeji and Round A+

Assisted Sequoia Capital in its participation of in Smart Fabric

ﬁnancing of CNY 5 million for GoldenStand

Technology Service Limited’s US$ 100 million Round C ﬁnanc-

Assisted Shenzhen Airsmart Technology Co., Ltd. in its com-

ing

pletion of the Round B ﬁnancing of CNY 120 million

Assisted Mingde Capital (Mingchi Fund) in its participation of

Assisted Newlink Group (Chezhubang/ Tuanyou/ Kuaidian) in

Round B CNY ﬁnancing for Aichi Automobile Co., Ltd.

the completion of Round C ﬁnancing of US$ 110 million

Assisted Anxin Capital in its completion of the strategic

Assisted Rotating Boulder Fund in its participation in Round C

investment of CNY 1 billion for Xiamen San’an Electrionics

ﬁnancing of US$ 47 million of Sirnaomics

Co., Ltd.

Assisted Lupin Capital in its participation of the Round B-2

Assisted Shanghai SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. in its comple-

ﬁnancing of US$ 15 million of Youhua Innovations (HK) Lim-

tion of C+ ﬁnancing of Billions of CNY invested by ANT FINAN-

ited

CIAL SERVICES GROUP
Assisted Taimei Technology in its completion of Round E
ﬁnancing of US$ 80 million
Assisted MORE in its completion of Round C ﬁnancing of CNY
500 million

Assisted Volkswagen group in its participation of the Round
D-2 ﬁnancing of US$ 15 million ﬁnancing for Mobvoi Inc.
Assisted the Round B ﬁnancing for Beijing Jindi Technology
Co., Ltd. (Tianyancha)
Assisted Shanghai Zhongyan Information Technology Co.,

Assisted Zhejiang Zhiyu Information Technology Co., Ltd. in

Ltd. in its investment of Hangzhou First Adjacent Technology

the completion of the restructuring of the red-chip structure

Co., Ltd.

and the Round C+ ﬁnancing of US$ 65 million

Assisted Huangshan Saifu Tourism Culture Industry Develop-

Assisted KEDU Inc. in its completion of Round C ﬁnancing of

ment Fund LLP in the management of its strategic joint ven-

US$ 60 million

ture with Huangshan Tourism Development and Huangshan

Assisted a CNY fund in its compeletion o the ﬁnancing of
more than CNY 360 million equivalent in round B2 of
XINGYUN INTERNATIONAL
Assisted Yuanqisenlin in carrying out Round B ﬁnancing of
CNY 240 million

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

District SASAC on Huangshan Taiping Lake Cultural Tourism
Co., Ltd.
Assisted Shanghai Wosai Internet Technology Co., Ltd., the
aggregation payment service provider-Shouqianba in the
introduction of CICC and completion of Round C ﬁnancing
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Assisted “Dingdong (Cayman) Limited” Shanghai Yibaimi Net-

Assisted Today Capital in its participation of Round D ﬁnanc-

work Technology Co., Ltd., a fresh e-commerce company in

ing for Guazi (an online used car trading platform) as an old

the introduction of Sequoia Capital, CMC capital,Today Capi-

shareholder

tal, Ocean Link, Skycus China Fund, L.P., Qiming Venture Partners, Starquest Capital and other funds and the completion
of Round B2, B3 and B4 ﬁnancing

troduction of capital from Yonghua Capital, GP Capital and
Sunland Fund, etc.

ment Fund LLP in its investment for Beijing Xinshiye International Travel Service Co., Ltd.

tion of Round B-3 ﬁnancing for Songshu Pinpin (a community

Assisted Longling Capital in its completion of Round A ﬁnancing for Beautiful Life (Guangzhou) Education Technology Co.,
Ltd.

Assist “Zuowenzhitiao”-Guangzhou Qihe Technology Co.,
Ltd. in the completion of Round A ﬁnancing of Sequoia Capital and GGV Capital
Mezzanine

Assisted MSA Capital (the leading investor), in its participae-commerce platform)

Assisted Huangshan Saifu Tourism Culture Industry Develop-

CNY

for Webuy ( a social e-commerce platform) and investment
of a commercial vehicle networking platform

Assisted Shanghai Upper Biotech Pharma Co., Ltd. in the in-

Assisted

Assisted Sky9 Capital in its participation of Round D ﬁnancing

Assisted leading investor in its participation of Round B
ﬁnancing for “Xianghuanji”-Jin Song (Shanghai) Network Information Technology Co., Ltd.

Fund

under

EVERBRIGHT

(00165.HK) in its participation of the equity investment of
Googut Wine & spirits Co., Ltd.
Assisted GLP in its completion of the ﬁnancing for Aukey
E-Business Co., Ltd.
Assisted Hubble, an investment institution owned by Huawei
in its completion of the investments in AI companies, including Emotibot Technologies Limited, SICC and STARCONN
Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of
the investment in a human resource management service
company, a personalized online education platform for pri-

Assisted domestic sub-fund projects in providing legal services for SVB for Phase III parent funds to invest
Assisted Ningbo Saike Equity Investment Partnership (L.P.) in
its participation of the Round PreA ﬁnancing of CNY 300 million for istar-space technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted “autostreets”, an online used car trading platform
into obtaining Round A ﬁnancing
Assisted Sequoia Capital in its participation of Round B
ﬁnancing of CNY 100 million for Guandata, an intelligent data
analysis platform

mary and secondary schools, and a company that develops

Assisted Lingfeng Capital in its participation of Round B

and manufactures high-performance photoelectric sensor

ﬁnancing of CNY 100 million for Leapstack

chips
Assisted well-known angel investors in the investment of
Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of

Hangzhou Shandianchuxing Technology Co., Ltd..and Kongji-

Round C ﬁnancing for Zhiketong (a digital marketing service

antiaoyue (Shenzhen) Technology Co., Ltd..

provider of “transactional SaaS+services”), Round A ﬁnancing for Duobaoyu insurance (an internet insurance consult-

Assisted Cloudminds in its investment of CNY 10 million con-

ing platform), Round A ﬁnancing for Lexing Technology (a

vertible bond for Iclean

digital service provider of automobile industry), and Round A
ﬁnancing for Xunqing Technology (an intelligent dispatching
SaaS platform of city delivery)
Assisted Today Capital in its participation of Round A ﬁnancing for Linlinyi (a community e-commerce platform)
Assisted a 3D Vision Technology Company in the completion
of Round A ﬁnancing

Assisted Sino-Ocean Capital in its investment for MAXSINE
and Kali Interconnection Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Assisted Shanghai Aolingke Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. in
introducing Round A ﬁnancing from the investor, Shanghai
United Investment Co., Ltd.
Assisted Beijing Fengqu Internet Information Service Co., Ltd.
in completing Round B+ ﬁnancing
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Assisted investors in its participation in ﬁnancing for Pearl-

Assisted investors in the completion of the ﬁnancing of

care

Germfreetech and its related parties

Assisted Orchid Asia in its participation of Round A ﬁnancing

Assisted JDH Investment and Management Co., Ltd. in its in-

for Shanghai Sichuan Advertising Co., Ltd.

vestment in Miss Curiosity

Assisted investors in its participation of Round D ﬁnancing of

Assisted Chengxi Capital in its participation of the investment

US$ 85 million for Beijing Xingengyuan Technology Develop-

for Shanghai Zhuyu Technology Co., Ltd.

ment Co., Ltd., an online children’s thinking training and education platform
Assisted cspiretech in the completion of the Angel Round of
CNY 40 million
Assisted investors in the participation of the merger and acquisition of Baodao hospital by AM Care
Assisted Allystar in obtaining Round A ﬁnancing of hundreds
CNY million
Assisted investors in the participation of Round C ﬁnancing of
CNY 10 million for WeMed Medical Equipment Co., Ltd.
Assisted leading investors in the participation of Round A
ﬁnancing for Card fast
Assisted Beijing Gushu Technology Co., Ltd. in its completion
of the ﬁnancing
Assisted Sqmedical in the completion of the Round B ﬁnancing

Assisted Unitree in obtaining Round Pre-A ﬁnancing of CNY
15 million
Assisted a China’s leading deuterium drug research and development enterprise in its completion of Round B ﬁnancing
Assisted investors in the investment of CNY 25 million for
VVID
Assisted a new incubator (CNY Fund+USD Fund) in its incubation and investment of a series of enterprises at early stage
Assisted Pachira Enterprises Limited in its completion of
Overseas Round D preferred stock ﬁnancing
Assisted Sanjieke in its completion of its overseas Round B-1
preferred stock ﬁnancing
Assisted Yao Capital in its sale of its preferred shares in Formula E, an overseas company
Assisted Shanghai Bi Ke Clean Energy Technology Company
Ltd. (Clean Energy Commercialization Company, CECC) in its

Assisted Huangshan Tourism Development in its investment

introduction of an international strategic investor by issuing

of the development of project in Yi County through Huang-

about US$ 30 million of convertible bonds

shan Bluetown Small Town Investment Co., Ltd. Joint Venture

Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd.in its participation of

Assisted China Intelligent and Connected Vehicles (Beijing)

corporate restructuring and ﬁnancing as an old shareholder

Research Institute Co., Ltd. (CICV) in its introducion of the in-

of a company engaged in sharing accommodation

vestment from Volkswagen, GM, Bosch and Hexagon
Assisted Forceclouds in the conduction of Round B ﬁnancing
of US$ 6 million
Assisted LYFE Capital in its completion of Round B ﬁnancing
for Cardiolink Science
Assisted Erdong Pictures Group in obtaining Round A ﬁnancing from Emperor Group and Maoyan and Round A+ from
Prometheus Capital and Sun Entertainment Group Limited
Assisted Geneseeq Technology Inc. in the completion of
ﬁnancing

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Assisted a technology company that provided ﬂow enpowering for Chinese catering enterprises in its ﬁnancing
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In 2019, the TMT industry maintained a stable growth in general

generally medium or small in scale and lack heavyweight projects,

despite the adverse impact of macroeconomic environment fac-

which has a certain relationship with the overall macro environ-

tors such as Sino-US trade disputes. According to the data released

mental impact and the establishment of Sci-Tech innovation board

by the Operation Monitoring and Coordination Bureau of the Min-

(STAR Market). At the same time, however, from mainland China

istry of Industry and Information Technology, the Internet and re-

enterprises still favor the inclusiveness and dynamism of the Hong

lated services, software and information technology services and

Kong market. The U.S. capital market also attracted a considerable

electronic information manufacturing all showed a steady and pos-

number of TMT industry companies, including star companies that

itive trend of development. In the subdivided industries, enterpris-

have attracted the attention of the market. Among these projects,

es with semiconductor, artiﬁcial intelligence, 5G network and in-

those that have aroused greater market attention, for example,

dustrial 4.0 concepts were highly sought after by capital, the scale

Newborn Town Inc., which was the ﬁrst case in the Hong Kong

of the new media market represented by short videos has rapidly

market in 2019 in terms of oversubscription ratio, and Ludashi

grown, the cyberstar economy has sprung up, the high-quality IP of

Holdings Limite, which saw the highest increase on the ﬁrst day of

the digital media industry has burst into phenomenal energy, and

listing, all realized initial public oﬀering and listing with the assis-

the game industry has gradually got rid of the impact of the stop of

tance of Jingtian & Gongcheng.

the edition number and warmed up. It has become a trend for
electronic games to go to overseas markets.

For many years, Jingtian & Gongcheng has been providing
all-round professional legal services including investment and

With regard to the domestic capital market, as a milestone in the

ﬁnancing, restructuring (including VIE architecture), listing, merg-

reform of China’s securities market, the Sci-Tech innovation board

ers and acquisitions, equity incentives, data protection, daily oper-

(STAR Market) has been ofﬁcially launched and stably operated in

ations, anti-monopoly, intellectual property rights, regulatory com-

2019. Diﬀerent from the long-standing regulatory system and con-

pliance, etc. in various ﬁelds of TMT and science and technology

cept in the A-share market, the regulatory logic of Sci-Tech innova-

industries such as e-commerce, virtual reality, big data, integrated

tion board (STAR Market) recognizes the diﬀerent characteristics of

circuits, cloud computing, artiﬁcial intelligence, shared economy,

diﬀerent types of enterprises in the new economic form, and has

mobile Internet, network video, smart TV, Internet medical care,

formulated diﬀerent admission standards for this purpose, which

new retail, cultural entertainment, games, smart hardware and

greatly increased the possibility of leading enterprises with scien-

knowledge economy.

tiﬁc innovation attributes embracing the A-share market. A new
generation of science and technology innovation enterprises with
deep integration of information technology, internet, cloud computing, artiﬁcial intelligence and manufacturing are all the main
target industries of STAR Market’s service, so TMT industry has also
become one of the industries beneﬁting most under the new STAR
Market policy.

In terms of overseas capital markets, TMT companies were still enthusiastic about IPO and other capital operations. According to Deloitte’s analysis data, Hong Kong’s TMT industry raised HK$ 121.5
billion in 2019, making it the industry that raised the most funds for
IPO in Hong Kong. However, if Alibaba’s secondary listing in Hong
Kong is eliminated, TMT enterprises listed in Hong Kong in 2019 are

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

With more than 20 years of rich and professional practical experience, Jingtian & Gongcheng has been recommended and awarded
by many well-known legal media such as Chambers Asia Paciﬁc,
Asian Legal Business, China Law & Practice, China Business Law
Journal, The Legal 500, International Financial Law Review (IFLR),
etc.

In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted more than 70 well-known
TMT enterprises in the completion for listing, bond issuance and
ﬁnancing projects. Among them, TUS International Ltd. (00872.
HK) acquires Telit Automotive, Cases of Infringement and Invalidation of Samsung and Huawei Series Patents won “Deals of the Year
2019” by China Business Law Journal and ALB.
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Assisted 360 Ludashi Holdings Limited (03601.HK) in the
Completion for its Initial Public Offering and Listing on the Main board of HKEx
360 Ludashi Holdings Limited (03601.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the main board of HKEx on October 10, 2019.
360 Ludashi is the intelligent hardware system evaluation software provider under Qihu 360, and Ludashi, the tool software developed by
them, is a well-known brand at home and abroad.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s PRC legal team and Hong Kong legal team acted as the issuer’s legal advisors to PRC law and Hong Kong law, respectively, and participated in the whole process of listing and won high recognition from the client.

Assisted Huawei in the Registration and Issuance of Domestic Medium-term Notes
Huawei Investment Holding Co., Ltd. successfully registered and issued medium-term notes with the amount of CNY 20 billion and CNY 10
billion respectively in the National Association of Financial Market Institutional Investors (NAFMII). The ﬁrst and second medium-term
notes of 2019 were ofﬁcially issued in October and November respectively.
The registration and issuance of Huawei’s medium-term notes is Huawei’s ﬁrst bond issuance in China. As the special Chinese legal advisor
to Huawei, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted with the progress of the project and participated in the registration and issuance of medium-term notes in all aspects, providing full-process legal services for the registration and issuance.

Assisted BOE in the Successful Issuance of CNY 8 billion of Renewable Corporate Bonds
BOE Technology Group Co., Ltd. (000725.SZ) obtained the approval document from the China Securities Regulatory Commission in October 2019, approving the issuance of renewable corporate bonds with a scale of no more than CNY 30 billion. On October 29, 2019, BOE
successfully issued the renewable corporate bonds Phrase I with a scale of CNY 8 billion at a ﬁnal coupon rate of 4.0%, which was the largest single issuance of renewable corporate bonds by a non-ﬁnancial enterprises in 2019.
As the issuer’s legal advisor for BOE’s public issuance of renewable corporate bonds, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services
throughout the process, including legal due diligence, legal opinions, bookkeeping witness, legal consultation, etc.
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Assisted Meitu Inc. in the Strategic Acquisition of 57.09% Equity of Dajie
Meitu’s acquisition of 57.09% equity in Dajie was ofﬁcially announced in August 2019. This deal is by Meitu Inc. to strategically acquire
57.09% equity of Dajie by issuing shares and paying cash. After the transaction is completed, Dajie will operate independently within the
strategic system of Meitu Inc., providing value-added services such as social job hunting, vocational training and ﬂexible employment for
Meitu’s users.
As the trading counsel of Meitu Inc., Jingtian & Gongcheng has fully participated in the argumentation of the trading structure and assisted
the company in drafting all the trading documents, thus winning the interests of Meitu Inc. to the greatest extent and obtaining the
approval and favorable comments of Meitu Inc.

Assisted Suning Holdings Group in the Completion of Strategic Investment for Toutiao
Suning Holdings Group’s strategic investment for Toutiao was completed in May 2019. In this project, Suning Holdings Group participated
in the external ﬁnancing of Toutiao. At the same time, Suning Holdings Group and Toutiao also conducted in-depth discussions on cooperation in relevant business areas and reached a strategic cooperation arrangement for corresponding businesses.
As the legal advisor for Suning Holdings Group, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the investment and ﬁnancing issues and business cooperation issues of the project and provided all-round legal services, including but not limited to formulating a transaction framework concening ﬁnancing and business cooperation, assisting Suning Group in negotiating and communicating with Toutiao on investment and
business cooperation issues, drafting, reviewing and revising relevant transaction documents and business cooperation agreements, and
assisting in the completion of settlement.

Assisted Shanghai Sunmi Technology Co., Ltd. in the Completion
of Round C+ Financing and Data Compliance
Assisted Shanghai SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd in completion of C+ ﬁnancing of hundreds of millions of RMB ﬁnancing invested by ANT FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP and provided special legal services for data compliance SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. is a leading commercial intelligent terminal enterprise, providing all kinds of intelligent commercial hardware equipment and related software and data services.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s investment and ﬁnancing team and compliance team have successively provided legal services including investment document drafting, business negotiation, structural reorganization and tax planning for SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. They have also
assisted SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. in conducting a comprehensive analysis of the rights and interests that the parties concerned may
claim regarding cash register data, printed data, equipment operation data, etc.and proposed a solution to protect the rights and interests
of SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. and related parties’ data, and assisted SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. in implementing data protection measures.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted Hubble in the Completion of a Series of Strategic Investment for High-tech Industries
In 2019, Hubble, an investment institution owned by Huawei completed a series of investments in AI companies, including Emotibot Technologies Limited, SICC and STARCONN.
Emotibot is committed to developing dialogue robots with emotion recognition capability and industry solutions by using in-depth learning, Chinese natural language understanding, emotion calculation, computer vision and other technologies. SICC is the Chairman unit of
the “Cwbpsi” of Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. It is a world-class enterprise of advanced silicon carbide semiconductor
materials in the industry. STARCONN is a research and development and manufacturing enterprise of backplane connectors in China. The
investment has enabled STARCONN to obtain complete design, production, manufacturing capacity and all required intellectual property
rights of backplane connectors.
Jingtian & Gongcheng conducted legal due diligence on the target company, participated in the design of the transaction plan, drafted the
transaction documents and participated in the transaction negotiation and project delivery. Based on the broad perspectives of strategic
investment, industrial investment and business collaboration, Hubble has been provided with all-round quality legal services.
Hubble’s series of investments represent an important case of China’s high-tech industry’s autonomous and controllable strategy.

Capital Markets
Assisted Weimob Inc. (02013.HK) in its listing on the Main
Board of HKEx
Assisted Peiport Holdings Ltd. (02885.HK) in its Listing on the
Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Doumob (01917.HK) in its listing on the Main Board
of HKEx
Assisted Duiba Group Ltd. (01753.HK) in its listing on the
Main Board of HKEx
Assisted 360 Ludashi Holdings Limited (03601.HK) in its
listing on the Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Newborn Town Inc. (09911.HK) in its listing on the
Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Ruhnn Holding Ltd. (NASDAQ:RUHN) in its listing on
NASDAQ

Assisted Montage Technology Co., Ltd. (688008.SH) in its
A-share listing on Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) of
Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted China National Electric Apparatus Research Institute
Co., Ltd. (688128.SH) in its A-share listing on Sci-Tech
innovation board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted Beijing Beida Jade Bird Universal Sci-Tech Co., Ltd.
(08095.HK) in its additional issuance of H-Share in 2019
Assisted Tianshui Huatian Technology Co., Ltd. (002185.SZ) in
its issuance of A-share rights-oﬀering
Assisted

Shenzhen

Dajunhong

Technology

Co.,

Ltd.

(839760.OC) in its directional seasoned oﬀering
Assisted Shanghai Potevio Co., Ltd. in the withdrawal of its
A-share and B-share share from the Shanghai Stock
Exchange on its own initiative
Assisted Huawei Investment Holding Co., Ltd. in its issuance

Assisted China Index Holdings Ltd. (NASDAQ:CIH) in its listing

of Medium Term Note for Phrase I and II in 2019 for the First

on NASDAQ

time in China
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Assisted BOE Technology Group Co., Ltd. (000725.SZ) in its

Assisted Laiye Network Technology Co., Ltd. in the comple-

publicly issuance of CNY 30 billion of renewable corporate

tion of its merger with UiBot and the B+ round of ﬁnancing

bonds in 2019

transactions. Laiye Network Technology Co., Ltd. is commit-

Assisted Ctrip Com International Ltd. (NASDAQ:CTRP) Baidu
Inc, the largest shareholder, in its issuance of a total of 36
million American Depository Share (ADS)
Assisted iQIYI Inc. (NASDAQ:IQ) in its issuance of US$ 1.2
billion of convertible USD bonds due in 2025 overseas

ted to being an intelligent robot company with global
inﬂuence in the era of human-computer symbiosis. UiBot is
the leader of the domestic RPA platform business. After the
merger, the two companies will enter RPA+AI market in an
all-round way
Assisted a leading Internet of Things Company in the United

Assisted Pinduoduo Inc. (NASDAQ:PDD) in its issuance of an

States into the completion of global spin-oﬀ and reorganiza-

additional US$ 1.375 billion and its issuance of US$ 1 billion of

tion

bonds overseas

Assisted “Dingdong (Cayman) Limited” Shanghai Yibaimi Net-

Assisted VCREDIT Holdings Ltd. (02003.HK) in its issuance of

work Technology Co., Ltd., a fresh e-commerce company in

US$ 100 million bonds overseas

the completion of Round B2, B3 and B4 ﬁnancing given by

M&A, PE/VC
Assisted TUS International Ltd. (00872.HK) in its acquisition
of Telit Automotive Solutions N.V.
Assisted Tianshui Huatian Technology Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of Unisem, a Malaysian listed company
Assisted FARASIS in the completion of Round D and D+
ﬁnancing

Sequoia Capital, CMC capital, Today Capital, Ocean Link,
Skycus China Fund, L.P., Qiming Venture Partners, Starquest
Capital and other funds, and assisted Shenzhen Airsmart
Technology Co., Ltd. in the completion of Round B ﬁnancing
of CNY 120 million
Assisted Shanghai Wosai Internet Technology Co., Ltd., the
aggregation payment service provider-Shouqianba in the
introduction of CICC to complete ﬁnancing of Round C
Assisted Shanghai Zhongyan Information Technology Co.,

Assisted Beijing Jindi Technology Co., Ltd. (Tianyancha) in the

Ltd. in its investment of Hangzhou Shoulin Technology Co.,

completion of the Round B ﬁnancing

Ltd.

Assisted Cloudminds (Shenzhen) Holdings Co., Ltd. in its

Assisted China Reform Holdings Corporation Ltd. in the

acuquisition of 70% equity of Cloudminds (Shenzhen)

acquisition of indirectly shares in UCloud (688158.SH)

Holdings Co., Ltd.with US$ 15 million and investment of CNY
10 million convertible bond for Iclean
Assisted Telefónica in the completion of introduction of JD
Digits strategic investment into Smartsteps Data Technology

Assisted Anxin Capital in the completion of the strategic
investment of CNY 1 billion for Xiamen San’an Electrionics
Co., Ltd.
Assisted Beijing Jin Tuo Capital Investment Co., Ltd., AVIC

Assisted Ningbo Akin Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. in its

Trust and Starquest Capital in participating in the Round

participation in Yunnan Unicom’s comprehensive reform

D1-D2 ﬁnancing of CNY 2.55 billion for Mininglamp Technol-

project that was included in “Two Hundred Operation” by

ogy

Reform of State-owned Enterprises under the State Counci
and its jointly investment in Yunnan Unicom New Communications Co., Ltd. with Yunan Unicom and 2 Well-known
Private Enterprises
Assisted Pachira Enterprises Limited in its completion of
Overseas Round D preferred stock ﬁnancing
Assisted EFORT, a domestic robot leading enterprise in the
completion of Pre-IPO equity ﬁnancing

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Assisted Lupin Capital in its participation of Round B-2 ﬁnancing of US$ 15 million for Youhua Innovations (HK) Limited
Assisted Beijing Chuangweiying Technology Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of a technical service company
Assisted BYBON Group Company Limited (300736.SZ) in the
completion of 2019 restricted stock incentive plan

Technology, Media & Telecoms

Assisted Shanghai SUNMI Technology Co., Ltd. in its comple-

Assisted Volkswagen group in its participation of Round D-2

tion of Round C+ ﬁnancing of CNY billions invested by ANT

ﬁnancing of US$ 15 million for Mobvoi Inc.

FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP and provided special legal services for its data compliance
Assisted the “Evernote”-the Chinese management of
Evernote (Beijing) Technologies Co., Ltd. in the completion of
the separation and domestic reorganization and obtain
ﬁnancing from Sequoia CBC
Assisted GLP in its completion of the ﬁnancing for Aukey
E-Business Co., Ltd.
Assisted Suning Group in making strategic investment for
Toutiao. At the same time, Suning Group and Toutiao also

Assisted cspiretech in the completion of the Angel Round of
CNY 40 million
Assisted Sequoia Capital in the participation of the Round C
ﬁnancing of US$ 100 million for Smart Fabric Technology Service Limited
Assisted Allystar in the completion of Round A ﬁnancing
Assisted Yunxi in the completion of Round B ﬁnancing of CNY
295 million of Zhongjinjiatai, ORIZA HOLDINGS, Xianghe Capital, etc.

conducted in-depth discussions on cooperation in relevant

Assisted leading investor in the participation of Round A

business areas and reached corresponding business strategic

ﬁnancing for Card fast

cooperation arrangements
Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in the participation
Assisted Hubble, an investment institution owned by Huawei

of its red chip restructuring transaction as an old shareholder

in the participation in Round B ﬁnancing for “Xianghuan-

in a new energy automobile company

ji”-Jin Song (Shanghai) Network Information Technology Co.,
Ltd. to the leading investors, AI companies including

Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of

Emotibot Technologies Limited, SICC and STARCONN

corporate restructuring and ﬁnancing as an old shareholder
of a company engaged in sharing accommodation

Assisted a 3D Vision Technology Company in the completion
of Round A ﬁnancing

Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of
the investment for a company that develops and manufac-

Assisted well-known angel investors in the investment in

tures high-performance photoelectric sensor chips

Hangzhou Shandain Travel Automobile Service Co., Ltd. and
Shenzhen Kongjiantiaoyue Technology Co., Ltd.

Assisted Xiaomi Corporation in its acuqistion of some equities of Shenzhen TETE Laser Technology Co., Ltd., and com-

Assisted CloudMinds Inc. in the introduction of investors,

pleted Round B ﬁnancing of CNY 115 million for Qinlinkeji and

Vision Fund and BOJIANG CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP,

Round A+ ﬁnancing of CNY 5 million for GoldenStand

and in the completion of Round B ﬁnancing of US$ 200
million

Assisted Forceclouds in conducting Round B ﬁnancing of US$
6 million

Assisted Beijing Fengqu Internet Information Service Co., Ltd.
in the completion of Round B+ ﬁnancing

Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of
Round C ﬁnancing for Zhiketong (a digital marketing service

Assisted Zhejiang Zhiyu Information Technology Co., Ltd. in

provider of “transactional SaaS+services”), Round A ﬁnanc-

the completion of the restructuring of the red-chip structure

ing for Duobaoyu insurance (an internet insurance consult-

and the Round C+ ﬁnancing of US$ 65 million

ing platform), Round A ﬁnancing for Lexing Technology (a

Assisted Meitu Inc. in its strategic acquisition of 57.09%
equity of Dajie by issuing shares and paying cash
Assisted Shanghai Aolingke Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. in
the introducion of Round A ﬁnancing from the investor,
Shanghai United Investment Co., Ltd.

digital service provider in the automobile industry), and
Round A ﬁnancing for Xunqing Technology (an intelligent dispatching SaaS platform of city delivery)
Assisted Today Capital in its participation of Round D ﬁnancing for Guazi (an online used car trading platform) as an old
shareholder

Assisted Orchid Asia in its participation of Round A ﬁnancing
for Shanghai Sichuan Advertising Co., Ltd.
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Assisted Today Capital in its participation of Round A ﬁnanc-

Assisted an internationally renowned professional informa-

ing for Linlinyi (a community e-commerce platform)

tion service provider in providing special services of cyber se-

Assisted Sky9 Capital in its participation of Round D ﬁnancing

curity level protection

for Webuy (a social e-commerce platform) and investment of

Assisted a well-known smart address book service provider

a commercial vehicle networking platform

in providing special data compliance services, including due

Assisted a technology company that provided ﬂow enpowering for Chinese catering enterprises in the ﬁnance

diligence, data ﬂow sorting, compliance gap analysis, risk assessment, rectiﬁcation plan and implementation, etc., and
assisted customers to cooperate with mobile phone manu-

Assisted Beijing Gushu Technology Co., Ltd. in the comple-

facturers to demonstrate and optimize new products such as

tion of the ﬁnancing

smart SMS and network SMS to deal with infringement and
unfair competition risks

Assisted MSA Capital (the leading investor), in its participation of its Round B-3 ﬁnancing for Songshu Pinpin (a commu-

Assisted Shenzhen Firtstail Electronics Technology Co., Ltd. in

nity e-commerce platform)

providing special services of equity incentive

Assisted Chengxi Capital in its completion of the investment

Assisted Hitevision Technology (002955.SZ) in the comple-

of CNY 2.5 million for Shanghai Zhuyu Technology Co., Ltd.

tion of 2019 restricted stock incentive plan

Assisted Unitree in its completion of Round Pre-A ﬁnancing

Provided special intellectual property legal services for

of CNY 15 million

trademark and chip technology for Beijing Intengine Technology Company Ltd.

Assisted investors in its Investment of CNY 25 million for VVID
Provided Shenzhen Airsmart Technology Co., Ltd. with tradeAssisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd. in its participation of

mark legal advisory services and patent legal services for ap-

the red chip restructuring transaction as an old shareholder

pearance design

in a new energy automobile company
Provided trademark special legal services for Shanghai Xinpei
Others

Investment Management Co., Ltd.

Acted as perennial legal advisor for Foxit Software Incorpo-

Provided trademark and software copyright intellectual

rated (832422.OC)

property services for Cloud Financial

Acted as perennial legal advisor for Shenzhen BELON SOLU-

Provided Vekamaf Holland B.V with legal services on trade

TIONS Co., Ltd. (834152.OC)

secrets related to patented technologies

Acted as perennial legal advisor for China Resources Network
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Acted as perennial legal advisor for Rising
Acted as perennial legal advisor for Chinamobile
Assisted Moda Operandi, the U.S. luxury e-commerce platform in providing legal services for the establishment and operation of a subsidiary in China
Assisted Newborn Town Inc. in providing special veriﬁcation
legal advice of data protection and privacy matters of projects to be listed overseas
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In view of the fact that the “Healthy China 2030” Planning Outline

Our specialty lies in penetrating the knowledge and experience of the

and the Notice on Issuing the “13th Five-Year Plan for Deepening the

latest development of the industry into legal services. Our service

Reform of Medical and Health System” have elevated the construc-

experience covers major sub-sectors in this ﬁeld, including medical

tion of a healthy China to a national strategic level, in recent years, the

service and public health, medical research and development and

deepening of the reform of China’s medical and health industry has

manufacturing, biotechnology, medical devices, detection and

not slowed down, and the formulation or revision of relevant laws

diagnosis, Internet application in medical industry, pension and

and policies have been intensively promulgated. In terms of major

health management industry, etc.

laws and regulations, Basic Health Care and Health Promotion Law,
the ﬁrst basic and comprehensive law in the ﬁeld of health and
hygiene, was ofﬁcially promulgated and will come into force on June
1, 2020. The 11th meeting of the Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress in June 2019 passed the Vaccine Administration
Law, which had be implemented on December 1, 2019. The Drug
Administration Law was also amended and implemented in 2019.

As a leading professional legal service institution in the industry,
Jingtian & Gongcheng has provided a large number of innovative
solutions to enterprises in the healthcare and life sciences ﬁelds and
has achieved many classic cases. For example, CR-Medical is the ﬁrst
PRC hospital listed in Hong Kong, IHH, the largest hospital operator in
Asia listed in Singapore and Malaysia simultaneously; Concord
Medical Services Holdings Limited, the ﬁrst PRC medical service

In terms of the industry policies, after the institutional reform of the

company listed on New York Stock Exchange in the United States; and

State Council’s straightened out the management of “three Medical

WuXi Biologics, the giant in the Chinese biomedical industry listed in

Services” (Medicine, Medical Insurance, Medical Care) from the

Hong Kong and many other major milestone projects. In 2019, Jingtian

top-level design, 2019 was the ﬁrst full year for each institution to

& Gongcheng continued its eﬀorts to assist the listing of CStone

perform its duties. The National Medical Products Administration, the

Pharmaceuticals, IVD Medical Holding Ltd. and Venus Medtech

National Healthcare Security Administration and the National Health

(Hangzhou) Inc. on the HKEx, and to assist the listing of BrightGene

Commission of the PRC have clearly deﬁned their responsibilities and

Bio-Medical on Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market), A-share.

been closely linked. They have further launched a series of new
measures and policies in accordance with the direction of the
country’s comprehensive deepening of the reform of the medical and
healthcare system, which has profoundly aﬀected the direction and
development of the industry.

In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng will, as always, provide the clients with
all-round and one-stop professional legal services, covering industry
supervision and its normative and compliance suggestions in the daily
operation of pharmaceutical and medical enterprises, intellectual
property protection, patent licensing and distribution rights granting,

Jingtian & Gongcheng has been cultivating the Chinese legal market in

data protection and management, anti-unfair competition and

the ﬁelds of medical and life sciences for many years. Our legal teams

anti-monopoly, domestic and foreign investment and ﬁnancing,

in this ﬁeld have excellent professional service ability and rich project

Sino-foreign joint venture cooperation, mergers and acquisitions,

experience.

enterprise restructuring and domestic and foreign listing, medical and
pharmaceutical related dispute resolution, etc.

We have timely and accurately understanding and grasp of legal
dynamics and policy environment of the healthcare and life sciences
industry, focusing on understanding and researching the frontier
issues and international innovations in this industry.
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MEDICAL POLICIES
Social Medical
January 2019

Action Plan to Strengthen Eﬀorts to Push Public Services in the Social Field to Make up Short Boards, Strengthen
Weaknesses and Improve Quality to Promote the Formation of a Strong Domestic Market was released

April 2019

Notice on Issuing the Opinions on Launching Pilot Projects to Promote Clinic Development was released

June 2019

Notice on Printing and Distributing Opinions on Promoting the Sustainable Health and Standardized Development of
Social Medical Services was released

October 2019

Notice on Printing and Distributing Opinions on Promoting the Sustainable Health and Standardized Development of
Social Medical Services was released

Performance Evaluation of Public Hospitals
January 2019

Opinions on Strengthening the Performance Evaluation of Public Hospitals III and its Annex Performance Evaluation
Indicators of Public Hospitals III was released

November 2019

Notice on Strengthening the Performance Evaluation of Public Hospitals II and its Annex Performance Evaluation
Indicators of Public Hospitals II (Trial) was released

Internet Medical Services
January 2019

Notice on Launching the Pilot Work of “Internet + Nursing Service was released

August 2019

Guiding Opinions on Perfecting “Internet +” Medical Service Price and Medical Insurance Payment Policy was released

Medical Association Construction
May 2019

Notice on Promoting the Construction of Closer County Medical and Health Communities and Notice on Carrying out the
Pilot Work of Urban Medical Consortium Construction were released

The Mechanism of Combining Medical Treatment and Recuperation
October 2019

Opinions on Further Promoting the Development of Combination of Medical Treatment and Recuperation was released

October 2019

Guiding Opinions on Establishing and Perfecting the Elderly Health Service System was released

MEDICINE POLICIES
Drug Administration
August 2019

Drug Administration Law was released

Drug Approval
March 2019

Publicity on the Second Batch of Clinically Urgently Needed Overseas New Drugs was released

June 2019

Suggested List of Drug Catalogues for the First Encouraged Generic Drugs was released

September 2019

Notice on Printing and Distributing “Healthy China Action-Cancer Prevention Implementation Plan (2019-2022) was
released

November 2019

Work Procedures for Breakthrough Therapeutic Drugs (Draft for Comments) and Procedures for Priority Review and
Approval (Draft for Comments) were released
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Medical Device Approval
March 2019

Announcement on Adjusting Examination and Approval Procedures for Clinical Trials of Medical Devices was released

July 2019

Notice on Issuing the Pilot Work Plan for the Unique Identiﬁcation System of Medical Devices was released

August 2019

Announcement on Issuing the Rules for the Unique Identiﬁcation System of Medical Devices was released

August 2019

Notice on Expanding the Pilot Work of Medical Device Registrant System was released

Consistency Evaluation
In 2019

Catalogue of Reference Preparations for Chemical Generic Drugs was released

September 2019

Technical Requirements for Conformity Evaluation of Quality and Efﬁcacy of Injections of Chemical Drugs (Special
Injections) (Draft for Comments) was released

December 2019

Notice on Issuing the Guiding Principles of Clinical Comparability Research Techniques for Preventive Vaccines was
released

HEALTH INSURANCE POLICIES
Adjustment of Medical Insurance Catalogue
April 2019

Announcement on Announcing the Work Plan for Adjusting 2019 National Medical Insurance Drug Catalogue was
released

August 2019

Catalogue of National Essential Medical Insurance, Industrial Injury Insurance and Maternity Insurance Drugs (2019
Edition) was released

November 2019

Notice on Bringing Drugs Negotiated in 2019 into Category B of the Catalogue of Drugs for National Basic Medical
Insurance, Industrial Injury Insurance and Maternity Insurance was released

Centralized Drug Purchase
January 2019

Notice on Issuing the Pilot Program for Centralized Drug Purchase and Use by National Organizations was released

February 2019

Opinions on Supporting Measures of Medical Insurance for the State to Organize Drug Centralized Procurement and Use
Pilot was released

September 2019

Implementation Opinions on Expanding Regional Scope of National Organization of Drug Centralized Procurement and
Use Pilot was released

November 2019

Notice on Further Popularizing Fujian Province and Sanming City’s Experience in Deepening the Reform of Medical and
Health System was released

Purchase of High Value Consumables
June 2019

Notice on Issuing the Administrative Measures for Medical Consumables in Medical Institutions (Trial) and Notice on
Issuing Guiding Opinions on Standardization of Medical Security were released

July 2019

Notice on Issuing the Reform Plan for Controlling High-value Medical Consumables was released

November 2019

Notice on Further Popularizing Fujian Province and Sanming City’s Experience in Deepening the Reform of Medical and
Health System was released

DRG Pilot
May 2019

Notice on Issuing the List of National Pilot Cities Paid by the Diagnosis of Diseases Relevant Groups was released

October 2019

Notice on Printing and Distributing Technical Speciﬁcations and Grouping Plans for National Pilot Projects Paid by Disease
Related Groups (DRG) was released
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Assisted CStone Pharmaceuticals in the Listing on the Main Board of HKEx
On February 26, 2019, CStone Pharmaceuticals-B (02616.HK) was ofﬁcially listed on the main board of HKEx, raising a net fund of about
HK$ 2,085.07 billion.
CStone Pharmaceuticals-B is a biopharmaceutical company, focusing on the development and commercialization of innovative tumor immunotherapy and molecular targeted drugs to meet the high medical demand for cancer treatment in China and the world. Only three
years after establishment, the company has been listed on HKEx.
As the underwriter’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of listing and have been highly recognized
by the client.

Assisted IVD Medical Holding Ltd. in the Listing on HKEx
On July 12, 2019, IVD Medical Holding Ltd. (01931.HK) was ofﬁcially listed on the main board of HKEx, raising a net fund of about HK$ 930
million.
IVD Medical Holding Ltd. is China’s leading distributor of In Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) products. IVD Medical Holding Ltd. is the third largest distributor in the IVD market in Shanghai in 2018, and its Vastec Medical Ltd. is the fourth largest ﬁrst-class IVD distributor in China. IVD Medical Holding Ltd. also engages in the research, development, production and sales of IVD products and has a huge distribution network.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of listing and have been highly recognized by the
client.

Assisted BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. in the Listing on
Sci-Tech Innovation Board
On November 8, 2019, BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd (688166.SH) was ofﬁcially listed on the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR
Market), Shanghai Stock Exchange, raising a total of about CNY 520 million.
BrightGene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. is committed to the research, development and production of high-end generic drugs and
original new drugs. Its self-established four major technological platforms of fermentation semi-synthesis, multi-chiral drugs, targeted
polymer coupling and non-biological macromolecules are at the leading level in the world. It has successfully developed high-end generic
drugs such as Eribrin and Fondaparinux, and has established product lines with global competitive advantages in the ﬁelds of anti-tumor,
super antibiotics and intravenous iron supplementation.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of listing and have been highly recognized by the
client.
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Assisted Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. in the Listing on the Main Board of HKEx
On December 10, 2019, Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. (02500.HK) was ofﬁcially listed on the main board of HKEx, raising a net fund of
about HK$ 2.59 billion.
Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. is China’s leading transcatheter heart valve medical device enterprise, whose self-developed product, VenusA-Valve, is the ﬁrst TAVR (Transcatheter Aortic Replacement) product approved by National Medical Products Administration and commercialized in China.
As the sponsor’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of listing and have been highly recognized by
the client.

Assisted Nanjing Pharmaceutical Company Ltd. in the Issuance of Asset-backed Notes
Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. successfully issued the Asset-backed Notes (ABN) for Phrase I in 2019. This project is the ﬁrst single storage rack in Jiangsu Province to purchase the form ABN in Shelf Circularing, with a registered limit of CNY 5 billion and an initial issue size
of CNY 2 billion.
As the sponsor’s special legal counsel, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the legal due diligence, transaction structure design and adjustment of the project as well as the drafting of legal opinions and transaction documents, providing professional, efﬁcient and detailed
legal services to the client and obtaining high evaluation from the client and other intermediary organizations.

Assisted KEDU Inc. in Obtaining US$ 60 Million Round C Financing
The nearly US$ 60 million Round C ﬁnancing acquired by KEDU Inc. was successfully delivered in December 2019. This round of ﬁnancing
is led by China Merchants Capital, with 4 investment partners followed, including Singapore UOB Venture Capital Management Co., Ltd.,
Inﬁnity, Wonderland International Financial Holdings Company and Morale. This project is by far the largest ﬁnancing in the ﬁeld of medical equipment services in China.
As the legal advisor for KEDU Inc., Jingtian & Gongcheng has assisted the enterprise in drafting documents, business negotiations, restructuring, tax planning, signing and delivery with many investors. Its efﬁcient and high-quality legal services have been highly recognized by
the client.
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Assisted CStone Pharmaceuticals-B (02616.HK) in its listing on the

Assisted a Chinese leading deuterium drug research and development

Main Board of HKEx

enterprise in the completion of Round B ﬁnancing

Assisted IVD Medical Holding Ltd. (01931.HK) in its listing on the Main

Assisted Sqmedical in its completion of Round B ﬁnancing

Board of HKEx
Assisted Venus Medtech (Hangzhou) Inc. (02500.HK) in its listing on
the Main Board of HKEx

Assisted KEDU Inc in its completion of Round C ﬁnancing of US$ 60
million
Assisted the investors in participating in the Round C\C+\C++ ﬁnancing

Assisted Bright Gene Bio-Medical Technology Co., Ltd. (688166.SH) in

for Lifespace Group Limited (the largest non-public medical service

its completion of Round Pre-IPO of CNY 550 million, and the listing on

platform in China)

the Sci-Tech innovation board (STAR Market) of Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted Nanjing Pharmaceutical Company Ltd. (600713.SH) in its issuance of the ultra-short-term ﬁnancing bonds of 2019 for Phrase I-IX
Assisted Jiangsu Lianhuan Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (600513.SH) and
Yangzhou Princechem Co., Ltd. in the acquisition ofdirectly issuance of
21,739,130 shares of Inner Mongolia Saintchem Chemicals Co., Ltd.
(872539.NEEQ)
Assisted Beijing Jinsong Dental Hospital in its sale of 100% equity of the
founder’s shares to Nexus Point at consideration of CNY 645 million
Assisted a special fund set up by Chinese Academy of Sciences Innova-

Assisted Rotating Boulder Fund in participating in the Round C ﬁnancing of US$ 47 million for Sirnaomics
Assisted the investors in the completion of the merger and reorganization of RiMO and CPI, U.S. Company, a leading enterprise in Pharmaceutical industry
Assisted the investors in the completion of the ﬁnancing ofHenan
Germfree Technology Co., Ltd. and its related parties
Assisted LYFE Capital in its completion of Round B ﬁnancing for Cardiolink Science
Assisted the investors in participating in the ﬁnancing for Pearlcare

tion Incubation Investment Co., Ltd. under Chinese Academy of Sci-

Assisted the investors in participating in the Round C ﬁnancing of CNY

ences and Zhongtou Zhongcai Fund Management Company in the ac-

10 million for WeMed Medical Equipment Co., Ltd.

quisition of New Journey Hospital Group Ltd.
Assisted Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. in its isuccessfully issuance
Assisted Shenzhen Ping An Good Medical Examination Holding Co.,

of the 2019 Asset-backed notes (ABN) for Phrase I. The project is the

Ltd. in its acquisition of linkage debt stock of GXMU Rexplo Medical

ﬁrst single storage rack in Jiangsu Province to purchase the form ABN

Lab Co., Ltd.

on a circular basis. The registered amount of the Asset-backed notes

Assisted Ping An Good Medical Investment Management Co., Ltd. in

for this time is CNY 5 billion, and the initial issue size is CNY 2 billion

its acquisition of Xiamen Zhouxin Medical Imaging Diagnostic Center

Assisted Tianjin Zhongshixin Enterprise Management Co., Ltd. in han-

Co., Ltd.

dling the centralized declaration of Chinese business operators in its

Assisted the investors in participating in the merger and acquisition of
Baodao hospital by AM Care
Assisted Taimei Technology in the completion of Round E ﬁnancing of
US$ 80 million
Assisted MORE in the completion of Round C ﬁnancing of CNY 500
million
Assisted Geneseeq Technology Inc. in the completion of ﬁnancing
Assisted Shanghai Upper Biotech Pharma Co., Ltd. in the introduction
of capital from Yonghua Capital, GP Capital and Sunland Fund, etc.
Assisted Sequoia Capital and Eastern bell Capital in participating in the
Round C ﬁnancing of CNY 300 million for Shanghai Miaoyi Biological
Technology Co., Ltd. (Yaoyanshe)

case of purchasing shares of 19 companies such as Dalian Aier Eye
Hospital Co., Ltd.
Assisted LBX Pharmacy (603883.SH) in the completion of 2019 restricted stock incentive plan
Acted as the perennial legal advisor for American College of Cardiology to provide PRC legal advice
Provides legal advisory services for medical data compliance of
OXFORD SUZHOU CENTRE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH
Acted as permanent legal advisor for Guangdong Taienkang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (831173.OC)
Acted as permanent legal advisor for Nanjing Shangyuantang Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (830923.OC)
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With the adjustment of China’s population structure and the

Jingtian & Gongcheng still has the highest market share in the

upgrading of consumption in the domestic market, the proportion

education industry. In 2019, as legal advisor to the issuer, we

of education consumption in China’s household consumption

participated in the listings for China Kepei Education Group Ltd.

expenditure has been increasing, and China’s education market

(01890.HK), JH Educational Technology Inc. (01935.HK), China

has maintained a good development trend. The scale of China’s

Oriented International Holdings Ltd. (01871.HK) , Chen Lin

private education market continued to expand in 2019. According

Education Group Holdings Ltd. (01593.HK), etc. These projects

to the forecast of an investment institution, the total scale of

accounted for 2/3 of the successful overseas listing projects of

private education will reach CNY 3.36 trillion by 2020.

enterprises in the academic education industry with mainland
China background. In addition, In January 2020, we successfully

In 2019, a total of 10 educational enterprises with mainland China

assisted in completing the listing of Shanghai Gench Education

background listed in Hong Kong and one in the United States. In

Group Limited (01525.HK) on the mainboard of Stock Exchange of

2019, the education industry has also been one of the industries

Hong Kong Ltd. (HKEx), which is the fastest-growing university in

with the largest number of newly listed enterprises in Hong Kong.

the Yangtze River Delta, the fourth largest university in the Yangtze

A total of 6 of the above 10 education enterprises mainly providing

River Delta and the largest private university in Shanghai; we

academic education services (all mainly providing higher academic

acquired the equity of the initial of Harbin Institute of Petroleum, a

education). Although the pace of listing of enterprises in the

well-known private higher education institution in Northeast China

education industry has slowed down, China’s education industry

in China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK). In Hong Kong-list-

continues to develop at a high speed. In terms of policy

ed projects of companies, whose main business is pre-school and

supervision, based on the Notice on Eﬀectively Alleviating

academic education services, the participation of Jingtian &

Extra-curricular Burden of Primary and Secondary School Students

Gongcheng still occupied nearly 70% as of December 2019.

and Carrying out Special Management Actions of Extra-curricular
Training Institutions issued in February 2018 and the Opinions on
Regulating Institutional Development of Oﬀ-campus Training
issued in August 2018, the Implementation Opinions on Standardizing Oﬀ-campus Online Training issued by the Ministry of
Education of the People’s Republic of China and other 5
Departments in July 2019 has strengthened the standardization of
oﬀ-campus online training industry. Regulations on the Implementation of the Private Education Promotion Law (Draft for
Comments) which was once on the verge of being published and
revised by government departments in August 2018, still makes
the industry eagerly await.
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Assisted China Kepei Education Group Ltd. in the Listing on the Main Board of HKEx
China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listing on the main board of HKEx on January 25,
2019. The company is a leading private higher education service provider in South China. According to the number of newly enrolled students and the number of students enrolled, the company’s Guangdong Polytechnic College ranks ﬁrst among 61 private higher education
institutions (excluding independent colleges) in South China for successive years. The company is also the ﬁrst educational institution company to operate a non-independent college that completed its initial public oﬀering and listing on the main board of the HKEx in 2019.
As the issuer’s PRC legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole process of listing and have been highly recognized by the
client.

Assisted AGILE EDUCATION INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO., LTD. in the Issuance
of the Asset Securitization of the First Tuition Fee Right in China on Inter-bank Market
On June 5, 2019, “2019 Asset-backed Notes for Phrase I Issued by AGILE EDUCATION GROUP” was successfully issued in the inter-bank
market.
The product uses AGILE EDUCATION INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT CO., LTD.as the initiator and adopts double SPV structure design, with
the education fee income of several educational institutions under the initiator as the underlying basic asset. It is the Asset Securitization
of the First Tuition Fee Right in China on Inter-bank Market, providing a new reference for the ﬁnancing channels of enterprises in the education industry.
As the special legal counsel to AGILE EDUCATION GROUP, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the transaction structure design, due diligence and drafting of legal opinions and transaction documents from the initial feasibility study and product structure design until the successful implementation of the product, providing professional and efﬁcient legal services for the client.

Assisted the Investors in the Participation in Huohua’s US$ 85 Milllion Round D Financing
In 2019, Huohua, an online children’s thinking training and education platform (Beijing Xingengyuan Technology Development Co., Ltd.)
completed a US$ 85 million ﬁnancing, with GGV Capital and KKR leading the investment, China Renaissance as ﬁnancial advisor, and old
shareholders such as Sequoia Capital China Fund, IDG Capital, Northern Lights Venture Capital, HikeCapital, Lightspeed China Partners Ltd.,
Longfor Capital and GSR Ventures continuing to follow the investment.
According to media reports, this project was the largest ﬁnancing in online education in 2019. Since Huohua was founded, the total
amount of ﬁnancing has reached US$ 160 million.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s legal team represented Sequoia Capital in participating in the demonstration of transaction structure, drafting of
the transaction documents and other closing works.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK) in its

Assisted the vestors in participating in the Round D ﬁnancing

listing on the Main Board of HKEx

of US$ 85 million for Huohua, Beijing Xingengyuan Technolo-

Assisted JH Educational Technology Inc. (01935.HK) in its listing on the Main Board of HKEx
Assisted China Oriented International Holdings Ltd.
(01871.HK) in its listing on the Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Chen Lin Education Group Holdings Ltd. (01593.HK)
in its listing on the Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Huali University Group Ltd. (01756.HK) in its listing
on the Main Board of HKEx

gy Development Co., Ltd., an online children’s thinking training and education platform
Assisted Lightspeed China Partners Ltd in participating in the
investment in a personalized online education platform company for primary and secondary schools
Assisted Chengdu City Construction Investment & Management Group Co., Ltd. in setting up a wholly-owned educational management limited company in China
Assisted Agile in its issuance of 2019 Asset-backed Notes for

Assisted Wah Fu Education Group Ltd. (NASDAQ: WAFU) in

Phrase I, which is China’s ﬁrst single Asset-backed securitiza-

its listing on NASDAQ

tion (ABS) with tuition fees

Assisted Century Wendu Education & Technology Group Inc.

Acted as perennial legal advisor for Joy View Eduction

in its purchasing and subscripting of Serie A of preferred
shares
Assisted Sichuan Ziling Education Management Co., Ltd. in its
completion of domestic restructuring
Assisted Qianhai American Education (Shenzhen) Consulting
Management Co., Ltd. in its completion of the construction
of red chip structure and domestic restructuring
Assisted METEN EDTECHX EDUCATION GROUP in its conclusion of merger agreement with EdtechX Holdings, a NASDAQ
listed company

Acted as perennial legal advisor for Chinese Academy of
Fiscal Science (CAFS)
Assisted Shenzhen Dingmao Tech Co., Ltd. in its provision of
legal services for copyright of children’s teaching products
Acted as perennial legal advisor for Chengdu Ximin Huizhi Education Co., Ltd.
Assisted Hong Kong Education (Int’l) Investments Limited in
its provision of legal services for jointly organizing a college
project in China

Assisted Beijing Huatu Hongyang Education & Culture Corp.,
Ltd. (300492.SZ) in its acquisition of a 30% equity interest of
Huatu Cendes Co., Ltd. at a consideration of about CNY 750
million
Assisted Sanjieke in the completion of its overseas Round B-1
preferred stock ﬁnancing
Assisted Anhui China-Israel Digital Education Industry Investment Fund LLP in its sale of all shares of its overseas company, CodeMonkey
Assisted “Zuowenzhitiao”-Guangzhou Qihe Technology Co.,
Ltd. in the completion of Round A ﬁnancing of Sequoia Capital and GGV Capital
Assisted Longling Capital in its completion of Round A ﬁnancing for Beautiful Life (Guangzhou) Education Technology Co.,
Ltd
Assisted SINO-OCEAN CAPITAL in its investment for MAXSINE
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As one of the earliest law ﬁrms specializing in art, entertainment

ranking third in the world. Jingtian & Gongcheng’s art legal team

and sports law in China, Jingtian & Gongcheng is well-known in the

has been deeply engaged in the ﬁeld of art law for many years, and

industry for its exquisite business ability, profound industry experi-

has deeply and comprehensively served in diﬀerent ﬁelds such as

ence and unique business acumen. We serve the clients in the art,

art creation, art performance, art operation management, art

culture, entertainment and sports industries at home and abroad

transaction, art exhibition dissemination, art collection, art invest-

with “one-stop” regulatory compliance and overall legal solutions.

ment, art ﬁnance, art public welfare and charity and IP authoriza-

Over the past 20 years, we have not only successfully assisted

tion of culture and art, etc. We’re renowned in the industry for our

many excellent foreign art, culture, entertainment and sports proj-

expertise in providing overall legal compliance solutions. The cli-

ects to land in China, but also assisted numerous excellent Chinese

ents we served include not only top museums, art galleries,

art, culture, entertainment and sports organizations, projects and

non-proﬁt public welfare organizations, art research institutions,

professionals to “Going Out” and become world-renowned. With

educational institutions, operation and management institutions,

many years of practical experience in the industry and professional

art performance organizations, art trading institutions, investment

legal team with excellent business skills and industry proﬁciency,

institutions and cultural and art IP authorized institutions at home

Jingtian & Gongcheng is not only good at assisting the clients in for-

and abroad, but also individual and corporate collectors, family

mulating strategic plans from the macro level, but also good at pro-

ofﬁces, domestic and foreign art foundations, art funds, artists’ in-

viding the clients with perennial legal services including regulatory

dividuals and studios, art galleries and art brokers, art media, art

compliance, intellectual property rights, commercial contracts,

creation companies and art e-merchants. The artistic ﬁelds in-

commercial operation management, corporate governance from

volved include arts and ﬁne arts (such as painting, sculpture, instal-

the micro level, as well as other special legal services including do-

lation, decorative arts, industrial design, etc.), as well as perform-

mestic and overseas mergers and acquisitions, investment and

ing arts (such as dance, music, drama, opera, musical, symphony,

ﬁnancing, listing, global authorization, management and operation

etc.).

of distribution system, dispute resolution, public welfare charity
and legal services for private clients of well-known artists and
sports entertainment stars.

In 2019, Xi Minjie, a partner of Jingtian & Gongcheng, was invited
to write China’s view of the global Art Law, which was reprinted in
London and distributed worldwide. Jingtian & Gongcheng was

In recent years, the global art market has shown a thriving devel-

awarded the “Art Law Firm of the Year in China 2019” by Global

opment trend, and China also has no exception. Although it was

Law Experts, a British legal professional rating agency, in recogni-

newly developed, it has entered the world’s top three art markets

tion of its outstanding performance in the arts, culture and fashion

with its rapid development. In 2011, it rose to the top of the world,

industries. In addition, in 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s art law law-

accounting for 30% of the world’s total sales. Since then, it has

yers were invited many times to deliver keynote speeches at inter-

steadily ranked second and third in the world. According to Basel

national and domestic forums on art law, cultural heritage and pro-

Art Exhibition and UBS Global Art Market Report, the total sales of

tection, art authorization and other forums, and to publish profes-

art in the world reached US$ 67.4 billion, and China ranked third,

sional articles in professional journals. The topics covered include

accounting for 19%. In addition, in China, the public’s love for art is

art law, art ﬁnance, art as alternative investment, museum art au-

reﬂected not only in art collection, but also in the pursuit of art-re-

thorization, art authorization enpowering industry and legal risk

lated goods and services. This directly promoted the vigorous de-

control, legal compliance risks of “Going Out” of the “The Belt and

velopment of the art authorized industry. According to the Global

Road Initiative” art project, etc.

Authorized Market Report, in 2019, China accounted for 7.9% of
the total retail sales of art authorized commodities in the world,
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As early as 2018, PricewaterhouseCoopers has predicted in its article of China’s Entertainment and Media Market Outlook
(2018-2022) that the income compound annual growth rate would
be 7.2% in ﬁve years, and reached 343 billion dollars. Among them,
the momentum of digital development would be still strong, bringing great momentum to the industry. In addition, advertising and
consumer segments would also show great potential for growth.
Among them, the Outlook also predicted that the total box ofﬁce
revenue of Chinese ﬁlms will reach US$ 14.2 billion by 2022, with
an average compound growth rate of 9.7%, the music revenue will
reach US$ 1.1 billion, while the live music performance market will
reach US$ 315 million, with an average compound growth rate of
6.6%. Tencent, the advocator of “pan-entertainment”, put forward
the concept of “pan-entertainment” in 2011 and actively constructed a pan-entertainment ecosystem, including a multi-domain symbiosis based on the internet and mobile internet to form an open,
collaborative and symbiotic pan-entertainment ecosystem composed of multi-cultural entertainment forms such as literature, animation, ﬁlm and television, music, games, performances and the
surrounding areas. Usually, the core content of the pan-entertainment ecosystem is considered to be IP (intellectual property
rights), which is adapted from network literature and animation to
form ﬁlm and television dramas, games, etc. In practice, a large
amount of capital has been attracted and widely used in the layout
of the pan-entertainment industry. It is said that in 2017, the output
value of China’s pan-entertainment core industry was about CNY
548.4 billion, with a year-on-year increase of 32%, becoming an important pillar of China’s digital economy and an important engine
of new economic development. In addition, according to the research report released by CGIGC, the actual sales revenue of China’s game market reached CNY 203.61 billion in 2017, raising 23%
year-on-year.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Art, Entertainment and Sports

The British Museum China IP Authorization and Operation
Established in 1753, the British Museum is the world’s oldest and grandest comprehensive museum and one of the world’s ﬁve largest and
most well-known museums.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s art legal team has been providing comprehensive legal and compliance services for the British Museum’s IP authorization and operation projects in China for many years.

Octmedia Invested and Participated in Film Ne Zha
Jingtian & Gongcheng jointly invested, produced and released the animated ﬁlm Ne Zha with the ENLIGHT MEDIA and Cococartoon in Octmedia. The ﬁlm was released in the summer vacation on July 26, 2019. It is another national masterpiece that Octmedia participated in investment and production after Monkey King: Hero Is Back, which has inspired many viewers to have conﬁdence in the development of animation made in China and the development of national animation.
After Ne Zha was released, the ﬁlm became the second movie with a box ofﬁce exceeding CNY 5 billion after the movie Wolf Warriors,
ranking second in China’s ﬁlm history.

Shanghai SIPG Football Club Completed Marko Arnautovic’s Transfer
Marko Arnautovic, born in 1989, is the main striker of Austria’s national team. He made 81 appearances for the Country, scoring 24 goals
and assisting 19 times. From 2009 to 2019, Anatolovic played for F.C. Internazionale Milano, Sportverein Werder Bremen, Stoke City F.C.
and West Ham United Football Club successively. In the two seasons of West Ham United Football Club, he played 65 times for the club,
scored 22 goals and assisted 12 times.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the whole transfer process, negotiating the transfer terms with West Ham United Football Club, negotiating the work contracts with the players and their agents. Our lawyers were fully responsible for all domestic and overseas transaction
documents related to this transaction and cooperated with Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) in completing the relevant international transfer procedures.
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Assisted Maoyan. (01896.HK) in its listing on the Main Board of

Provided comprehensive legal services including framework,

HKEx

taxation, charity and public welfare for overseas collection

Assisted Fire Rock Holdings Ltd. (01909.HK) in its listing on the
Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Tu Yi Holding Co., Ltd. (01701.HK) in its listing on the
Main Board of HKEx
Assisted FriendTimes Inc. (06820.HK) in its listing on the Main
Board of HKEx
Assisted China National Arts & Crafts (Group) Corp in its issuance of 2019 Ultra Short Term Financing Bond for Phase I
Provided comprehensive legal and compliance services for the
British Museum’s IP authorization and operation projects in
China for many years
Provided comprehensive legal and compliance services for the
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s art IP authorization projects in
China
Provided comprehensive legal and compliance services for
Victoria & Albert Museum (V&A) IP authorization and operation projects in China
Provided comprehensive legal and compliance services for the
Museum of Fine Arts Boston’s IP authorization and operation
projects in China for many years
Provided in-depth assistance for establishing an authorization
system and plan authorization services in several top art IP in
China
Assisted Chinese clients in obtaining artistic authorization
from well-known museums in Russia, Turkey and other countries
Provided overall legal and compliance services for the two top
private art galleries and their afﬁliated groups in China, including perennial and investment and ﬁnancing projects
Provided perennial legal advisory services to several art institutions and special legal and compliance services related to investment and ﬁnancing, preparation for listing, dispute resolution, intellectual property rights, etc.
Provided legal services for a Chinese art collection project in a
world well-known museum in the United States
Provided legal services related to Chinese exhibitions for a
Swiss artist foundation

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

projects of several Chinese collectors
Provided legal services to several well-known Chinese artists
and families for private clients related to asset management,
domestic and overseas investment, immigration and tax citizenship identity management, etc.
Provided legal services for a Chinese collector to recover his
family’s old art from an international auction house
Provided legal services for a Swiss gallery owner to investigate
fraud cases related to an art transaction involving China
Provided legal services for a collector in North America to investigate the loss of his artwork in China
Provided perennial and special legal services including intellectual property rights and authorization, experience center
opening and venue leasing as the perennial legal consultant of
the international well-known musical brokerage company
Assisted a Chinese customer in the provision of legal services
including intellectual property rights and commercial contracts for three immersive dramas, an interactive exhibition
and an experiential exhibition to be imported from Europe
Assisted a European client in the provision of legal and compliance support for its proposed live performance projects and
cooperation projects in China
Assisted an Australian client in the provision of overall legal
services for the performing arts project that he intends to cooperate with in China
Acted as a perennial legal advisor to a folk music orchestra and
provided comprehensive legal and compliance services.
Assisted an intellectual property rights authorized operating
enterprise in resolving the disputes arising from its authorized
game development of video works related to a gaming company
Assisted Shanghai SIPG Football Club in its provision of legal
services for the transfer of current national player Lei Wu to
RCD Espanyol
Assisted Talent Television and Film Co., Ltd (300426.SZ) in the
completion of 2019 restricted stock incentive plan
Assisted Octmedia in its investment and participation in the
production of ﬁlm Ne Zha

Art, Entertainment and Sports

Assisted Wanda Sports Group Company Limited (NASDAQ:WSG) in its listing on NASDAQ
Assisted Yao Capital in its sale of preferred shares in Formula E,
an overseas company
Assisted Shanghai SIPG Football Club in its provision of legal
services with Guangzhou Evergrande Taobao Football Club on
Elkeson de Oliveira Cardoso’s transfer matters
Assisted Shanghai SIPG Football Club in its provision of legal
services with West Ham United Football Club on Marko Arnautovic’s transfer matters
Provided full legal services for International Aviation Supply
Chain Leadership Summit, an important supporting event for
the 2nd China International Import Expo
Assisted Erdong Pictures Group in obtaining Round A ﬁnancing
from Emperor Group and Maoyan and Round A+ from Prometheus Capital and Sun Entertainment Group Limited
Assisted Jiangsu Suning Football Club in employing João Miranda, a Brazilian player
Assisted Beijing Sinobo Guoan Football Club in employing
Bruno Genesio (French coach) and his team
Provided perennial legal services for the Chinese Olympic
Committee in preparation for the 2022 winter Olympics
Acted as perennial legal advisor for China Rowing Association
Acted as perennial legal advisor for SPAX
Provided legal services for the intellectual property protection
of well-known French fashion brands in their business in China
Provided legal consultation services on ﬁlm and television
copyright transactions for Beijing Jetsen Technology Co., Ltd.
Provided legal services for the copyright of exhibition works
for the Academy of Arts & Design, Tsinghua University
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Real Estate & Infrastructure is One of the Core Businesses of Jingtian & Gongcheng. With the solid legal foundation, rich practice experience and deep understanding
of clients’ commercial demands, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s professional legal team is committed to designing exquisite and creative legal structures and efﬁcient and feasible
operation plans for clients, assisting them in seizing business opportunities, and satisfying their commercial appeals to the greatest extent under the premise of legal
compliance.
Professional, high-quality and efﬁcient legal service is the core competitiveness of Jingtian & Gongcheng, which also makes Jingtian & Gongcheng stand out in the ﬁercely
competitive real estate and infrastructure legal services market and win extensive praise in the industry.
With regard to the traditional real estate and construction engineering, Jingtian & Gongcheng provides professional legal services including land investment, real estate
development and construction, real estate ﬁnancing, real estate mergers and acquisitions, property operation and management, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assists the clients in achieving their commercial purposes while reducing the legal and compliance risks they may face as much as possible.

The real estate and construction engineering team of Jingtian & Gongcheng provides legal services in:
Land Investment

Construction Engineering

Land Transfer

Domestic Engineering

Primary Development Of Land

“The Belt And Road Initiative” And Overseas Projects

Real Estate Financing

PPP Propect

Domestic And Overseas Stock And Bond Issuance Of Real Estate Companies

Real Estate Development, Construction, Sales, Operation And Management

Securitization Of Corporate Assets

Development And Construction

Real Estate Fund

Sales Of Commercial Housing And Government-subsidized Housing

Real Estate Investment Trust

Property Leasing

Real Estate M&A

Property Management Service

Equity Merger (Including Cross-border Equity Merger)

Establishment, Merger, Division, Dissolution And Bankruptcy Of Real

Bulk Property Transactions

Estate Companies
Real Estate Dispute Resolution

In addition to the traditional real estate economy, with the deepening of reform and opening up and the vigorous development of the market economy, the real estate
economy has also developed new formats and new types including urban renewal, park real estate, health care real estate, large-scale conferences, cultural venues, sports
event real estate joint development and IDG data center construction. Jingtian & Gongcheng’s real estate and infrastructure team has also closely followed the times,
grasped the trend of the new economy, thoroughly studied the new national laws and regulations and policies, combined with years of experience in providing traditional
real estate legal services for domestic and foreign clients, and assisted the clients in continuously developing new formats and types in the real estate ﬁeld, which has
formed a larger market inﬂuence and enjoyed a better market reputation.

Urban Renewal

Other Frontier Businesses

Renovation and Functional Renovation

Real Estate Linkage of Large-scale Conferences, Cultural Venues and Sports

Demolition and Reconstruction

Events

Renovation of Shantytowns

Development

Development And Construction Of The Park

Development of Entertainment Parks for Tourism Culture

Cultural Innovation

Old-age Property and Health-care Property

Logistics
Science And Technology Park
IDG Data Center
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Assisted Poly Property Development Co., Ltd. in the Listing on the Main Board of HKEx
Poly Property Development Co., Ltd. (06049.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and listing on the main board of HKEx on December
19, 2019.
Poly Property is a leading comprehensive property management service operator. According to the comprehensive strength ranking of
property management companies in 2019 released by China Index Academy, Poly Property ranked ﬁrst among China’s top 100 property
service companies with a central enterprise background.
As PRC legal advisor to the sponsor, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s domestic legal team participated in the whole process of listing and have been
highly recognized by the client.

Assisted KKR in the Acquisition of “Bund Neo” Commercial Real Estate
Completed the acquisition of a commercial real estate project (Bund Neo) located in Shanghai’s Bund Core Business District in September
2019, with a transaction consideration of about CNY 800 million in the Investment platform jointly established by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
& Co.L.P. and Hitone Capital.
As the acquirer’s legal advisor, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in due diligence throughout the territory, drafted, negotiated and ﬁnalized a full set of transaction documents, and assisted in comprehensive legal services such as project closing.

Assisted in the Construction of Venue Infrastructure and Venue Operation in the
Yanqing Competition Area of the 2020 Winter Olympics
In order to prepare for the Winter Olympics, various construction projects in Yanqing competition area of Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics
are underway. Among them, some racing tracks and related facilities of the National Alpine Skiing Center have been put into use, the main
structure of the National Snowboarding Center has been completed, Yanqing Dongao Village and Mountain News Center has been orderly
constructed, and utility tunnel has been put into use. At the same time, the Haituo Mountain weather radar and the Yanqing competition
automatic weather station have all been constructed, and the Yanqing Weather Service Sub-center for the Winter Olympics has been completed and put into operation. It is estimated that by the end of 2020, the Yanqing competition area will basically complete the construction of Winter Olympics venues and supporting projects.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided daily legal services for the venue infrastructure construction and venue operation projects in Yanqing competition area.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. in the Issuance
of Haitong Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square CMBS Project
On October 25, 2019, Haitong Huatai-Sinar Shanghai Magnolia Square Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities (”CMBS” or “Asset-backed
Securities”) were successfully issued on the Shanghai Stock Exchange, with an issuance scale of CNY 13.8 billion, accounting for 11.5% of
the total issuance in the past 3.5 years and 37.20% of the single-year issuance in 2018. It is the largest CMBS product issued in China so far.
The original interest in the Asset-backed securities of the project is Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. The underlying asset is
“Shanghai Magnolia Square”, which owns the tallest building in Puxi, Shanghai.
As the special legal consultant for Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd., Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the legal due diligence, transaction structure design and adjustment of the project as well as drafting of legal opinions and transaction documents, providing professional and efﬁcient and elaborate legal services for the client.

Assisted Beijing-Tianjin Cooperation Demonstration Zone-Future Science and Technology City
The future science and technology city project of the Beijing-Tianjin Cooperation Demonstration Zone is a model of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
integration. The project is led by a leadership team headed by the “vice mayors” of Beijing and Tianjin municipal governments, and the
Beijing Capital Group’s wholly-owned subsidiary is entrusted to carry out the full implementation. The project has become the focus of
Tianjin’s development. The ﬁrst-level development cycle of the land in the demonstration area is about 10-15 years, and the estimated total
investment for the ﬁrst-level development is about CNY 40 billion.
The demonstration area is positioned as a “relief bearing platform for the non-capital functions”, aiming to undertake relief projects in
Beijing such as medical treatment, education, scientiﬁc research and state-owned enterprises of central enterprises, so as to relieve the
pressure of population, resource consumption and trafﬁc congestion in Beijing.
With regard to the medical relief, every year, 10 million people who were supposed to go to Beijing for medical treatment and their families
were transferred. In educational research, it helps Beijing to relieve 30,000 to 40,000 students and faculty and researchers. With regard
to the industrial cooperation, it is estimated that 50,000-80,000 industrial population will be relieved from Beijing.The project covers an
area of 38 square kilometers, with a planned construction area of 27 million square meters. The planned resident population is 310,000
and the employed population is 180,000. It is an important component of future science and technology city in Tianjin. The Beijing-Tianjin
Cooperation Demonstration Zone is 100 kilometers away from Beijing’s Fifth Ring Road and 20 kilometers away from Tianjin’s downtown
area, with obvious location advantages.
As the legal advisor for the project development and implementation subject, Jingtian & Gongcheng fully participated in various legal
aﬀairs in the project development and construction, and provided perennial legal advisors and special legal services for the daily construction of the project, infrastructure, introduction of third-party cooperation units, land clearance, dispute resolution, etc.
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Assisted Dexin China Holdings Co., Ltd. (02019.HK) in its listing

Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (02007.HK) in its is-

on the Main Board of HKEx

suance of US$ 1.5 billion of senior note overseas

Assisted China Index Holdings Ltd. (NASDAQ:CIH) in its listing

Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (03383.HK) in its is-

on NASDAQ

suance of US$ 700 million of perpetual bond overseas

Assisted Zhongliang Holdings Group Co., Ltd. (02772.HK) in its

Assisted Longfor Group Holdings Ltd. in its issuance of USD

listing on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong

bonds overseas

Ltd. (HKEx)
Assisted Hevol Services Group Co., Ltd. (06093.HK) in its listing
on the Main Board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd.
(HKEx)
Assisted Xinyuan Property Management Service (Cayman) Ltd.
(01895.HK) in its listing on Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Poly Property Development Co., Ltd. (06049.HK) in its
H share Listing on Main Board of HKEx
Assisted JY Grandmark Holdings Limited (02231.HK) in its listing on Main Board of HKEx
Assisted Huainan Urban Construction Investment Co., Ltd. in
its issuance of 2019 Corporate Bonds for Phrase I and II
Assisted Huainan Urban Construction Investment Co., Ltd. in
the issuance of 2019 Medium Term Note for Phrase I, II and III
Assisted Xiamen SEZ United Development Co., Ltd. in its issuance of 2019 Non-directional Financing Instruments for Phrase
I to III
Acted as permanent legal advisor to Finland, and assisted in
the issuance of USD bonds overseas
Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (02007.HK) in its
issuance of US$ 450 million of senior note overseas
Assisted KWG Group Holdings Ltd. (01813.HK) in its public issuance of USD priority bills for ﬁve times, with a totaling of US$
1.95 billion
Assisted Zunyi Road and Bridge Engineering Co., Ltd. in its issuance ofUSD bonds overseas
Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (03383.HK) in its
issuance of US$ 500 million of senior note overseas
Assisted Xiamen SEZ United Development Co., Ltd. in its issuance of 2019 Ultra Short Term Financing Bond for Phase I and II
Assisted Jiayuan International Group Ltd. (02768.HK) in its
issuance of private placement bond overseas for 2 times,
totaling US$ 250 million

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Assisted Zhenro Properties Group Ltd. (06158.HK) in its issuance of USD senior note for 7 times in 2019 overseas
Assisted Skyfame Realty (Holdings) Ltd. (00059.HK) in its issuance of USD senior note for 3 times in 2019 overseas
Assisted Zensun Enterprises Ltd. (00185.HK) in its issuance of
USD bonds overseas
Assisted China Fortune Land Development Co., Ltd.
(600340.SH) in its issuance of USD bonds for 4 times overseas
Assisted Zhongnan Group in its issuance of US$ 400 million of
senior bonds overseas through its overseas subsidiaries
Assisted Sichuan Railway Industry Investment Group Limited
Liability Company in its issuance of US$ 300 million of senior
unsecured bonds overseas
Assisted Shandong Hi-speed Group Co., Ltd. in its issuance of
USD bonds for twice through its overseas subsidiaries
Assisted Mudanjiang City Investment Group Co., Ltd in its issuance of US$ 100 million of senior BTP overseas
Assisted Qingdao Jimo District Urban Development Investment Co., Ltd. in its issuance of USD bonds overseas
Assisted Changde Urban Construction Investment Group Co.,
Ltd.in its issuance of USD bonds overseas
Assisted China Railway Construction Investment Group Co.,
Ltd. (601186.SHM01186.HK) in is issuance of USD bonds for 4
times overseas
Assisted Jiayuan International Group Ltd. (02768.HK) in its issuance of USD bonds overseas, with a total of US$ 425
(225+200) million
Assisted Xiamen SEZ United Development Co., Ltd. in its issuance of 2019 Ultra Short Term Financing Bond for Phase I
Assisted DaFa Properties Group Ltd. (06111.HK) in its issuance
of US$ 180 million bonds overseas
Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (02007.HK) in its issuance of US$ 400 million of senior note overseas

Real Estate & Infrastructure

Assisted China Overseas Land & Investment Limited (00688.HK)

Assisted Hony Capital in its purchase of Haidian Rongtong

in successfully establishment of the Overseas Medium Term

Building

Note (MTN) program for the ﬁrst time in Hong Kong. Under this
MTN program, it successfully issued HK$ 2 billion (5.5-year) and
US$ 450 million (10-year) overseas dual-currency ﬁxed interest
senior bonds
Assisted 5i5j Realty Inc. (000560.SZ) in its public issuance of
corporate bonds in 2019

Assisted a real estate fund in its purchase of a real estate project in a science and technology park in Shanghai through domestic acquisition of equity and creditor’s rights in its investment carrier, with a transaction consideration of more than
CNY 1.05 billion through the Shanghai Stock Exchange
Assisted Beijing Woaiwojia (5i5j) Real Estate Brokerage Co.,

Assisted Guangxi Communication Investment Group Limited

Ltd., subsidiary of 5i5j Holding Group Co., Ltd. (000560.SZ) in

in its issuance of US$ 300 million of senior unsecured bonds

the acquisition of a total of 100% equity of Hunan Lanhaigou

for 3-year term

Business Planning Co., Ltd. held by the counterparty through

Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (02007.HK) in its issuance of US$ 500 million of senior note overseas
Assisted Zhongliang Holdings Group Co., Ltd. (02772.HK) in its
issuance of 3-Year US$ 400 million senior note in Hong Kong
Assisted Huainan Urban Construction Investment Co., Ltd. in
its issuance of 2019 ultra-short-term ﬁnancing bonds for
Phrase I and II
Assisted Yunnan Railway Investment Co., Ltd in its private issuance of 2019 Corporate Bonds (Phase I)
Assisted Beijing Electronics Zone Investment and Development Co., Ltd. (600658.SH) in setting up Funds with China Life

cash payment
Assisted the investors in participating in the debt restructuring
of two real estate projects in Beijing and Tianjin
Assisted Norinco International Cooperation Ltd. (000065.SZ)
in its provision of Chinese legal services for Pakistan Operation
and Maintenance Project, Croatia Wind Power Project
Provided legal services for the modernization PPP project of
the Kasong Blaisa-Sakaniya road and land port in Jiayou International Logistics Co., Ltd. with the French-speaking African
country Democratic Republic of Congo
Assisted a real estate private equity fund in Singapore. in its
acuqision of two commercial real estate projects in Yangpu

Assisted GAM in its purchase of Yunhu Industrial Park in Hang-

District and Lujiazui District, Shanghai through overseas

zhou Binjiang High-tech Zone with CNY 710 million via oﬀshore

equity, with a transaction consideration exceeding CNY 5 bil-

equity purchase

lion

Assisted the investors in participating in the capital replace-

Assisted Value Partners Group in its acquisition of the property

ment for a real estate project in Zhengzhou and a real estate

right of the half-ﬂoor of Citigroup building through overseas

project in Wuhan

equity merger and acquisition

Assisted Riverhead Capital Investment Management Co., Ltd.

Assisted the Asia Paciﬁc Land in itssale of Shenyang Chaohui

in its acquisition of a hotel

Shopping Center at the consideration of about US$ 60 million

Assisted Lanzhou Lunhua Central Business District in the com-

Assisted Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.L.P. in its completion of

pletion of restructuring

the purchase of the “Bund Neo”, a commercial real estate
project located in Shanghai’s bund core business district with

Assisted the investors in participating in real estate investment

Hitone Capital, with a consideration of about CNY 800 million

in Huaiyin District, Jinan City, a real estate in Chengdu, a real
estate in Shanwei City and several real estate investments in

Assisted an Asia leading real estate investment management

Dalian, Tianjin and Shijiazhuang City

group in its acquision of some property rights and hundreds of
underground parking spaces in the ofﬁce building of Beijing

Assisted a real estate company in the acquisition of an ofﬁce

Zhaoshangju Building by means of overseas equity transfer

space operating company in Guangzhou
Assisted Prime Golden Capital in its investment in several real
Assisted Hony Capital in the acquisition of Beijing Fengtai

estate projects in Beijing and Suzhou

Headquarters Square
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Assisted Jiayuan International Group Ltd. (02768.HK) in its ac-

“China Life Investment-Nanjing Highway Development Credi-

quisition of a property and real estate project in Anhui

tor’s Rights Investment Plan” project was successfully issued.

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Haitong-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd.
Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for

The ﬁnancing party of the project is Nanjing Highway Development (Group) Co., Ltd. The funds are planned for highway infrastructure construction with a size of CNY 3.5 billion

Phase I was successfully issued. The project is the ﬁrst coun-

“China Life Investment-Yunnan Investment Creditor’s Rights

try’s ﬁrst asset-backed securities with agent model for central

Investment Plan” project was successfully issued. The ﬁnanc-

enterprise, setting a new low interest rate for supply chain

ing party of the project is Yunnan Investment Holding Group

ﬁnance ABS of central enterprises in the construction industry

Co., Ltd. The funds are planned for railway infrastructure con-

Assisted Suning Group in its issuance of the First Commercial

struction with a size of CNY 2 billion

Real Estate Mortgage Support Special Plan (CMBS), the project

Huaxi Securities-KWG Group Holdings Commercial Property

is an Asset-backed security issued by Suning with its trust

Asset-backed special plan for Phrase I was successfully issued.

beneﬁcial right as its basic asset, with a scale of CNY 737 million

This project is the ﬁrst CNY 10 billion-scale commercial product

Ping An Securities-Yifanghengrong Factoring-KWG Group

CMBS in shelf oﬀering in China

Holdings Supply Chain Finance No. 2 Asset-backed special plan

Assisted Yuanshi Commercial Factoring (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd in

was successfully issued

the approvement of house purchase installment ABN

PING AN HUITONG-Cuican Supply Chain Finance No. 5-20 As-

Guotai Junan-KWG Group Holdings Changzu Apartment No. 1

set-backed special plan was successfully issued. The project

Series Asset-backed special plan was approved

uses the receivables creditor’s rights of various suppliers to
debtors formed in real estate engineering transactions as
basic assets to issue Asset-backed securities with CNY 5 billion
in shelf oﬀering

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Shenwan
Hongyuan-China Construction Sixth Engineering Division
Corp. Ltd. successfully issued the Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase I for Supply Chain in 2019.

Assisted MFHK Investment Limited in handling the centralized

The project has CNY 3 billion in shelf oﬀering and the priority

declaration of Chinese business operators in its case and Gre-

Asset-backed Securities for Phrase I was CNY 190 million

entown Real Estate Group Co., Ltd. in the newly-established
joint venture case

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Shenwan
Hongyuan-China Construction Sixth Engineering Division

PING AN HUITONG-Cuican Supply Chain Finance No. 21-40 As-

Corp. Ltd. successfully issued the Commercial Mort-

set-backed special plan was successfully issued. The project is

gage-backed Securities for Phrase II for Supply Chain in 2019

a trade account receivable newly added basic assets on the

with CNY 5.44 million

basis of engineering accounts receivable, with CNY 10 billion in
shelf oﬀering

China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Haitong-China Construction Eighth Engineering Division Corp.

“China Life Investment-China Railway Construction Invest-

Ltd. successfully issued the Commercial Mortgage-backed Se-

ment Creditor’s Rights Investment Plan” project was success-

curities for Phrase I for Supply Chain in 2019. The project has

fully issued. The ﬁnancing party of the project is China Railway

CNY 5 billion in shelf oﬀering and the priority Commercial

Construction Investment Group Co., Ltd. The investment

Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase I was CNY 229 million

mode of the investment plan is perpetual bond, and the funds
are planned for railway infrastructure construction with a size
of CNY 3.5 billion
Ping An Securities-Yifanghengrong Factoring-KWG Group
Holdings Supply Chain Finance No. 4 Asset-backed special plan
successfully issued
Ping An Securities-Yifanghengrong-KWG Group Holdings
Supply Chain Finance No. 3 Asset-bakced special plan was successfully issued

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Assisted Sinar Mas Paper (China) Investment Co., Ltd. in its issuance of Shanghai Jinhongqiao International Center 9.01 Billion CMBS Continuation
Gold Stone-Chengdu Suning Asset-backed Securities was successfully issued, with a total issue size of CNY 1.9 billion. It is
the ﬁrst reissue REITs of shopping center in China
Aacted as perennial Legal Advisor for Beijing Construction Engineering Group Co., Ltd.

Real Estate & Infrastructure

Haitong Huatai-Sinar Magnolia Square Asset-backed Securities

Acted as perennial legal advisor for real estate project of

successfully issued. The distribution scale of the project was

Zhonghai Shengrong (Beijing) Capital Management Co., Ltd.

CNY 13.8 billion, accounting for 11.5% of the total circulation in
the past 3.5 years and 37.20% of the single-year circulation in
2018. It is by far the largest CMBS product in China

Acted as perennial legal advisor for Norinco International Cooperation Ltd. (000065.SZ)

Assisted China Communications Construction Company Limited in its issuance of Supply Chain Asset-backed special plan for
Phrase I. The project has CNY 10 billion in shelf oﬀering, which
is China’s ﬁrst agent model+multi-core enterprise supply chain
special plan, and it has created a new low in the supply chain
ABS issuance interest rate
China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Haitong-China Construction Egihth Engineering Division Corp.
Ltd. successfully issued the Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase I in 2019. This project has
created a new low in the historical issue interest rate of central
enterprises’ secondary companies’ credit enhancement
supply chain ﬁnance ABS
Citic Securities-Deyuan Factoring-China Construction Eighth
Engineering Division Corp. Supply Chain Asset Support Special
Plan for Phrase I
China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd. successfully issued
the Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for
Phrase II
China Construction Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.-Haitong-China Construction Second Engineering Bureau Ltd. successfully issued the Supply Chain Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities for Phrase III
Assisted Yuanshi Commercial Factoring (Shenzhen) Co. Ltd in
its issuance of purchase installment private placement for IV,
V, VI and VII
Assisted Beijing Electronic Zone Investment and Development
Group Co., Ltd. (600658.SH) in its Stock Option Incentive Plan
Project
Acted as legal advisor for Venue Infrastructure Construction
and Venue Operation Projects in Yanqing Competition Area of
the 2020 Winter Olympics
Aacted as perennial legal advisor for Beijing Century City Real
Estate Development Company Limited
Acted as perennial legal advisor for Construction Project of
Beijing Anzhen Hospital, Capital Medical University
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In recent years, with the successive introduction of various nation-

Jingtian & Gongcheng’s securities compliance team has been

al policy documents, compliance has become an inevitable require-

deeply engaged in relevant ﬁelds such as securities compliance,

ment for enterprises to prevent major risks, achieve modernization

securities litigation and construction of compliance system. They

of governance and sustainable development. “Compliance” in an

are not only good at handling administrative investigation and ad-

enterprise means not only that the operation and management of

ministrative punishment projects of securities regulatory agen-

the enterprise and its employees must comply with applicable laws,

cies, but also are good at specializing in the prior identiﬁcation of

regulations and regulatory provisions, but also that the enterprise

compliance risks and the overall construction of compliance risk

and its employees must abide by relevant international treaties, in-

control systems. The team has diverse professional backgrounds

dustry standards, business practices, ethics and the articles of asso-

and rich experience in handling securities compliance cases. Our

ciation and rules and regulations formulated by the enterprise itself

team attaches equal importance to theoretical and practical re-

according to law. In case of non-compliance, the enterprise may be

search, and is well versed in the concepts of securities administra-

subject to various legal liabilities due to violation of criminal laws,

tive supervision, inspection methods, punishment ideas and ex-

civil laws and administrative laws, and may even cause legal sanc-

quisite business level. Jingtian & Gongcheng’s securities compli-

tions and/or regulatory penalties, resulting in risks such as the loss

ance team has eﬀectively assisted various types of enterprises, in-

of its signiﬁcant property and/or goodwill.

cluding listed companies, securities companies, accounting ﬁrms,
venture capital institutions, etc. in carrying out administrative su-

In 2019, strong supervision was undoubtedly the main theme for

pervision investigation and punishment procedures for securities

China’s securities market. China Securities Regulatory Commission

compliance cases that are of great concern and inﬂuence in the

has always stressed that listed companies and related market enti-

securities market, thus reasonably safeguarding the major rights

ties must adhere to the “four types of reverence” and “four bottom

and interests of relevant enterprises.

lines”, namely “reverence for the market, reverence for the rule of
law, reverence for professions, reverence for risks” and “not to dis-

With the implementation of the new Securities Law in 2020 and a

close false information, not to engage in insider trading, not to ma-

number of strong regulations and measures by securities regulato-

nipulate stock prices, not to harm the interests of listed companies”.

ry agencies, the Term “Compliance” will deﬁnitely be an important

Moreover, China Securities Regulatory Commission has also signiﬁ-

topic for relevant securities market participants. Only meeting the

cantly increased its investigation and punishments, which has led

compliance requirements can potential legal risks be avoided, and

to frequent occurrence of major cases in the entire capital market,

commercial goals and values be eﬀectively realized.

and clearly reﬂected the strict compliance standards of regulatory agencies. In addition, the new Securities Law, which was promul-

Jingtian Gongcheng’s securities compliance team is highly profes-

gated at the end of the year and came into eﬀect in March 2020,

sional, has dealt with many representative securities compliance

has also signiﬁcantly strengthened the requirements for compliance

cases in China’s capital market, and is able to provide clients with

and greatly increased the cost of violating laws and regulations for

various eﬀective securities compliance legal services and solutions

various entities in the securities market. This shows that compliance

according to the proper time and local conditions.

has increasingly became the lifeline of listed companies and other
related entities, and the importance of full compliance is self-evi-

In the ﬁeld of corporate investigation and anti-corruption, accord-

dent.

ing to the latest media statistics, the annual expenditure on corpo-
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rate bribery worldwide is about US$ 1.5 trillion to US$ 2 trillion, ac-

consultation, industry research, special research, legal interpre-

counting for about 2% of global GDP. Corruption is an urgent social

tation, privacy document drafting and review, cyber security level

problem for every country, including China. China is also strength-

protection, cross-border data transmission, data governance, data

ening its anti-corruption eﬀorts, which means that China will carry

integration and sharing, data security emergency response, regu-

out transnational anti-corruption law enforcement more eﬀective-

latory response, dispute resolution, etc.

ly against domestic and foreign companies and individuals. Therefore, reducing the legal risks brought by commercial bribery to enterprises has become the top priority for enterprises.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s investigation and anti-corruption compliance team provides all-round regulatory compliance and anti-corruption legal services for all kinds of business entities involving many regulatory departments in charge of industry and commerce, quality inspection, commerce, taxation, telecommunications, customs, labor, education, health, industry, etc. including:
daily compliance consultation and training for enterprises, provision of compliance system construction, investigation and audit
of commercial violations and provision of legal advice, investigation and handling of internal violations, government investigation
and crisis control, FCPA and other foreign anti-corruption, and anti-commercial bribery laws and regulations, etc.
With the continuous development and change of Internet technology and operation mode, the connotation and extension of China’s
cyber security and data compliance work are also constantly changing, gradually forming a compliance system based on the Cyber Security Law and the Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress on Strengthening Cyber Information Protection and supporting laws and regulations as well as national standards.
Due to the high frequency of the introduction of relevant regulations on cyber securities and data compliance, China’s enterprises
will face more challenges in their cyber security and data compliance work in 2020. Not only the “technology+compliance” will be
taken as the basis, but also the business development of enterprises will be taken into consideration, at the same time, the compliance work that needs to be guided by cyber and data compliance
assets will also directly aﬀect the business value of the enterprise,
so “compliance creates value” will become the focus of cyber security and data compliance work in 2020.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s cyber security and data compliance team
focuses on cyber security, data privacy, personal information protection and related ﬁelds, and is committed to providing domestic
and overseas enterprises with legal services including legislative
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Administrative Punishment Hearing Project of Shenzhen Datong Industrial Co., Ltd.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s compliance legal team provided legal services for administrative punishment and prohibited hearing items in securities market in Shenzhen Datong Industrial Co., Ltd. (000038.SZ).
This case is the ﬁrst case in which listed companies are to be given administrative punishment by the CSRC due to their failure to cooperate
with the investigation by the CSRC and the violent disobedience of relevant employees.
After the hearing of this case, the market entry ban measures for the relevant responsible personnel represented by our law ﬁrm have declined by one level as a whole.

A Large-scale Construction Project of Data Compliance System for Automobile Groups
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s compliance legal team assisted a large automobile group in establishing a data compliance management system.
Data compliance management guidelines for European subsidiaries, domestic subsidiaries and Australian subsidiaries respectively were
set up in order to deal with data protection risks faced by traditional car sales, Internet car sales, car e-commerce, time-sharing leasing
and car technology research and development businesses worldwide.

A Data Integration Project for A Central Financial Enterprise
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services in the whole project, including scheme design, compliance demonstration, coordination and
negotiation, document drafting, etc.
This is an earlier case of ﬁnancial data sharing and integration within large ﬁnancial groups in China, which has won Jingtian & Gongcheng
a signiﬁcant competitive advantage in legal services in the ﬁelds of ﬁnancial data and ﬁnancial science and technology.
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Provided legal services for a data integration project for cus-

Represented the current director of Kaidi ECO (000939.SZ) in

tomers of a central ﬁnancial enterprise. We have provided the

participating in the hearing procedure of administrative pun-

whole process of legal services such as scheme design, compli-

ishment to be imposed by the China Securities Regulatory

ance demonstration, coordination and negotiation, document

Commission for its alleged failure to exercise due diligence.

drafting, etc. This project is an earlier case of ﬁnancial data

The hearing of the case is in progress and no conclusion has

sharing and integration within large ﬁnancial groups in China,

yet been reached

which has won Jingtian & Gongcheng a signiﬁcant competitive
advantage in legal services in the ﬁelds of ﬁnancial data and
ﬁnancial science and technology

Represented a regional equity trading center in participating
in the hearing procedure organized by the China Securities
Regulatory Commission on suspicion of illegally operating se-

Assisted Shenzhen Datong and relevant responsible personnel

curities business. This is the ﬁrst case that China Securities

in the provision of professional legal services for the adminis-

Regulatory Commission has imposed administrative punish-

trative penalty hearing program for Shenzhen Datong Indus-

ment on the local equity trading market, and it is also the ﬁrst

trial Co., Ltd. (000038.SZ), and participated in the hearing pro-

case that the local equity trading center has been given ad-

cedures of administrative penalty and market exclusion mea-

ministrative punishment for providing relevant services for pri-

sures

vate placement bond’s issuance

Provided professional legal services for the administrative

Provided professional legal services for Beijing Huaye Capital

penalty hearing of KANGDEXIN COMPOSITE MATERIAL GROUP

Holdings Co., Ltd. (600240.SH) to deal with the projects inves-

(002450.SZ). This case is an illegal information disclosure case

tigated by the CSRC, and participated in the disciplinary hear-

caused by KANGDEXIN’s suspected ﬁnancial fraud and other

ing procedures of the Shanghai Stock Exchange and the ad-

complicated problems. The amount involved is very large,

ministrative investigation procedures of the CSRC on its sus-

causing high news attention and wide social impact. This case

pected information disclosure and other illegal acts

is the ﬁrst ﬁnancial fraud case to be delisted due to continuous
losses after the promulgation of the new delisting rules. The
hearing of the case is also the ﬁrst time in the history of China
Securities Regulatory Commission to live broadcast to small
and medium shareholders

Provided perennial legal advisory services for securities compliance matters involved in the daily operation of the investment banking department of Southwest Securities Co., Ltd.,
including reviewing the drafts of its major asset restructuring
projects, providing relevant suggestions for its diligence and

Represented Shengyun in making statements and defense

responsibility and avoiding potential securities compliance

opinions on his suspected information disclosure violations in

risks, etc.

a current director. After our statement and defense, in this
case, the party we acted is the only one who has been exempted from punishment under the condition that no other
responsible person has been exempted from punishment

Provided professional legal services for the compliance system
construction project for Beingmate Global (002570.SZ), a
world-renowned enterprise for maternal, child and infant
products, including compliance construction of information

Represented a top venture company in its response to the the

disclosure and corporate governance, anti-commercial bribery

investigation of regulatory agencies regarding the information

and unfair competition, etc.

disclosure violations suspected by the company’s related investments. The focus of the dispute involved in this case is a
highly advanced legal issue, the ﬁnal determination of which
has a signiﬁcant impact on the entire industry and even the
capital market. At present, the case is under eﬀective response
and has achieved positive response results

Assisted a well-known US-funded listed company in eﬀectively
completing investigations involving more than 20 employees
of over seven provinces across the country and covering the
company’s employees at the grass-roots level and middle and
senior management, and completed the proper handling of all
personnel regarding the suspected commercial bribery and

Assisted a central enterprise’s ﬁnancial and industrial big data

false reimbursement of its employees, and designed and im-

platform in its provision of legal services for the construction

plemented targeted solutions to properly handle personnel on

and operation, including scheme optimization, compliance

the premise of ensuring the company’s risk control and

demonstration, document review, daily consultation, etc.

smooth operation, without causing any labor disputes
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Assisted a world’s leading healthcare company in its provision

Assisted in the provision of Guidelines on data compliance

of special legal services on compliance issues related to their

management for European subsidiaries, domestic subsidiaries

product promotion

and Australian subsidiaries have also been drawn up to deal

Provided full legal services for anti-corruption matters concerning their employees in a world’s leading healthcare company, covering all processes from investigation to personnel
handling and subsequent policy rectiﬁcation
Assisted Newborn Town Inc. in its provision of special veriﬁcation legal advice for data protection and privacy matters

with data protection risks faced by traditional car sales, internet car sales, car e-commerce, time-sharing leasing and car
technology research and development businesses worldwide
Provided data compliance services for a well-known intelligent
address book service provider, including due diligence, data
ﬂow sorting, compliance gap analysis, risk assessment, rectiﬁcation plan and implementation, etc. We helped the coopera-

Provided data law services and legal supports such as scheme

tion between the client and mobile phone manufacturers to

design, compliance demonstration and agreement drafting for

demonstrate and optimize emerging products such as intelli-

customer group expansion and precision marketing projects

gent short messages and network short messages to deal with

with a top internet enterprise in a world-well-known luxury

the risks of infringement and unfair competition

goods group, and provided legal advice on customer privacy
protection issues involved in its call center, and assisted it in
improving privacy documents

Provided Legal advisory services of the medical data compliance for a research institute of a world-well-known university
in China. Legal support was provided for the research institute

Provided a web crawler risk assessment for a listed A-share

to carry out medical data analysis cooperation projects with

company. The Law Firm has combined the latest regulatory

Chinese hospitals, including scheme demonstration, compli-

rules and judicial practice, and carried out a comprehensive

ance review, agreement drafting, etc. and the research insti-

legal risk assessment for new products to be launched, espe-

tute was assisted to establish and update the regulations and

cially criminal legal risk and competition law risk, and has

standard database on the management of Chinese scientiﬁc

issued an assessment report and compliance recommenda-

research data, and to carry out compliance control on the exit

tions

of scientiﬁc research data including medical data

Assisted a ﬁnancial technology company afﬁliated to a global

Provided special services of cyber security grade protection

top 500 enterprise in its provision of data compliance services

for an internationally renowned professional information

including conducting comprehensive compliance due dili-

database service provider

gence and risk assessment for the company’s main products,
especially verifying SDK data sources and personal credit information data sources on which the company mainly relies on,
and issuing legal risk assessment reports and compliance rectiﬁcation recommendations
Assisted a well-known ﬁnancial data service provider in its provision of data compliance services including web crawler and
data exit risk assessment, and provided compliance solutions
Provided data compliance system construction services for a
large automobile group, and established a data compliance
management system for it
Assisted China Merchants Capital in its provision of the legal
services to carry out compliance inspection projects
Assisted China Merchants Capital in its provision of the legal

Provided data compliance legal services for a well-known
commercial

intelligent

terminal

manufacturer,

and

comprehensively checked, evaluated and rectiﬁed the
products produced by the company from the perspective of
cyber security and data protection
Provided perennial legal advisory services on data compliance
for a leading domestic third-party data intelligence service
provider and retail technology provider
Provided perennial legal advisory services on data compliance
for a leading global medical data service provider listed on
NASDAQ
Assisted a central ﬁnancial enterprise group in its provision of
compliance risk system construction and compliance special
inspection services

services for anti-commercial bribery and business partner
management compliance inspection projects
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LABOR & EMPLOYMENT

Jingtian & Gongcheng’s labor and employment team is composed

Because of our outstanding performance, we have also won praise

of 5 partners located in Beijing and Shanghai, with a total of more

and recognition from the market, including Labor Law Firm in 2019

than 20 lawyers. They actively cooperate with professional lawyers

nominated by China Law & Practice (CLP) And our partner Yu Xin,

in the ﬁelds of securities, ﬁnance, taxation, capital market, merg-

was nominated as Labor Law Lawyer of CLP.

ers and acquisitions, dispute resolution, compliance, etc. to provide
comprehensive support for human resources-related legal services
of Chinese and foreign-funded enterprises in China.

Do not forget the initiative mind and strive for progress. Jingtian &
Gongcheng’s labor and employment legal team has been focusing
on high-end human resources legal business, helping the clients

The labor and employment team mainly provides multilingual (Chi-

deal with major, complex and difﬁcult labor and employment legal

nese, English, Japanese, Korean, French, etc.), high-quality and cre-

aﬀairs with our outstanding and creative work. In 2020, we will be

ative human resources legal services for European and American

with you and the economy.

enterprises, Japanese-funded enterprises, TMT and high-tech enterprises, state-owned enterprises, ﬁnancial institutions and other
target clients groups. In addition to labor law legal advisors, labor
dispute agencies, labor negotiations, employee placement (including but not limited to large-scale layoﬀs) and human resources compliance services in the labor law ﬁeld, we are also able to provide
legal services include trade secret protection and non-competition
restriction, IPO, equity incentive, and competition for corporate
control rights with lawyers in other ﬁelds.
For many enterprises, year 2019 was deﬁnitely an eventful year.
With the changes and challenges of the economic situation, labor
cost control, structural adjustment, employee placement, labor
disputes, public opinion crisis and the like have come one after another. In the past year, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s labor and employment team has also been assisting the enterprises in dealing with
various severe human resources challenges.
The labor and employment team also achieved brand-new development in the past year. Partner Liu Qi and consultant Lian Yuxiong,
who are specialized in labor and employment, joined the Jingtian &
Gongcheng Shanghai ofﬁce and further strengthened our ability to
serve foreign clients.
Our clients have obtained good results in various major human resources legal aﬀairs and cases in many well-known enterprises by
our assistance.
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Assisted Well-Known Japanese Company in the Auto Industry
in Dealing with the Trade Union Crisis
The core work of this project is to quickly deal with the public opinion crisis and its fermentation caused by improper disclosure behavior
of enterprise trade unions due to wage collective negotiation disputes.
The project involves dealing with the relationship between the enterprise and its trade union and the legal and reasonable operation of
the collective wage negotiation system. The project even involves the guidance of the entire national trade union system to enterprises
and their trade unions, which is both obvious and very complicated.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the enterprise to quickly delete inappropriate news and maintain the goodwill of the enterprise, and assisted the enterprise smoothly in passing the collective wage negotiation with the trade union.

Assisted Global Electronics Giants in Handling An Employee Placement Matter
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the global electronics giant successfully in the completion of its massive layoﬀs and employee relocation
caused by industrial upgrading.
The personnel structure involved is complicated in this project, including pregnant women, maternity leave women, injured employees
and a series of personnel enjoying special protection.
According to the actual characteristics of the enterprise, Jingtian & Gongcheng professionally and efﬁciently assisted the enterprise in the
completion of proper personnel placement and seamless business connection in the process of capacity switching and business transfer,
which is extremely demanding on time and personnel control.

Assisted A European Manufacturing Group in Dealing with the Reorganization
and Integration of Employee Management System
The core work of this project is to convert all employees of Shanghai and Beijing companies from the status of labor dispatch to the status
of regular employees inside the company. Due to historical problems such as the convergence of welfare beneﬁts and the calculation of
length of service, the client encountered strong opposition and resistance from employees in the early stages of the project.
On the basis of preparing legal texts such as transfer agreements and new labor contracts for the client in the early stage, Jingtian & Gongcheng successfully completed the identity conversion of all relevant employees by assisting the client in the coordination with local labor
dispatch agencies and conducting on-site communication and negotiation with employees.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted A Well-Known Enterprise in the Manufacturing Industry in Handling the Case
of Employee Placement and Class Action of Pending
In this project, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the client in shutting down the Beijing factory, handling related matters such as employee
placement, and innovatively adopted posts waiting as one of the placement measures. The lawsuit triggered by this case concerns the legality of the company’s employee placement, it has a signiﬁcant impact on the closing process of the factory, and involves the issue of high
compensation.
On the issue of waiting for posts, there is a lack of clear provisions in legislation and relatively mature judicial guidance.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the enterprise in dealing with the labor arbitration eﬀectively, and ﬁnally reached an agreement through
mediation with the very satisfactory result of the enterprise, thus resolving the group dispute.

Assisted A German-Owned Construction Group in Handling Labor Disputes Cases Related
to Overtime Pay of Former Senior Executives
In this case, the client’s former executive in China claimed overtime salary for more than 10 years, totaling more than CNY 2 million. The
supporting documents provided by the former executive are very unfavorable to the client.
After careful analysis, Jingtian & Gongcheng found out and locked the major ﬂaws and inconsistencies from the other party’s evidences,
and argued in the arbitration and litigation procedures and helped the client win the arbitration and the court’s ﬁrst instance.

Assisted A Well-Known Real Estate Brokerage Company in Handling Labor Disputes
With Senior Executives
Assisted one of the industry’s leading real estate brokerage company in handling its labor dispute with senior executives with involvement
of more than CNY 6 million.
Combining the characteristics of the industry and digging into the details of the case evidence, Jingtian & Gongcheng won the case in labor
arbitration, ﬁrst instance procedure and second instance.
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Non-litigation
Assisted a subsidiary of a European manufacturing group in
Shanghai in the reorganization and integration of the employee management system, including providing legal services
in handling the transfer of labor dispatch personnel, etc.
Assisted a software enterprise in its provision of legal services

Provided comprehensive legal services for one of the world’s
leading enterprises in the cleaning equipment industry, including corporate business, human resources, investment and
mergers and acquisitions, etc.
Assisted a ﬁnance leasing company in Shanghai in dealing with
executive dismissal, employee placement and share buyback

for all outsourced personnel dismissed from its labor out-

Assisted a communication company in Beijing in the comple-

sourcing project, etc.

tion of the placement of employees and the illegal disposal of

Assisted a culture dissemination enterprise in preventing its

executive

former core executives from disclosing business secrets and

Assisted a real estate brokerage company in Beijing in the

engaging in competitive business

completion of the placement of employees

Provided legal due diligence services related to Chinese labor

Assisted a well-known Japanese company in the auto industry

laws on the global project of the acquisition of German chem-

in dealing with the trade union crisis

ical giants by US chemical construction materials giants
Assisted a leading European train facilities manufacturing
group in negotiating with its former president in China and
ﬁnally reached an agreement to dissolve labor relations
through negotiation
Provided legal due diligence investigation service involving
ﬂexible employment mode was conducted on a project of an
Internet information technology enterprise to acquire a
well-known Internet human resources information platform
Provided legal due diligence services related to China’s labor
law for the IPO project of Dalian Rushi Yingcai Human Re-

Assisted a Beijing biotech company in dealing with the dismissal of executive
Assisted an investment consulting company in Beijing in dealing with the dismissal of illegal employees
Assisted a Network Technology Co., Ltd. in Beijing in its provision of human resources compliance services for the job-hopping of executives
Assisted a well-known express company in its provision of
human resources compliance service for a platform project
with ﬂexible employment

sources Service Group Co., Ltd.

Dispute Resolution

Acted as perennial legal advisor for labor and employment of

Assisted a state-controlled aviation technology company in

Chinese Academy of Fiscal Science (CAFS)

handling labor dispute cases with employees

Assisted an Information Technology Co., Ltd. in Shanghai in its

Assisted an insurance sales Co., Ltd. in handling labor dispute

provision of legal services of protection of business secrets for

cases with employees

employees’ resignation
Assisted a high-tech enterprise in Beijing in handling labor disProvided comprehensive human resources compliance ser-

pute cases arising from year-end awards

vices for a leading semiconductor enterprise around the world
Assisted 31 employees in participating in the class action case
Provided comprehensive human resources compliance services for one of the global giants in the refrigeration equip-

Assisted an internet company in Hangzhou in handling labor

ment industry

dispute cases with employees

Provided human resources compliance services for a global

Assisted an Internet education enterprise in handling labor

chemical giant enterprise

dispute cases with executive

Assisted a well-known enterprise in manufacturing industry in

Assisted a big data analysis and artiﬁcial intelligence enterprise

the completion of the placement of nearly 400 employees

in Beijing in handling the dismissal cases involving injured employees
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Assisted a well-known enterprise in the manufacturing indus-

Assisted client in handling the labor arbitration and litigation

try in handling class action cases of factory employees pending

involving dismissal and high bonus with the company, and ob-

for work due to the closure of the factory

tained a successful judgment in the ﬁrst instance. The second

Assisted a well-known communication system technology

instance is currently in progress

company in participating in employee’s ﬁrst non-competition

Assisted client in handling the labor arbitration and litigation

dispute case in China

involving dismissal with the company, and obtained a satisfac-

Assisted a well-known Japanese company in the auto industry

tory mediation result in the ﬁrst instance

in handling the labor dispute cases caused by staﬀ’s job transfer
Assisted well-known private education enterprise in Asia in
handling labor dispute cases with employees
Assisted a well-known domestic television advertising
post-production company in handling the cases of improper
behaviors and unfair competition with employees
Assisted a domestic well-known new retail platform Yizhuang
3rd branch and Honglian south road branch in handing labor
dispute cases with employees
Assisted an artiﬁcial intelligence enterprise with language interaction and software and hardware as its core functions in
handling labor dispute cases with employees
Assisted an intelligent travel software enterprise in handing
non-competition litigation
Assisted a company to be listed in US stock market in handling
the former executive’s competition dispute and labor arbitration application, except for the statutory disability subsidy, the
Shanghai Labor Arbitration Commission rejected all other arbitration requests of the senior executive and settled the labor
arbitration case
Assisted client in handling the labor arbitration involving more
than CNY 2 million of overtime salary with the former executive and won the judgment, and won the judgment in the ﬁrst
instance
Assisted client in handling the labor arbitration involving dismissal with the former executiveand obtained the mediation
result satisfying the client. And, handled the labor arbitration
involving overtime salary and economic compensation with
the middle-level management personnel, and obtained the
mediation result satisfying the client
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LITIGATION

Litigation is one of the core practice areas of Jingtian & Gongcheng.

Jingtian & Gongcheng’s litigation practice covers all major areas of

Jingtian & Gongcheng has been nominated or selected as the “Best

commercial transactions, including but not limited totrade, invest-

Dispute Resolution Law Firm” in China by domestic and overseas

ment, corporate business, real estate, construction engineering,

well-known media and institutions for many times. Many lawyers

ﬁnance and insurance, energy, intellectual property, product liabil-

in Jingtian & Gongcheng’s litigation team have been nominated by

ity, enterprise crisis management, criminal defense, criminal com-

world-renowned commercial lawyer rating agencies such as Cham-

pliance, criminal risk prevention, etc.

bers and Partners, the Legal 500, China Law & Practice, Asian Legal
Business, Asialaw Proﬁles, LEGALBAND, Benchmark, etc.
In terms of litigation, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s litigation team of can
provide practical and eﬀective solutions for the clients at home
and abroad. Not only does Jingtian & Gongcheng’s litigation team
has profound theoretical and knowledge foundation, but also has
years of practice experience in courts, procuratorates, public security bureaus, arbitration committees and government agencies,
having profound understanding, diversiﬁed means and rich experience in solving complex disputes.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s litigation team has established a good communication relationship with well-known jurists in China and can
provide top-level expert argumentation services to the clients when
needed.
In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng has maintained long-term and
close cooperative relationship with many international law ﬁrms,
and is good at coordinating and cooperating with each other in domestic and overseas litigation cases, providing eﬀective dispute resolution services for the client at home and abroad.
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Samsung and Huawei’s Series of Patent Infringements and Invalidations
In May 2016, Huawei ﬁled lawsuits against Samsung in Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court and California North District Court respectively, demanding Samsung to immediately stop patent infringement and compensate for related losses. Samsung counterclaimed in July
2016. The two companies have ﬁled more than 40 lawsuits in China and other countries and regions around the world.
In May 2019, under the auspices of the Guangdong Provincial Higher People’s Court, the two parties reached a framework Patent License
Agreement on the issue of of cross-licensing of standard and necessary patents worldwide, and the relevant lawsuits ﬁled by both parties
in the world were solved by a package.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has gone through nearly 100 court trials and written hundreds of pages of legal opinions, ﬁnally helping the client
to obtain satisfactory results. This case was named 2019 “Best Deals of the Year” by the China Business Law Journal.

Civil Compensation Lawsuits Brought by A Number of Investors for Securities Misrepresentation
against Founder Group and its Subsidiaries
In May 2017, China Securities Regulatory Commission issued Decision on Administrative Punishment No. 42 to Peking University Founder
Group Corp and Founder Securities, and Decision on Administrative Punishment No. 43 to Founder Technology Group Co., Ltd as the punishment for the information disclosure violations. More than 1,000 investors ﬁled civil compensation lawsuits for securities misrepresentation.
In this case, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided agency legal services for Founder Securities to deal with the securities misrepresentation lawsuit ﬁled by thousands of investors. In the ﬁrst instance, Peking University Founder Group Corp and Founder Securities were judged to be
liable for compensation according to a 30% liability ratio. The second instance court commuted Founder Securities to assume 15% liability
for investor losses, which was the lowest compensation ratio in the case of misrepresentation in which the defendant was judged to be
liable for compensation. This case was named 2019 “Deals of the Year” by the China Business Law Journal.

Disputes over Series of Sale Contracts of Listed Enterprises in Top 500 Countries in the World
Handled a series of sales contractual disputes in China in an overseas listed company of a world top 500 state-owned enterprise.
Jingtian & Gongcheng team intervened in the case only after the client had obtained several similar eﬀective losing judgments in the
second instance procedure, fully collected a large amount of new evidence sufﬁcient to overturn the original eﬀective judgment, and ﬁled
a retrial application for the client in Beijing High Court.
4 years later, we ﬁnally assisted the client in obtaining the verdict of a complete victory of second instance and retrial in Beijing Higher People’s Court and courts all over the country, successfully eliminating the negative impact of the previous unfavorable judgment on the client
and assisting the client in avoiding huge economic losses.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Disputes over Loan Contracts of Subordinate Companies of A Collective Ownership Enterprise
Jingtian & Gongcheng legal team ﬁled a lawsuit in the Beijing Higher People’s Court against several defendants such as the borrower, warrantor and guarantor under the entrusted loan contract in a subordinate company of a collective-owned enterprise, requesting the Court
to adjudge the borrower to repay the principal, interest, overdue interest and compound interest of the loan under the entrusted loan
contract of CNY 500 million (provisional).
The case involves many complicated entity and procedural issues such as the merger and ﬁling of multiple entrusted loan contracts, preservation in diﬀerent places, arbitration clauses stipulated in guarantee contracts, the diﬀerence between the registered mortgagee and
the actual mortgagee, and the direct prosecution of the borrower by the principal, etc.
The case lasted for more than a year and we ﬁnally won the ﬁrst instance judgment for the client. In the judgment, the court not only supported our client’s claim that the borrower should pay overdue interest and compound interest, but also ruled that the defendant should
pay our client legal fees, preservation fees and other rights protection expenses.

Dispute Over the Transfer of Shares of A Domestic Biotech Company and its Founder
and a Dispute Over the Control of the Company
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided comprehensive legal services in a series of disputes over equity transfer, corporate control rights and the
China Securities Regulatory Commission’s administrative reconsideration and reputation disputes arising from this in a well-known domestic biotechnology company and its founder.
Jingtian & Gongcheng legal team intervened in the case when the client faced very unfavorable contract terms, regulatory punishment
measures and great pressure of public opinion. Through the comprehensive application of commercial transaction thinking and legal experience in dispute resolution, we ﬁnally assisted the client in wining the case of equity transfer dispute and other series of cases in the
high court where the other party is located, so that the client always controlled the company in accordance with the law during the litigation.
In this case, based on the fact that the high court has decided, which was beneﬁcial to the client in the equity transfer dispute, Jingtian &
Gongcheng legal team successfully urged the CSRC to revoke the punitive measures made by the provincial securities regulatory bureau
to the client in the administrative reconsideration procedure of the China Securities Regulatory Commission, such as ordering the client
to make corrections and recording them in the credit ﬁles of the securities and futures market, thus the client’s reputation was restored
and allowed to continue to carry out normal commercial activities in the capital markets.
The administrative reconsideration decision in this case is the only one of the more than 500 administrative reconsideration cases that has
been publicly disclosed by ofﬁcial website of China Securities Regulatory Commission in the past ﬁve years. The market value of the underlying shares involved is about CNY 2 billion.
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A Series of Disputes over Shareholder Control of An Overseas Giant Listed Company
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided comprehensive legal services in a series of corporate control disputes with Chinese shareholders in the
foreign shareholders of a well-known oversea giant listed company.
The related disputes also involved cross-border complex corporate control disputes between listed companies in the United States, Hong
Kong companies, an oﬀshore island company and domestic companies. The domestic cases included disputes over liability for damages to
corporate interests, disputes over corporate resolutions, disputes over the return of corporate licenses, disputes over shareholders’ right
to know, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng intervened in the case when the client was at a disadvantage, helping them to thwart the illegal actions of the other
party in seizing control of the company for many times through legal actions taken in China. At the same time, Jingtian & Gongcheng team
cooperated closely with the overseas legal team in various litigation cases in the United States, Hong Kong and other places to ensure that
the the client always can control domestic and overseas companies at all levels in accordance with the law for more than two years.
At present, all cases in China have made eﬀective winning judgments or signiﬁcant progress, and the market value of the disputed subject
market value in this case is nearly US$ 500 million.
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Intellectual Property Disputes

Assisted Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd. in its provision of legal services for trademark rights and unfair competition disputes

Assisted Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.in handling dozens of
cases of wireless communication patent infringement with

Assisted Beijing Zhengjingmengxiang Culture Co., Ltd. in its

Samsung Co., Ltd., including patent infringement, patent inval-

provision of litigation agency services

idation and FRAND obligation judgment. This is the ﬁrst case in
China in which a judgment of ﬁrst instance was won and injunctive relief was obtained in the necessary patent infringement dispute of international standards for wireless commu-

Assisted Shanghai XiuDian Network Technology Co. Ltd. in its
provision of litigation agency services for computer software
contractual disputes

nication. In response to the retrial case ﬁled by Samsung Co.,

Assisted China Duty Free Group (CDF) in its proviosion of litiga-

Ltd. on the 80 million infringement patent compensation judg-

tion agency services for trademark infringement

ment, Jingtian & Gongcheng team successfully maintained the
validity of several patents of Huawei. The dispute between the
two parties lasted for nearly three years and went through

Assisted ALFILO BRANDS in its provision of administrative litigation legal services for trademark invalidation

nearly 100 court trials. After winning several stage victories of

Assisted a real estate company in dealing with a trademark dis-

the litigation, the client was ﬁnally successfully assisted in ob-

pute with Chateau Laﬁte Rothschild

taining a satisfactory result
Assisted a state-owned enterprise in the duty-free goods inRepresented Infosec Technologies Co., Ltd. in its respond to a

dustry in its lawsuit brought against a private enterprise for

series of patent infringement disputes ﬁled by FEITIAN Tech-

trademark infringement and unfair competition

nologies Co., Ltd. and corresponding patent invalidation disputes in the 7 patent infringement cases ﬁled by the plaintiﬀ,
Jingtian & Gongcheng legal team assisted the defendant successfully challenged the validity of 3 patents, thus suspended
infringement disputes and assisted the defendant in obtaining
the ﬁnal judgment of non-infringement of 2 patents. Some infringement and administrative cases are still under trial in the
series of cases

Contractual Disputes
Filed a lawsuit in the Beijing Higher People’s Court against several defendants such as the borrower, warrantor and guarantor under the entrusted loan contract in a subordinate company of a collective-owned enterprise, requesting the Court to
adjudge the borrower to repay the principal, interest, overdue
interest and compound interest of the loan under the entrust-

Represented Huawei in ﬁling an invalid application for the

ed loan contract of CNY 500 million (provisional). The case in-

standard patent owned by Inter Digital

volves many complicated entity and procedural issues such as
the merger and ﬁling of multiple entrusted loan contracts,

Assisted Xi’an Oasis Software Co., Ltd. in handling disputes

preservation in diﬀerent places, arbitration clauses stipulated

over software license / service contracts

in guarantee contracts, the diﬀerence between the registered

Assisted Shanghai 2345 Network Holding Group Inc. in its participation in the administrative lawsuit declared invalid by Beijing Qihoo Technology Co., Ltd. and Beijing Zhizhi Business
Consulting Co., Ltd. regarding the Chinese invention patent
the case is still in progress

mortgagee and the actual mortgagee, and the direct prosecution of the borrower by the principal, etc. The case lasted for
more than a year and we ﬁnally won the ﬁrst instance judgment. In the judgment, the Court not only supported our client’s claim that the borrower should pay overdue interest and
compound interest, but also ruled that the defendant should

Assisted a well-known domestic internet company in handling

pay our client legal fees, preservation fees and other rights

many copyright licensing contractual disputes with others, the

protection expenses

total amount of disputes is about CNY 200 million

Assisted Yicheng New Materials Technology (Shanghai) Co.,

Assisted Shanghai Boohee Information Technology Co., Ltd. in

Ltd. (the creditor) in ﬁling a suit of creditor’s subrogation with

its suing and wining the infringement case of sythealth App’s

XEMC Windpower Co., Ltd. (the secondary debtor) and Xiang-

pictures, and obtained a satisfactory compensation amount

tan Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (the sole shareholder of

Assisted a well-known writer in dealing with disputes over
copyright and unfair competition caused by “doujin”

the secondary debtor). The law ﬁrm has won the ﬁrst instance
in the creditor, and the case is currently in the second instance
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Assisted an overseas listed company owned by a world top

Assisted a well-known foreign bank in handling a lawsuit over

500 state-owned enterprise in handling a series of sales con-

a ﬁnancial loan contract dispute with another person, with a

tractual disputes in China, ﬁnally helping the client to obtain

dispute amount of about CNY 80 million

the verdict of a complete victory of second instance and retrial
in Beijing Higher People’s Court and courts all over the country, successfully eliminating the negative impact of previous
unfavorable judgment on the client and helping the client
avoid huge economic losses
Assisted Weihai Bethel Sakthi Automotive Safety Systems Co.,
Ltd. in handling with the debt dispute with SAKTHI AUTOMOTIVE GROUP USA, INC.

Assisted a subsidiary of a well-known domestic asset management company in handling a lawsuit over a ﬁnancial loan contract dispute with a real estate company, with the amount of
dispute exceeding CNY 1.3 billion
Assisted a natural person in ﬁling a private loan lawsuit with an
energy group, etc. The total amount of principal and interest
involved in the case was as high as CNY 120 million. After the
ﬁrst and second trials of this case, the Court ﬁnally supported

Assisted New World China Co., Ltd. (Beijing) in handling with

all the claims of our client (creditor), especially in the execu-

the dispute between New World China Co., Ltd. (Beijing) and

tion phase of this case, our lawyers ﬁnally assisted our client to

Yang Yan and other family members over the conﬁrmation of

repay all the principal and interest through various eﬀorts

invalid contracts. This case involves disputes between the

without controlling any property clues of the other party

plaintiﬀ and other defendants over family housing interests. If
the contract on the client is conﬁrmed to be invalid, the client
may face a series of lawsuits from the original defendant’s
family and may have an adverse demonstration eﬀect. This
made the relocated households in the area where the client

Assisted a large state-owned military enterprise in handling a
contract dispute lawsuit with the administrative committee of
a certain development zone, with a dispute amount of about
CNY 860 million

was responsible for the relocation be involved in the similar

Assisted a listed company afﬁliated to a central enterprise and

lawsuits. Through the eﬀorts of the team lawyers, they ﬁnally

its afﬁliated companies in handling the litigation cases with a

won the judgment in the second instance procedure and all

regional large-scale non-proﬁt hospital and its sponsors

the plaintiﬀs’ claims were rejected

caused by the IOT model of the hospital and the amount of

Assisted a large investment company in handling 6 loan con-

dispute is about CNY 700 million

tractual disputes with controlling shareholders and actual con-

Assisted a ﬁnancial leasing company in handling the dispute

trollers of a listed company, with a total of about CNY 1.73 bil-

lawsuit case with a large securities company caused by ABS

lion. After accepting the client’s lawsuit entrustment, our law-

default, with the amount of dispute being about CNY 530 mil-

yers actively communicated with the competent court and

lion

promptly preserved more than 10 bank accounts under the
defendant’s name and their shares in listed companies and

Assisted a well-known multinational trade group in handling

limited companies. At present, the case is still under trial

disputes over land transfer agreements

Assisted a wholly-owned subsidiary of a state-owned enter-

Assisted a fund company in handling its bond transaction dis-

prise in handling a series of contractual disputes

pute lawsuit with others, the amount of the dispute contract is
CNY 22 million

Assisted a well-known ﬁnancial institution in Hong Kong in
handling the dispute over bonds and guarantee contracts, the

Assisted a subsidiary of a large state-owned enterprise in han-

case involved a well-known listed company in Hong Kong, the

dling a dispute lawsuit between with an afﬁliated company of

parallel litigation and liquidation procedures in mainland

a listed company arising from bulk e-commerce procurement,

China and Hong Kong, with the amount of dispute exceeding

with the amount of dispute being about CNY 275 million

CNY 700 million

Assisted a well-known university in China in handling a series

Assisted a wholly-owned subsidiary of a world top 500 enter-

of contractual disputes with others, with the total amount of

prise in handling many energy disputes in, involving the target

disputes being nearly CNY 60 million

of more than CNY 100 million
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Assisted Beiqing Hangmei Technology Communication Co.,

Assisted Shenzhen Shihua Information Technology Co., Ltd. in

Ltd., Yang Jie and Centrin Data Systems Co., Ltd in handling the

handling the loan contractual disputes

contract dispute case with Beiqing Media Co., Ltd. they exempted the client from more than CNY 200 million of guarantee liability
Assisted a listed company in Shanghai Stock Exchange in handling a series of creditor’s rights and debt disputes
Assisted a subsidiary company of a large state-owned enterprise in handling a contract dispute case with a hospital in
Zhengzhou
Assisted a well-known domestic food company in handling the
advertising contractual disputes with others, with the total
amount of disputes being about CNY 67 million. The Law Firm

Assisted a well-known writer in handled the dispute case over
agency contracts for his work
Assisted Chatone Smart Technology Co., Ltd.in handling the
disputes over procurement/equipment installation contracts
Assisted Beijing Hailuosi Equipment Engineering Co., Ltd. in
handling the disputes over procurement/equipment installation contracts
Assisted Shanghai Xiudian Network Technology Co. Ltd. in its
provision of litigation agency services for disputes over computer software contract

has carefully designed the case agency scheme for the client,

Assisted Shenzhen Heart Technology Co., Ltd. in its provision

timely assisted the client in collecting and submitting the key

of litigation agency services for disputes over sales contracts

evidence of the case, and strongly refuted the claims of the
other party. In the end, the two courts both accepted the defense opinions raised by the Law Firm for the client, rejected
the other party’s lawsuit requests, and successfully realized all
the reduction of losses for the the client

Corporate and Equity Disputes
Represented a subsidiary fund of State Development Bank in
ﬁling the equity repurchase dispute against a listed company,
and the amount involved in the case was CNY 550 million.

Assisted Beijing Wuyi Investment Co., Ltd. in handling an en-

When the listed company intervened in the lawsuit by various

trusted ﬁnancial contract dispute with the Legal Evening News

litigation means and it was protected by a local star enterprise

Agency, with a potential dispute target amount of CNY 100

to a certain extent, our lawyers submitted explanatory materi-

million, which eventually forced the other party to withdraw

als to the court many times, which explained in detail the

the lawsuit

views of the listed company and the controlling shareholder
on the validity of the gambling arrangement, and attached

Assisted an internationally renowned automobile manufactur-

more than ten cases. Later, it was conﬁrmed that this view was

er in handling class action case of contractual disputes arising

in line with the spirit of gambling arrangement between listed

from vehicle quality problems

companies and controlling shareholders approved by the Min-

Provided legal services for disputes over ﬁnancial leasing contracts for Uxin Ltd., and successfully resolving dozens of lessee
default cases
Assisted Beijing Jiayu Door Window and Curtain Wall Corporation in handling the disputes over construction contracts and
won the ﬁrst instance judgment

utes of Meeting Minutes of Civil and Commercial Trial Work of
National Courts issued later, and tried its best to safeguard the
legitimate rights and interests of customers and avoid the loss
of state-owned assets. At present, the case is still under trial
Assisted a large real estate enterprise in participating in a
series of capital increase agreement disputes with another
real estate development group involving about CNY 2.9 billion.

Assisted Beijing Meizhi Yicheng Technology Development Co.,

Our lawyers demonstrated the validity ﬂaw and non-perfor-

Ltd. in handling the disputes over medical device distribution

mance of the agreement involved in the case through comb-

contracts

ing the legal relationship in detail, from the perspective of the

Assisted LeMaitre Vascular, Inc in handling the disputes over
medical device distribution contracts
Assisted Taiwu International Trade (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. in han-

validity and executability of the contract, the applicable conditions and legal eﬀects of the contract dissolution, and ﬁnally
won the judgment of ﬁrst instance. At present, the case is still
under trial

dling the procurement contractual disputes
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Represented Yao Capital in applying to join the lawsuit of dis-

Assisted a well-known investment company in China in han-

putes over the Valuation Adjustment Mechanism (VAM) be-

dling the disputes over equity transfer contracts. This case in-

tween investor Zhejiang Jinke Culture Industry Co., Ltd. and

volves multiple parties and a series of legal procedures, includ-

Galaxy Interactive Technology Co., Ltd. (target Company) and

ing arbitration related to equity transfer contracts and equity

its actual controller in voluntarily as the interested third party.

pledge, litigation related to the realization of the transferred

On the grounds that these lawsuits have violated the priority

security right and conﬁrmation of contract invalidity, criminal

withdrawal right of Yao Capital, Shaoxing Intermediate Peo-

cases involving relevant participants and bankruptcy reorgani-

ple’s Court decided to reject all the claims ﬁled by Zhejiang

zation cases involving the relevant parties

Jinke Culture Industry Co., Ltd. with a bid of about CNY 70 million
Assisted Beijing Zhangcheng Culture Media Co., Ltd. and
Zhengzhou Jing’an Security Technology Co., Ltd. in handling
the disputes over equity transfer
Assisted Beijing Peng Kang Investment Co., Ltd in handling the
disputes over the transfer of shares with Li Maoen, Li Shubo
and Chen Yuni, which involved a valuation of CNY 100 million.
The case is currently under further trial
Assisted the foreign shareholder of a well-known domestic
giant company listed abroad in handling a series of corporate
control disputes with Chinese shareholders . It also involved

Assisted a Canadian agricultural scientist in handling the disputes over the investment contract
Assisted the actual controller of a company to be listed in handling the disputes over share repurchase and related creditor’s
rights between the company and the former senior management
Assisted a wholly-owned subsidiary of a state-owned enterprise in handling the dissolution of the company in a series of
contractual disputes
Assisted a listed company in Shenzhen in handling the disputes over share transfer and settled it successfully

cross-border complex corporate control disputes between a

Assisted a subsidiary of a central enterprise in handling the dis-

listed company in the United States, a Hong Kong company, an

putes over dissolution of its subsidiary as a major shareholder

oﬀshore island company and a domestic company. Among
them, the domestic cases included disputes over damages to
corporate interests, corporate resolution, corporate license
return, shareholders’ right to know, etc.
Assisted a well-known domestic biopharmaceutical company
and its founder in handling a series of equity transfer disputes,
corporate control disputes and the administrative reconsideration of CSRC and disputes over reputation rights arising from
this
Assisted a well-known Hong Kong-funded real estate development company in handling the dispute over the company’s
equity transfer, with the target amount of more than CNY 500
million
Assisted SinCo Technologies Pte Ltd in handling the disputes

Securities Disputes
FFOUNDER SECURITIES false statement litigation
Acted as the legal consultant for the risk disposal of the bonds
of the two companies it is entrusted to manage in a large securities company, and acted as its legal agent to provide legal services for/against disputes that may arise between the bondholders due to the default of corporate bonds. The bonds of
the two companies involved exceed CNY 2 billion
China Hi-Tech Group Co., Ltd. Securities false statement litigation
Guangdong Guangzhou Daily Media Co., Ltd. Securities false
statement litigation

over equity transfer contracts. This case involves false state-

A well-known accounting ﬁrm securities false statement litiga-

ments in the acquisition of equity, and involves parallel proce-

tion

dures between China and Singapore. In China’s procedures,
the client won the judgment
Assisted a science and technology development enterprise
wholly owned by a well-known university in handling the disputes with other shareholders on qualiﬁcation conﬁrmation,
company resolution, etc.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Real Rights Protection Disputes
Assisted Alipay in handling the property damage compensation dispute lawsuit initiated by Quanzhou Clothes and Shoes
Trading Co., Ltd. over the restriction measures of its Alipay account, Pudong Court rejected all the plaintiﬀs’ claims and
closed the case

Dispute Resolution

Security Interests Disputes

Assisted a top private equity fund management company in its
participation in the merger, bankruptcy and reorganization

Assisted ZTE Kangxun Telecom Co., Ltd in handling with the

procedures of a private enterprise group and its afﬁliated en-

disputes over the pledge right of accounts receivable. This

terprises as creditors, and negotiated with managers and po-

case involves the ﬁrst and second instance of the special pro-

tential investors for the client as the largest creditor and mort-

cedure for the realization of the pledge right and the ordinary

gagee on matters concerning the reorganization plan. The

procedure for the realization of the pledge right. The three

case involves six enterprises, ﬁve lands and about 20 factory

procedures lasted nearly three years, and ﬁnally the Court re-

buildings, as well as a large number of motor vehicles, machin-

jected all the other party’s claims

ery, equipment and other assets, while involving complex land

Personality Rights Disputes
Assisted a well-known information technology company in
handling with the privacy infringement litigation caused by
personal information authorization issues
Assisted Ant Small Loan Co., Ltd. in its successful urging the
plaintiﬀ to withdraw the lawsuit brought by Ant Credit Pay
users on the dispute of privacy infringement in Hangzhou Internet Court
Assisted Beijing Teddy Mobile Technology Co., Ltd. in handling
the reputation lawsuit caused by the problem of machine
learning of mobile phone number label function In the process
of our client’s lawsuit case, we actively defended and eﬀectively communicated with the plaintiﬀ, obtained the understanding of the plaintiﬀ, and resolved the major public relations risks for the client
Tort Disputes
Assisted family members of the Chinese victims of the air
crash in Ethiopia in handling the lawsuit of compensation for

disposal, auction and other issues. The total amount of claims
declared is about CNY 1.7 billion
Assisted a wholly-owned subsidiary of a state-owned enterprise in its application for bankruptcy liquidation in a series of
contractual disputes
Assisted a large investment company in Declaration of Bankruptcy Claims in a series of loan contractual disputes
Represented multiple debtors in Participating in the merger,
bankruptcy and reorganization of a large domestic enterprise
listed in Hong Kong and its nearly 100 afﬁliated enterpriss. The
total amount of creditor’s rights declared by customers in this
case was 20, with a total amount of more than CNY 1 billion.
The total amount of claims declared exceeds CNY 70 billion
Enforcement
Assisted a state-owned trust company in its handling several
cases of enforcement of notarized creditor’s rights documents
with others, with the total amount of disputes being about
CNY 1 billion

personal injury caused by the air crash. This case is a lawsuit

Assisted a building materials company in Beijing in its applica-

brought by the family members of the victims against the de-

tion to the Court for enforcement cases arising from disputes

fendants such as The Boeing Company in the United States. As

over sales contracts with others

the Chinese legal advisor of the case, we assisted the family
members of the victims in the participation of the lawsuit process in cooperation with American lawyers
Bankruptcy and Liquidation
Assisted an overseas company in handling the liquidation and
cancellation of its Hong Kong subsidiary’s investment enterprises in China and two subsidiaries. Under the circumstances
that the company’s ofﬁcial seal and license were lost, the legal
representative was missing, the ﬁnancial account books were
missing and self-liquidation couldn’t be completed, the client
was assisted to apply to the Court for compulsory liquidation
in the name of the company’s shareholders, which was accepted by the court, and ﬁnally the Court agreed to cancel the

Assisted Cang Xin Mineral Industry (Shanghai) Co., Ltd in successful application for resumption of execution in the Shanghai Changning Court for the execution case that it had been
ruled to terminate this execution procedure., and ﬁnally realized the settlement of execution and the payment of execution proceeds, with the bid amount of about CNY 10 million
Criminal Defense, Compliance and Risk Management
Assisted a ﬁnancial institution in Hebei Province in the completion of the criminal responsibility investigation, petition, stability maintenance, payment and other disposal work of its direct
selling bank platform by means of accepting visits, criminal
lawsuits, civil lawsuits, non-lawsuits, etc.

company’s ruling
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Mr. Zhang and other 6 people were accused of setting up legendary game “private servicing” and infringing the copyright
of Shanda Group’s “The Legend of Mir 2”. The criminal team
accepted the entrustment to defend Mr. Zhang in the criminal
private prosecution procedure of a court in Heilongjiang Province, which led Mr. Zhang and others to reach a civil compensation settlement agreement with the game operator. Mr.
Zhang and others were sentenced to probation
Defending for Mr. Yang on 14 charges including organizing,
leading a maﬁa-like organization, colluding in bidding, bribery,
forced trading, tax evasion, illegal mining and falsely making
out special invoices for value-added tax
Since a world top 500 enterprise was charged with smuggling
waste for importing minerals fafter the ﬁrst smelting rom Germany, the criminal team accepted the entrustment to defend
the directly responsible person in charge of the company at
the investigation stage
An Internet company in Guangzhou has been accused by prosecutors of defrauding more than 16 million yuan for introducing virtual female users into its dating software. The criminal
team accepted the entrustment, provided defense for the two
responsible persons of the company, screened and sorted out
the platform database, and determined the amount involved
as CNY 26,900. The defense opinion was ﬁnally adopted by
the people’s court
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Dispute Resolution

ARBITRATION

Arbitration is one of the core practice areas of Jingtian & Gongcheng
and has been in a leading position in the industry.
Our lawyers are experienced in handling complicated commercial
arbitration cases. In China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC), Beijing Arbitration Commission (BAC),

tion, China Chongqing Arbitration Commission and Nanjing Arbitration Commission,etc. They are appointed as arbitrators in dozens of
cases every year and are familiar with the perspective and thinking of
arbitrators in hearing and deciding cases.
Jingtian & Gongcheng’s arbitration team is good at providing strong

Hong Kong International Arbitration Center (HKIAC), Singapore Inter-

agency and legal support to clients in arbitration disputes with high

national Arbitration Centre (SIAC) and International Chamber of

dispute targets, high risks and complicated cases, helping clients to

Commerce (ICC) and other major arbitration institutions at home and

successfully realize commercial purposes while eﬀectively resolving

abroad, the clients have been assisted to handle a large number of

disputes, and has been highly recognized by clients and the industry

domestic and international arbitration cases related to corporate

for a long time. With the appreciation and love of our clients, we have

mergers and acquisitions, investment, joint ventures, banking and

been recommended as a leading law ﬁrm by many well-known law

ﬁnance, securities, real estate, infrastructure, construction projects,

rating agencies such as Chambers and Partners (Chambers), Asian

energy, international trade, intellectual property rights, entertain-

Legal Business (ALB), China Law & Practice (CLP), The Legal 500, etc.

ment and sports, many of which are important cases related to the

in the ﬁelds of “dispute resolution” and “arbitration”, and have won

survival of enterprises. In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s lawyers

the CLP’s “China Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year” and GAR’s

also handled a large number of arbitration-related judicial proce-

“Outstanding China Arbitration Team”. A number of partners have

dures, including the recognition (approval) and enforcement of over-

long been listed on the list of recommended arbitration lawyers of

seas arbitration cases.

Chambers, ALB, GAR and other well-known lists.

Jingtian & Gongcheng has a well-known and widely recognized arbi-

In 2019, Jingtian & Gongcheng’s Hong Kong ofﬁce was formally

tration team in the industry. All of our lawyers graduated from

opened. A number of Hong Kong senior dispute resolution lawyers

well-known law schools in China, and have solid knowledge and prac-

joined our Hong Kong ofﬁce, thus the dispute resolution team may

tical experience. Many of them have the learning experience and

practise parallel litigation or arbitration in both mainland China and

practicing qualiﬁcation in other jurisdictions, and have extensive

Hong Kong. In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng has maintained

international vision, experience and connections. A number of law-

long-term and close cooperative relations with many international

yers have working experiences in arbitration institutions at home and

law ﬁrms. It is good at coordinating and cooperating with complex

abroad such as CIETAC and BAC. Among them, several partners have

cross-border arbitration cases in common agency, and making proper

served as arbitrators in arbitration institutions such as CIETAC, CIETAC

dispute resolution solutions for domestic and overseas clients.

Shanghai Sub-Commission, Shenzhen Court of International Arbitra-

Legal services provided by Jingtian & Gongcheng in arbitration

• Act as an agent for mediation procedures and other alternative

include:

dispute resolution procedures related to arbitration cases

• Provide legal advice related to arbitration cases

• Provide expert advice as a Chinese legal experts in overseas arbi-

• Provide written legal analysis and memoranda related to arbitra-

tration

tion cases

• Act for cases of revocation of arbitral awards, act for cases of en-

• All-round agency or cooperation with the law ﬁrms at abroad to

forcement/non-enforcement of arbitral awards

arbitrate cases , including formulating arbitration strategies, draft-

• Act in cases of recognition (recognition) and enforcement of ar-

ing and submitting all arbitration documents, collecting and ﬁxing

bitral awards outside China

evidence, attending court hearings, etc.

• Provide legal advice related to disputes between investors and

• Act as an agent in the preservation procedures related to arbitra-

host countries

tion cases
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Arbitration of Equity Transfer Contract of Affiliated Enterprises of A Listed Company
A company ﬁled arbitration in Shenzhen Court of International Arbitration against the client, demanding the client to pay about CNY 160
million as contract sum and liquidated damages. The case was triggered by a complicated equity transfer contract, involving a number of
complicated procedural and substantive issues such as related arbitration cases, suspension of arbitration procedures, withdrawal of the
chief arbitrator and auditing of outsiders, etc.
The case is currently under further trial.

VIE Investment Agreement Arbitration of A Company Listed on New York Stock Exchange
Jingtian & Gongcheng handled a series of VIE investment agreement disputes in the founder and investor of a listed company with a
market value of more than US$ 20 billion. The case involved the disputed equity value of billions of USD. The arbitration parties involved
companies registered in the Cayman Islands, the British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong, mainland China and other places. The case was complex
and had great social inﬂuence.
The case is currently under further trial.

Arbitration of a Lease Contract for An Internationally Well-known Supermarket Chain
A well-known international supermarket chain ﬁled arbitration with the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission
(CIETAC) against the client, demanding that the client continue to perform the contract and compensate for the losses of more than CNY
30 million on the grounds that the client had broken the lease contract. And it requested to reserve the right to claim damages of billions
of dollars from the client due to failure to continue to perform the contract.
Jingtian & Gongcheng provided full legal services for the client in this case, which caused great pressure to the other party in its response
to the lawsuit. The other party ﬁnally agreed to settle with the client and we successfully avoided huge economic losses to the client.

Arbitration of A Dispute over Share Repurchase by A Top Private Equity
Fund Management Company in China
Handled a buyback dispute arbitration case arising from a dispute over equity investment in the China International Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) in a fund managed by a top domestic private equity fund management company.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted the client in recovering CNY 100 million of repurchase funds through negotiation with the other party in
the early stage. After applying for arbitration, the client’s rights and interests were fully protected through timely adoption of preservation
measures. In the end, all arbitration requests were supported by the arbitration tribunal, with a total amount of disputes exceeding CNY
300 million.
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Investment and Financing Disputes
Represented a state-owned industrial investment fund in initiating an arbitration against two well-known investment com-

Assisted investors in handling the arbitration case of partnership agreement with the executive partner in the, involving
the target amount of more than CNY 20 million

panies in the China International Economic and Trade Arbitra-

A company ﬁled arbitration in Shenzhen Court of International

tion Commission (CIETAC), demanding that the other party re-

Arbitration against the client, demanding the client to pay

purchase all the fund shares held by the the client in a partner-

about CNY 160 million as contract sum and liquidated dam-

ship enterprise and pay the principal and interest of the repur-

ages. The case was triggered by a complicated equity transfer

chase price, legal fees and arbitration fees totaling more than

contract, involving a number of complicated procedural and

CNY 213 million. Jingtian & Gongcheng team explained the

substantive issues such as related arbitration cases, suspen-

facts and reasons to the arbitration tribunal in an all-round

sion of arbitration procedures, withdrawal of the chief arbitra-

way from the perspectives of the background and purpose of

tor and auditing of outsiders. The case is currently under fur-

concluding the contract terms, the legislative purpose and ap-

ther trial

plicable conditions stipulated by the laws, and the court’s
judgment tendency in similar cases, etc. in combination with
the underlying logic of commercial transaction arrangements.
In the end, the arbitration tribunal made an arbitration award
and supported all the arbitration claims submitted by the
client in this case

A company ﬁled arbitration with China International Economic
and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) against our client,
claiming that the client refused to perform the equity transfer
contract and demanding that the client continue to perform
the contract and compensate for the loss of nearly CNY 12 million. In this case, our lawyers fully defended by elaborating the

Assisted an arbitration applicant, a fund managed by a top do-

transaction background, the performance process, the loss of

mestic private equity fund management company, in handling

the basis for cooperation between the two parties and the

an arbitration case of repurchase disputes arising from equity

lack of basis for the loss of the other party. In the end, the ar-

investment disputes in the China International Economic and

bitration tribunal rejected the other party’s request for arbi-

Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC). In the early stage, the

tration and most of the claims for damages. The commercial

client was assisted to recover CNY 100 million of repurchase

purpose of the client was successfully realized and most of the

funds through negotiation with the other party. After applying

compensation liability of the client was reduced

for arbitration, the client’s rights and interests were fully protected through timely adoption of preservation measures. Finally, all arbitration requests were supported by the arbitration tribunal, with the total amount of disputes exceeding CNY
300 million
A Hong Kong subsidiary of a state-owned enterprise ﬁled arbitration with the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) against our client, demanding

Assisted a well-known domestic food company in handling the
dispute arbitration case arising from its investment agreement
with others, with the amount of dispute being about CNY 60
million
Assisted Beijing Zhongtai Renhe Fund Management Co., Ltd. in
handling disputes over fund investment contracts and consult
ﬁnancial account books for arbitration

compensation of nearly CNY 30 million. The case was trig-

Assisted a cultural industry investment company in Beijing in

gered by an equity transfer contract and guarantee letter

handling disputes over ﬁlm and television investment con-

signed 14 years ago, involving a number of complicated related

tracts

litigations and arbitration cases, with complicated factual and
legal relationships. Our lawyer’s reply caused great pressure

Represented China Transinfo in handling disputes over equity

on the other party to respond to the lawsuit, and the other

transfer contracts

party ﬁnally agreed to settle with the client. The move successfully reduced huge economic losses for customers
Assisted a domestic enterprise in handling with an overseas investment dispute arbitration case at the Hong Kong International Arbitration Center (HKIAC). The case involves complicated issues such as the place of arbitration, the inconsistency
between the applicable law of the contract and the applicable

Assisted Beijing Guanhua Tianshi Digital Technology Co., Ltd. in
handling disputes over equity transfer contracts
Represented an energy enterprise in Handling the arbitration
case of share repurchase the Valuation Adjustment Mechanism (VAM) with investors in the China International Economic
and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC)

law of the arbitration agreement
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Assisted Golden State Securities Co., Ltd. in handling disputes

A steel company ﬁled arbitration with the China International

over securities underwriting contracts

Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) against

Assisted a Sino-foreign joint venture company in handling the
dispute arbitration case arising from its investment agreement
with others. The amount of the dispute is about CNY 108 million. The case has many details and complicated facts and legal
relations due to the inconsistency between the principal and
subordinate contract signing parties, unclear contract terms
and taxes, etc. After sorting out a large amount of evidence,
our lawyers carefully studied and discussed the idea of case
agency. After comprehensive analysis of the case, the lawyers
quickly worked out an arbitration agency plan in combination
with commercial transaction logic such as land investment,

our client, demanding the conﬁrmation that a steel sales contract with a price of tens of CNY millions has not been established. The case involves the establishment of the contract
under CISG, which is seldom discussed in judicial and arbitration practice, and the related problems that the identiﬁcation
clauses of the goods quality are quite typical. Our lawyers fully
defended the case and the arbitration tribunal ﬁnally rejected
all the other party’s arbitration requests. The arbitration result
of this case is helpful for the client to handle another international arbitration case between the client and the other party
in ICC

and ﬁnally succeeded in reducing more than CNY100 million

Represented a Korean listed company in initiating an arbitra-

for the client

tion against a wholly-owned subsidiary of a company listed in

Assisted an investment company in China in handling the arbitration cases of disputes over cooperation contracts

China with the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC), requesting the arbitration tribunal to conﬁrm that the international contract for the sale of

Represented an enterprise in initiating an arbitration in Shen-

goods concluded between the two parties was invalid and

zhen International Arbitration Court, and the actual controller

claiming damages of nearly US$ 10 million from the other

of a company was required to fulﬁll the repurchase obligation

party in a company listed in South Korea. The case is governed

in the investment agreement and pay the share repurchase

by CISG and Chinese laws and involves many factual and legal

payment. In the end, the arbitral tribunal made an arbitration

issues such as invalidation of the contract, claims for direct

award and supported all the arbitration claims made by the

losses and loss of available beneﬁts under CISG, the seller’s

client in this case

obligation to derogate from the contract, interest calculation,
etc. The case is currently under trial

Represented the founder and investor of a company listed on
the New York Stock Exchange with a market value of more

Assisted a well-known Chinese medical group in handling a

than US$ 20 billion in handling a series of VIE investment

dispute over a Sino-foreign cooperative management contract

agreement disputes involving billions of USD worth of equity.

for an assisted reproduction center. The case involves property

The parties involved in the arbitration involved companies reg-

preservation, behavior preservation and evidence preserva-

istered in the Cayman Islands, the British Virgin Islands, Hong

tion in arbitration, as well as evidence discovery in the United

Kong, and mainland China. The case was complex and had

States during domestic arbitration proceedings, with a dispute

great social inﬂuence. At present, the case is currently under

amount of over CNY 300 million

further trial
Contractual Disputes

Assisted an industrial gas company in handling two parallel arbitration cases concerning a dispute over a long-term gas sales
contract with a listed company in China, with the subject

A well-known international supermarket chain ﬁled an arbitra-

matter of the case reaching CNY 1.5 billion. The arbitration in-

tion with the China International Economic and Trade Arbitra-

stitution shall be CIETAC and the arbitration language shall be

tion Commission (CIETAC) against the client, demanding that

English. In the two cases, our lawyers fully demonstrated the

the client continue to perform the contract and compensate

transaction background, the performance process, the occur-

for the losses of more than CNY 30 million on the grounds that

rence of force majeure and the lack of basis for the losses

the client have broken the lease contract, and it requested to

claimed by the other party. In the end, all the client’s claims for

reserve the right to claim damages of billions of dollars from

compensation of nearly CNY 100 million were supported by

the client due to failure to continue to perform the contract.

the arbitration tribunal, and all the claims for compensation of

Our lawyer’s reply caused great pressure on the other party to

CNY 430 million made by the disputing party were rejected

respond to the lawsuit, and the other party ﬁnally agreed to
settle with the client. The move successfully reduced huge

Assisted Hongmao Technology (Zhuhai) Co., Ltd in handling

economic losses for the client

the arbitration of procurement contractual disputes
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Assisted a wholly-owned subsidiary of a world top 500 enterprise in handling many energy disputes in, involving the target
of more than CNY 100 million
Assisted a well-known Hong Kong building materials company
in handling a series of Sino-foreign joint venture contractual
disputes involving a target amount of more than CNY 70 million
Assisted an energy investment company afﬁliated to a large
state-owned enterprise in its handing the arbitration case of
the mineral trust management agreement, involving a target
amount of more than CNY 30 million
Assisted a well-known domestic food company in handling the
dispute arbitration case arising from its distribution agreement with others, with the amount of dispute being about
CNY 43 million
Assisted a subsidiary of a large state-owned enterprise in its
handling a dispute arbitration case with a science and technology company arising from a series of contracts such as installation, design and procurement, with a dispute amount of about
CNY 48 million
Assisted a subsidiary of a large state-owned enterprise in handling the construction contractual disputes with others, with a
dispute amount of about CNY 30 million
Assisted the clients in handling a contract dispute case with a
public institution, and saved almost all the property under the
name of the respondent for the client. The amount involved in
the case is nearly CNY 110 million. The case is currently under
further trial
Assisted a Chinese cultural media company in handling a dispute over an overseas advertising service contract
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